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ABSTRACT
Software foundation elements are presented that are designed to
allow effective utilization of FORTRAN application programs from a
library. The interpreter, which manipulates character strings,
allows transformation of input and output statements and controls
the other elements. The hash coded associative memory stores and
retrieves facts about library programs, calling sequences, data types
or other pertinent information. The evaluator program carries out
numerical evaluation of formulas, allocation of numeric storage,
calling of library programs and other essential operations necessary
for library utilization. The control of these elements is maintained
by a set of rules to be interpreted. Those rules may be written by
anyone, so systems constructed from these elements may be modified
or extended by any user. Thus, the foundation elements form a basis
for a class of extendable systems. Extendability of the systems is
also available through additions to the library and the facts stored
in the associative memory. Pertinence of this class of systems to
the fluid sciences is centered in the ability to handle large multi-
dimensional arrays of numbers, large and complex library programs,
and to produce graphical output in the form of contour maps through
the use of initially provided library programs.
Thesis Supervisor: Edward N. Lorenz
Title : Professor of Meteorology
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PREFACE
This thesis is a contribution to computer methods in the fluid
sciences. The author, having substantial background in both computer
science and meteorology, felt called upon to attack this fertile and
relatively unexplored area. Computation is immensely important in the
fluid sciences. Applications of computation, such as numerical modeling
of the physical processes occurring in fluids or the statistical compu-
tations relevant to those processes, have received careful scrutiny by
the most competent of researchers. The unexplored area is concerned
with computer utilization and programming methods which will allow the
many application programs produced by fluid scientists to be used by
others. The development of such methods is crucial, because in the
past most fluid science application programs have been written and
used in ways that make them extremely difficult for anyone, other than
the writer, to use. This has meant that, at least in computer program-
ming, the work of the present has frequently been unable to build upon
the work of the past.
This thesis presents basic programs and methods to be used in
building and using application program libraries. These methods create
an environment which encourages the authors of application programs to
write them as general purpose utility subroutines. Those methods also
allow the inexperienced user to operate application programs with little
knowledge of their intricacies.
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CHAPTER I
COMS: COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
1.1 Introduction
As the thesis title states, this thesis presents a collection of
foundation elements (basic computer programs and methods) for computer
software systems in the fluid sciences. These elements are the focal
point of the presentation, but in order to demonstrate their usefulness
it is necessary to actually implement a system or systems which use
them to advantage. Those systems shall be called COMS, an acronym
standing for Communication Management System.
The giving of a name to a class of systems may appear strange, but
in fact names are often given to objects which change drastically with
time. Examples of such objects are people, cities and companies. At
various instants in their lifetime these objects are very specific and
concrete, yet when different instantaneous examples of the same object
are compared, little overt similarity may be found. In other words,
John Jones as a baby bears little resemblance to the adult. Thus,
when we attach a name to something which grows or changes, we pick some
unifying and unchanging principle for attaching the name. For our
examples those might be, the soul, geographic location and papers of
incorporation. COMS is also an object which grows and changes, and
the following definition tells how different instances of it may be
recognized.
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DEFINITION: COMS is any system, constructed from the foundation ele-
ments, whose primary goal is effective utilization of FORTRAN programs
from a library.
COMS is the name for any system from a subset of the universe of
systems which may be constructed from the foundation elements. The
particular COMS's on which we will concentrate are those applicable to
fluid science problems.
1.2 Description of COMS
COMS is constructed from three major programs. Those programs
are:
1. An Interpreter - which serves as the control
element for COMS.
2. An Associative Memory - which stores factual
information about the library and COMS.
3. An Evaluator - which evaluates algebraic formulas,
stores and retrieves numeric data, and
causes execution of FORTRAN programs from
a library.
Each of these three programs has an associated data collection. Those
collections are:
PROGRAM DATA COLLECTION
1) INTERPRETER program (rules) to be interpreted
2) ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY facts which can be retrieved
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3) EVALUATOR COMS numeric variables and arrays.
Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of these objects and the flow of in-
formation between them.
BASIC
PROGRAMS
DATA
COLLECTIONS
USER
Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of basic programs and data
collections, showing flows of information.
COMS is a system whose aim is to allow effective utilization of
FORTRAN programs from a program library. Those programs are to be
primarily user-contributed and oriented towards specific problem areas.
Examples might be graph plotting, fourier transforms, or numerical
models in fluid dynamics. COMS is constructed so that in most cases
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few changes need be made in a program in order to add it to the
library.
COMS is a data directed system, controlled by an interpreter,
all of whose data can be created, modified or added to by anyone.
Thus, COMS has been designed to be changed. Not only to be changed
by systems programmers and by its designer, but by any and every one
of its users. The only restriction upon modification is that original
copies of basic COMS control information (rules or facts) cannot be
changed except by system programmers. This is no restriction on any-
one's ability to make changes, for he can make copies of any such
data, and modify those copies to his heart's content.
Because of the freedom of change allowed for the data which drives
the COMS system the programs which make up the interpreter should be
much less subject to change. Because STRAN, the language of the inter-
preter, is very expressive yet simple in form, changes and additions
to any version of COMS will be relatively easy to carry out.
COMS can be viewed as being analogous to a library (book storage
type) and the methods and elements from which it is constructed can be
related to the methods and elements of library science. As in library
science, where a library cannot- be effectively organized by piling a
collection of unbound manuscripts in a room and allowing users to
leaf through them, an effective program library cannot be organized
in a haphazard manner unless it is to be very small and used by a
small and knowledgeable group of users. As in conventional libraries,
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the general user of COMS will be most concerned about what specific
programs (books) from the library can do to achieve his goals. The
ability or inability of the programs (books) to accomplish those goals
will be seen by the user as defining the effectiveness of the library.
However, the computer scientist (library scientist) must have a much
different view, for if he takes that approach all of his time will be
spent personally leading each user to the relevant programs (books).
He may even end up trying to write programs aimed at the particular
user's specific goals. That would be inefficient use of the scientist's
time. Instead, he must try to create a system which allows the user
to find and use what is needed on his own. He must also generate an
environment which causes authors to write the programs (books) needed
by users. This is the point of view which has been taken in COMS.
Thus, despite the fact that COMS is aimed at the fluid sciences,
its library does not yet contain programs which will solve many real-
istic fluid science problems. That library does include a number of
graphic display programs which will be particularly useful to fluid
scientists. These might be regarded as analogous to basic reference
materials (eg. a dictionary) in an ordinary library. This collection
of graphics programs forms a basic library, which makes COMS relevant
to the fluid sciences. Users may supplement the collection, in order
to make COMS more relevant to their specific problems.
The library analogy has another valid aspect, which bears some
further emphasis. Like a library, COMS has at least four distinct
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(but not necessarily disjoint) groups of people that will be concerned
with its operation in one way or another. These groups are the follow-
ing, presented in analogous pairs:
LIBRARY COMS
1) library scientist computer scientist
2) librarian systems programmer
3) author application program designer
4) reader user
The scientist will normally be concerned with the study and design
of functional elements to make a class of systems (libraries) work more
effectively. The systems programmer (librarian) will be concerned with
using the tools provided by the scientist to make a particular system
(library) a functioning, effective and useable tool for users (readers).
Finally, application programmers (authors) will be concerned with pro-
ducing programs and data (books and manuscripts) to be placed in the
system for general use.
The importance of recognizing the different groups described above
stems from the fact that problem-oriented software systems of the past
have rarely done so. The result has been that modifications to such
systems have usually had to be carried out entirely by the original
designers or their successors. This has been because the system was
not designed with change in mind. Furthermore, application programs
have had to conform to so many restrictive conventions and standards
that at best existing application programs have had to be massively
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rewritten to fit in the system and at worst they have had to be written
from scratch. The result has been that such systems have remained
alive only so long as the people who originally designed them continued
to work on, add to, and develop the system. This has also meant that
the development of such systems has been slowed to the pace that can
be achieved by these people.
COMS has been designed with a much different point of view. That
point of view states that the computer scientist should design the
basic foundation elements of the system. These elements should be
used by systems programmers to produce particular COMS implementations,
including user language and system control information. Application
programs should be submitted to the library by sophisticated members
of the user population. Authors of application programs whould be
rewarded, much as authors of books receive monetary rewards from
their efforts. The result should be a system which will grow and
develop much more rapidly.
1.3 Foundation Elements of COMS
In following sections a general description of the foundation
elements which make up COMS will be presented. Each element will be
described in terms of its purpose, its use, and its relationship to
the other elements. This will be done so that in succeeding chapters,
where more detailed examination of each element will occur, there
will be some understanding of where the element fits in the total
structure of COMS.
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1.3.1 The Interpreter
The primary element of the COMS system is an interpreter that pro-
cesses strings of characters. This processor serves as the control
mechanism for the other elements of the COMS system. The primary func-
tion of the interpreter is to allow the definition of command languages
for the user. The interpreter is directed by rules, presented as strings
of characters, in its manipulation of data consisting of strings of
characters. The rules may cause character strings to be passed to and
received from the associative memory and the evaluator. The rules may
also cause character strings to be collected from the input or placed
in the output, communicating with the user. Since transformations may
be carried out on the data by the rules, the interpreter serves as an
intermediary and translator interposed between the user and the other
elements of COMS. The interpreter and its language are examined in
Chapter VI.
The interpreter is written in PL/1 to utilize the flexible character
string manipulation capabilities of that language. The result is a
compact and lucid interpreter which could be sped up by recoding in
assembly language should that become necessary. The language of this
interpreter, the "string transformation language" (STRAN), resembles
COMIT (Yngve, 1962) in that it uses sequentially interpreted rules
which decompose, transform, and recompose character strings. STRAN
also resembles COMIT in that each rule passes control to one of two
other rules, depending upon the success or failure of the decompo-
sition portion of the rule. STRAN differs markedly from COMIT and
other character manipulation languages in that no distinction is made
between rules (procedures) and data. A character string to be inter-
preted as a rule must simply conform to certain rules of format if
successful interpretation is to occur.
1.3.2 The Evaluator
The evaluator serves as a mechanism for evaluating algebraic
formulas. Also important is its duty as an interface mechanism to
the FORTRAN programs in the library. The evaluator is directed by
character strings passed to it from the interpreter. The numbers with
which it deals may be treated as floating or fixed point constants,
variables or arrays. In the evaluation of formulas, most of the
normal built-in functions of FORTRAN (eg. SIN, TAN, ABS), and all of
the operators (eg. +, -, **, etc.), may be used. Two basic FORTRAN
statements can also be evaluated. The first, the declaration state-
ment, allows any variable or array to be declared INTEGER or REAL,
causing dynamic allocation of space by PL/l. The second is the CALL
statement, allowing loading and execution of programs from the user
library.
All of the arguments of CALL statements and the dimensions of
declarations may be equations to be evaluated. All variables, arrays
or elements of arrays may be referred to by value or by name (address).
The latter ability is primarily of use in argument lists for library
routines.
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A special capability of the evaluator allows character strings
from the interpreter to be saved in a "namelist interface program"
until sought by a namelist read in a library program. This capability
allows especially flexible control of library programs from COMS.
The use of this method of communication is described in Section 3.5
and in Appendix A.
The results of evaluations are always returned to the interpreter
as character strings, so that the interpreter never deals with any
data which is not a character string. The evaluator is examined in
some detail in Chapter III.
1.3.3 The Associative Memory
The hash-coded associative memory for n-tuples of character
strings allows factual information about COMS, the user, the library
and other parts of the environment to be quickly and easily stored
and retrieved. Use of the associative memory permits definition of
phrases (user commands) to be translated into internal command forms
and retrieval of information for users and for COMS itself. In very
simple COMS implementatibns, where all such information may be assumed
known by the user, it is possible to dispense with the use of the
associative memory entirely. Many of the problem oriented systems to
be described in Chapter II do not, in fact, have an equivalent mecha-
nism. Those systems are restricted due to that lack. Description of
the use of the associative memory is given in Chapter VII. Its imple-
mentation is discussed in Appendix C.
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1.3.4 COMS Information Collections
In Section 1.2 we mentioned three distinct data collections, each
associated with one of the three basic programs of COMS. Those collec-
tions were:
(a) character string rules and data for the interpreter
(b) n-tuple data for the associative memory program (optional)
(c) numeric variable and array data for the evaluator (optional).
Two of these data collections are optional, which-means that for a
particular COMS execution, core storage may or may not be allocated
for that collection at the users option.
Each of these data collections may receive information from or
pass information to secondary storage (eg. disk or tape). Both (a)
and (b) may be read from or stored on secondary storage devices by
a single command to the interpreter. That command specifies both the
dataset and member name of a member of a partitioned dataset (termino-
logy courtesy of Operating System 360). Numeric variable and array
data to be read or written must be handled by library programs. This
is necessary because formats of user data cannot be standardized as
easily as those of rule and n-tuple data. The user may deal with as
many of his own data collections in secondary storage as his needs dic-
tate.
The user may add rules to a rule set in core by giving them as
input when the interpreter is in its rule and command reading mode.
Any other communication between the user and a data collection must
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be controlled by the interpretation of rules, or by a library program.
The remaining COMS information collection is the program library.
This is a partitioned dataset, which resides in secondary storage. The
members of this collection are placed there, and given names, using the
facilities of the linkage editor (loader). These members may be exe-
cuted by passing a CALL statement with the appropriate member name to
the evaluator.
For a detailed overview of the various elements of COMS which have
been described, Fig. 1.2 will serve as the most suitable summary.
1.4 Basic Fluid Science Graphics Elements in the COMS Library
The -elements of COMS, described in preceding sections, do not part-
icularly limit or even aim the system toward the fluid sciences. They
do fulfill the basic requirements of any system for the fluid sciences,
that it be able to handle large collections of multi-dimensional numeric
data and to execute large and complex programs coded in FORTRAN. But
these requirements occur in many areas besides the fluid sciences. The
place where COMS is seen to be oriented towards the fluid sciences is
in the set of graphics programs provided as "seed" elements for the
library. Besides the basic graphing programs provided in this library,
there is a powerful collection of author written programs which are
especially suited to solve the graphics display problems of fluid
scientists. These programs produce contour maps on any available type
of output device. Another program in the collection produces world
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PROCEDURE ELEMENTS
IN CORE
| I
DATA ELEMENTS
IN CORE
DATA ELEMENTS
I IN SECONDARY
STORAGE
Fig. 1.2 Block diagram of COMS elements
(Arrows indicate exchange of information.)
USER
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geographic outline maps in a number of frequently used projections, to
allow the fluid scientist to plot contour maps over actual continental
outlines for physical reference. The methods used by these programs
are described in Appendices D and E. These "fluid science" graphic
tools, plus the ability to build and use his own library of application
programs, provide the fluid scientist with a system that is well adapted
to his needs.
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF SOME PROBLEM ORIENTED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
In this chapter capsule summaries of other software systems
will be presented. The systems presented range over a broad spectrum
of problem areas, goals and implementation environments. Each is
presented because at least one aspect of its approach contributed in
some way to the development of the ideas inherent in the work to be
described here. Some criticism of each system is presented, but this
should not be taken to mean that they are somehow defective. Rather,
each of those systems is a significant contribution to its particular
problem area. The criticisms are presented to point up the reasons
why each of them is lacking or limited with respect to the fluid
sciences problem area. Only one of them, ANAL 68, was designed with
that area in mind.
2.1 SKETCHPAD
SKETCHPAD (Sutherland, 1963) is an interactive graphical design
system programmed in assembly language on the TX-2 computer at Lincoln
Labs. Its striking feature is its creation of extremely flexible and
complete models of the graphical objects and constraints being manip-
ulated and use of highly intuitive primitive operations for manipula-
tion of the objects modeled in nearly any consistent manner desired.
Its failings, from the point of view of the meteorologist, are its
dedication to the particular problem space, the esoteric character
of the computer and language in which it was implemented, and the
near impossibility of user created extensions to its capabilities.
Another limitation of SKETCHPAD is that despite having a sophis-
ticated modeling capability, it uses those models only for its
graphic constructs and their constraints. SKETCHPAD does not use
its models to help the user to learn to use it. Ease of learning
to use this software system is based solely on its presumed external
simplicity and logical consistency of approach.
2.2 MAP
MAP (KAplow, 1966) is an interactive language for mathematical
analysis within CTSS (M.I.T. IBM 7094 time sharing system). It has
a wide range of highly flexible operations which can manipulate-any
desired named data object. Graphical display operators are available,
and are quite flexible. The user can create and add his own opera-
tions either as sequences of commands in the MAP language or as
compiled code in MAD. The MAP system is primarily designed for
interactive use. However, it can be used in a noninteractive envi-
ronment. Failings of the MAP system are its inability to handle
two dimensional (or higher) arrays of numbers, and the associated
graphics display problems, the fact that it was not written in a
common language (eg, FORTRAN IV), and most important that it does
not make use of any sophisticated modeling or fact storage and
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retrieval techniques to aid itself and the user. In this last sense,
the MAP system seems a step backward from SKETCHPAD, although such a
judgement is difficult about two systems aimed at different problem
spaces.
The MAP system gains a great deal of its flexibility through
its use of the CTSS user file directory for cataloguing of named
data objects (arrays and variables) and programs. The user file
directory becomes a symbol table for the MAP system. This is an
abnormal use of the file directory, at least in the frequency with
which the directory is referenced, and causes much of the ineffi-
ciency which exists in the MAP system. This inefficiency is miti-
gated somewhat by the fact that this use of the file directory makes
all of the users application programs accessible to the MAP system.
Thus, the user can extend the application facilities of MAP in any
way he desires. Another facet of MAP is that the application programs
which are built-in (reside in the system's central file directory)
contain interactive programming to instruct the user in the use of
the particular program, and the arguments he may give it. This is
a good feature, but requires considerable programming for each appli-
cation program. Furthermore, it is not really a system feature, but
one added to each individual application program. Such a feature,
in this form, can be added to any system which allows execution of
user application programs.
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2.3 ANAL 68
ANAL 68 (Welsh, 1967) is an interpretive processor written in
FORTRAN IV to operate under batch processing on the Univac 1108. It
is tailored for a particular class of meteorological problems, and
as result it operates on data objects which are a small number of
fixed size two dimensional arrays of floating point numbers stored
in common. New user created operators could be written in FORTRAN IV
by a user who knew the numerous conventions and restrictions which
must be followed. However, the new operator cannot be added dynamic-
ally for the whole system must be reloaded with the new operator
included. Contouring programs are available, as are most of the
usual numerical operators used by meteorologists. Thus, despite
being much less flexible than either of the preceding systems,
ANAL 68 is much more usable for the average meteorologist than either
of them. Like MAP it has little capability for modeling or sophisti-
cated information storage and exchange within the system. It appears
more difficult to learn to use ANAL 68 than either of the preceding
systems.
ANAL 68 transmits information to its application programs via
a large named common block. All such programs and data areas must
be loaded and in core throughout the systems operation. This severely
restricts the amount of data and programs which may be handled by the
system, but does achieve fast execution.
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2.4 ICES
ICES (Roos, 1967) is a system developed by the Civil Engineer-
ing Department at M.I.T. It is a large, complex and costly system
to which many man-years of effort have been applied. Like ANAL 68
and MAP, ICES interprets user commands, modifies the values of
internal variables, and executes application programs. ICES is some-
what more general, however, in that it executes a command by inter-
preting code (resembling assembly language instructions) associated
with that command name by a definition. Commands may cause the exe-
cution of application programs which are part of the subsystem of
ICES being utilized. Subsystems, associated commands, and the appli-
cation programs included can all be user created.
The major disadvantage of ICES is the fact that application
programs to built into a subsystem must be coded in FORTRAN E (a sub-
set of the full FORTRAN IV language), must include numerous special
statements peculiar to ICES in order to maintain compatibility with
the system programs, and must use a common block to receive informa-
tion from the subsystem and the command which caused the program's
execution. Not only does this mean that normal application programs
must be massively rewritten to fit in a subsystem of ICES, it also
means that different subsystems are incompatible since each will
have a different common block organization. Like MAP and ANAL 68,
ICES does not utilize any central system modeling capabilities,
storing facts (data) about system operation and environment for
aiding users and maintaining effective operation. This statement
should be softened by noting that the command definitions for each
subsystem in ICES do form a sort of rudimentary model for that sub-
system.
2.5 SIR and STUDENT
These two software systems were developed as problem solving
systems for Ph.D theses, by Raphael (1964) and Bobrow (1964) of the
artificial intelligence group at M.I.T.'s Project MAC. Both were
concerned with solving problems (simple logical and semantic problems
for SIR and high school algebra word problems for STUDENT) which were
posed in simple English sentences. While they are philosophical
predecessors of the work to be described here, these two systems
were not dedicated to a problem environment which bears much external
resemblance to the fluid sciences. Their contribution is to be found
in the good use they were able to make of lucid models of their own
particular problem spaces. This, and the power provided by the model-
ing capabilities in SKETCHPAD (Section 2.1), provided the impetus for
provision of modeling capabilities in foundation elements to be pre-
sented here.
SIR and STUDENT were programmed in LISP, much too abstruse a
language for an ordinary meteorologist user, and neither allowed
the user to enhance the system by adding his own programs to a
library. Both of these systems demonstrated a good ability to model
real-world situations and facts, although SIR lacked the ability to model
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relations between its relations. As will be seen in the material
to follow, these two systems provided a concept of how a general
purpose problem solving system should appear in its communication
with a user, and the kinds of facilities necessary to accomplish
that goal.
2.6 Comparison of COMS to its Predecessors:
COMS, like the systems described in preceding sections, is aimed
at the user who knows little of computers, but is knowledgeable in the
problem area of interest. This user can make good use of computer
power if he can manage to communicate with the computer concerning
the problem area.
Of the systems described only ANAL 68 is tailored to fluid sciences
problems. It is a relatively inflexible system interpreting one fixed
format operator per card and operating only in a batch processing envi-
ronment. ANAL 68 requires considerable learning of conventions and
restrictions by the prospective user since it vaguely resembles a
machine language for manipulating large two dimensional arrays. List-
ings of command sequences in this language are readable only by an
experienced user.
MAP, ICES, and SKETCHPAD are not tailored for meteorology (in
fact SKETCHPAD is unusable for fluid sciences problems) but they are
problem oriented systems which are flexible and fairly intuitive
seeming to the user. An uninformed user can learn to use these systems
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quickly by experience and occasional reference to a manual for appro-
priate names and commands.
COMS can carry out the same sort of fluid science oriented opera-
tions as ANAL 68 but user written additions to the program library
are much easier to write. COMS is superior to MAP, ICES and ANAL 68
in its ability to maintain a model of the problem environment, which
allows it to aid the user in controlling his application programs.
The model will also allow COMS to carry out some of the self teaching
operations of MAP, without requiring each application program to carry
out lengthy self description, as is the case in MAP. Another advantage
of COMS, which it shares with MAP and ICES, is its ability to operate
in both batch and man-machine interaction environments. The motiva-
tion for such an ability is the economy which must be achieved for
many time consuming jobs in meteorology.
Another advantage of COMS is that it is completely compatible
with FORTRAN IV user programs, since almost all meteorological
application programs are written in that language. It should be
particularly emphasized that COMS can execute almost any subroutine
coded in FORTRAN IV, without its being modified. That is a capability
that exists in none of the preceding systems, although MAP comes the
closest, being able to accomplish that with many subroutines coded
in MAD.
COMS appears to be more flexible than its predecessors and
attempts to incorporate the good features that can be found in each.
The primary liability of COMS, at its present stage of development,
is its relative inefficiency.
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CHAPTER III
THE EVALUATOR - INTERFACE TO OS360
3.1 Background
The evaluator serves as an interface mechanism for the interpreter,
to the world of numeric data and FORTRAN-programs. The jobs of the
evaluator are the following:
(1) Evaluating algebraic formulas.
(2) Allocating space for numeric variables and arrays.
(3) Storing values in and retrieving values from those variables
and arrays.
(4) Generating argument lists in standard OS360 form, and passing
the list to a program, that is brought to core from the
library if it is not already in core.
(5) Providing a mechanism for passing character strings to the
FORTRAN namelist routines where they may later be collected
by a namelist read issued by a library program.
The evaluator receives directions from the interpreter as character
strings, and returns any results as character strings.
The division of labor between the three major elements of COMS
makes it quite easy to implement a very simple system which, in essence,
uses only the evaluator. Such an implementation does not use the
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associative memory and uses the interpreter only to read input lines,
pass them to the evaluator, and print results returned. An implemen-
tation of this kind can be very useful to a knowledgeable user, and
the capabilities of exactly such a simple version of COMS are demon-
strated in Chapter V.
It is not possible to produce an implementation of COMS which does
not use the evaluator. It is the most essential element of COMS for
achieving the goal of effective utilization of library programs. The
evaluator is carefully programmed, in PL/l and assembly language, to be
as general purpose as practical. However, it is much more computer de-
pendent, and as a result less easily modified, than the other elements
of COMS. This is so because it deals with the practical and concrete
difficulties of working with Operating System 360. Because the evaluator
deals with the harsh realities of library programs and collections. of
numbers, it is more dedicated to the specific problem area than either
of the other basic programs of COMS.
In the remaining sections of this chapter we will examine the
features of various parts of the evaluator. In the following chapter
we will show exactly how the evaluator works with the program library.
3.2 The Evaluation of Formulas
The evaluation of formulas is carried out in two passes. The first
pass accomplishes the collection of contiguous characters into symbols,
and interpretation of those symbols as numeric constants, variable names,
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array names, built-in function names, or operators. Also in the first
pass the values of simple variables are retrieved and a precedence is
assigned to each operator. Formulas are accepted in infix notation,
with parenthesization optional in most cases, just as in FORTRAN. The
second pass carries out a translation to a prefix Polish notation under
control of operator precedence and parentheses. Evaluation of operators,
calling of built-in functions and retrieval of values from arrays all
occur during the second pass. Translation to prefix Polish means that
lists of indices for arrays and arguments for subroutines will appear
in sequence when it is time for them to be utilized.
Formulas for evaluation may include an equal sign, to cause assign-
ment of the resulting value to a variable or array element. If an equal
sign does not appear, the result of the evaluation is simply returned
to the interpreter in the form of a character string. If an equal sign
was included,the character string returned to the interpreter includes
the name of the target variable and the equal sign as well as the value
assigned.
The names of the built-in functions and operators which are avail-
able in the evaluator are:
+,-, *, /, **, unary+, unary-
MODFLOATFIXABSSINCOS,TANATANEXPLOGLOG1O,SQRT
When the mode (fixed or floating point) of the numbers going into a
calculation are mixed, the fixed number will be floated. If a fixed
point number appears as the argument of a built in function requiring
a floating point argument, that number will be floated.
3.3 Management of Variables and Arrays
Storage for variables is dynamically allocated by assigning a value
to the variable (eg. VARBL=5.0). The mode (fixed or floating) of the
variable is defined by the mode of the number assigned. Storage for
arrays is dynamically allocated by passing a statement of the following
form to the evaluator:
(a) INTEGER NAME(first dimension, second dimension,...)
(b) REAL NAME(first dimension, second dimension,...)
NAME is the name of the array being declared. As many dimensions as
desired may be given. Each dimension may be stated as a formula, in-
cluding statement as a variable, or constant. If no variables or
arrays are mentioned, no storage will be allocated for that purpose.
Allocation of storage is handled by PL/l.
Values are stored in variables or array elements by assignment
statement. Retrieval of a value is caused by the appearance of the
variable name, or array name plus indices, in a formula. All indices
for arrays and arguments for subroutines may be formulas to be evalu-
ated.
3.4 Execution of library programs
Library programs can be executed by passing a CALL statement
(described in detail in Chapter IV) to the evaluator. First, formulas
occurring in the argument list (if any) are evaluated. Then, the name
of the program to be called, and the list of results of formula evalu-
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ations, are passed to an assembly language routine. That routine gener-
ates a standard OS360 list of argument addresses, if any arguments are
to be passed. Then the name of the routine to be called is compared
against a list of program names which are not named members of the
program library, but which are present in special modules and may be
executed through the CALL facility. These include.Calcomp library ser-
vice routines contained as entries in a special load module, a FORTRAN
library service routine for error processing contained in another spe-
cial load module, a PL/1 snap dump which is always loaded with COMS,
and a CLOCK program which returns the time of day in hundredths of a
second as an integer. If the name of the program to be called is not
in the list of special routines a LOAD service macro (OS360 supervisor
call) is issued. This causes the requested library program to be loaded
into core, if it is not already there, and returns the entry address
which is used to pass control to that program.
3.5 Namelist Interface and I-0.
A special capability has been provided in the evaluator. This
special capability allows,character strings to be passed from the evalu-
ator to a special namelist-read interface routine, to be saved till
collected by the next application program issuing a namelist read.
Any character string, starting with an ampersand, passed to the evalu-
ator will be handled in this manner. When the collection of character
strings saved by the interface routine has been exhausted (or immedi-
ately if no such strings have been saved) the namelist read will collect
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input lines from the FORTRANinput device specified in the read state-
ment. Thus, when no strings have been saved, namelist read works
exactly as it does outside of COMS.
Normal operation of namelist read requires an ampersand to appear
in column two of the first line of input, followed immediately by the
namelist name. Normal operation is also such that column one of every
input line will always be ignored, and the reading of input will be
terminated by the characters &END. The following is an example of
Fortran statements to carry out namelist read, and an example set of
input lines.
FORTRAN STATEMENTS: (DATA is the namelist name)
NAMELIST/DATA/ARG1 , ARG2, ARG3, ARG4
READ(5,DATA)
INPUT LINES: (lines begin at column 2)
&DATA ARG1 = 5.0, ARG3 = 57.865,
ARG2 = 77.8E-5 &END
These statements will cause the specified values to be stored in the
FORTRAN variables ARG1, ARG2 and ARG3. In COMS the necessity for
the inclusion of the names following the ampersands has been removed.
Thus, if the same lines were to be passed to the evaluator by the
interpreter, to be collected by the same program (now being executed
from the COMS library), they would appear as follows.
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INPUT LINES: (lines begin at column 1).
&& ARG1 = 5.0, ARG3 = 57.865,
& ARG2 = 77.8E-5 &
The ampersands in column one cause the evaluator to transmit the char-
acter strings to the namelist interface program, and the remaining
ampersands serve to initiate and terminate the sequence of variable
names and values for the actual namelist input operation.
The utility of this method for transmission of values between
COMS and a called program and the organization of the called program
for maximum effectiveness is examined in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROGRAM LIBRARY, ITS ORGANIZATION AND USE
4.1 Restrictions on Library Programs
We have stated in earlier chapters that any FORTRAN IV subroutine
can be placed in the library and utilized. However, there are some
restrictions that must be understood. These would probably not be
termed restrictions by a knowledgeable FORTRAN programmer and user of
OS360 (Operating System 360), but they are reasons why certain types
of FORTRAN subroutines will not be useable without modification. The
primary restriction is:
(a) Any method of passing arguments to a subroutine which
depends upon the subroutine having been linkage edited with
the calling program, into an executable load module*, cannot
be used.
This means that since the subroutines in the library are not linkage
edited with COMS, they cannot receive arguments through a common
block shared with COMS. This sort of requirement is normal for a
utility subprogram, where "independence" from the calling program
must be maintained. However, it is not true of just any randomly
chosen subroutine. Another restriction is:
*
A load module is any collection of programs whose interprogram re-
ferences have been resolved, and can be executed without any further
processing.
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(b) Each library routine may have up to six entry points,
but in actual practice it is better to have only one entry
point per library program.
This restriction arises from OS360, which allows up to six names asso-
ciated with entry points of a load module in a library, but when the
module is moved into core, only remembers the single name by which it
was requested. Thus, a later request for another of the program's
entry names causes a second copy to be brought into core, instead of
utilization of the entry already in core.
(c) If a library program is to carry out FORTRAN input
or output, or call service subroutines which may do so,
a special dummy subroutine must be loaded with the pro-
gram when it is put in the library.
If each individual load module needing to carry out input-output
activities were to carry them out itself, a great deal of confusion
and duplication of effort would occur. For this reason a special
load module containing all of the FORTRAN I-0 and error processing
routines is included in the library. Access to this load module
by a library program is provided by including a special dummy program,
containing all of the relevant service routine entry points, when
the library program is linkage edited. A similar dummy program is
necessary to gain access to a load module containing all of the
Calcomp plotter library routines. When called, the dummy program
issues a load macro, and collects the correct entry addresses from
the target load module. The inclusion of these dummy routines is
the final requirement upon library programs in COMS.
The above described restrictions and requirements mean that some
care must be exercised in putting a user program in the library. It
also means that most general purpose utility programs can be put in
the library without any modification whatsoever.
4.2 Library Load Module Organization of COMS
As was mentioned in the preceding section, the COMS library
contains not only load modules created by users, but two special load
modules, one for handling FORTRAN I-0 and the other for producing
Calcomp- plotter output. Furthermore, the COMS interpreter itself is
contained in the library and uses the FORTRAN I-0 load module to do
its own input and output. Thus, when a user program which produces
Calcomp and FORTRAN output is in use, the set of load modules present
in core will be as shown in the diagram below.
Fig. 4.1 COMS load modules
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Most of the limitations of COMS upon programs in the library are
caused by the fact that OS360 does not have efficient dynamic link-
age resolution capabilities, as does a system such as MULTICS.
Under OS360 the linkage editor would have to be called up each time
a new user program was to be brought into core, if all linkages were
to be resolved in the normal manner. The dummy program method of
linkage resolution is a simple and effective, although perhaps not
esthetic, solution to the problem.
4.3 Methods of Interprogram Communication
In Section 4.1 it was mentioned that communication of informa-
tion between the interpreter and library programs could not be carried
out via a FORTRAN common block (a method by which two or more programs
may share data storage space). The question then arises as to what
methods may be used. Two methods are available. The most straight-
forward of the two is the old standard, a list of arguments passed
along with the subroutine call. This argument list is generated in
standard OS360 form by COMS, so any program using those conventions
can be called from COMS. Furthermore, by using certain coding methods
within the called library program, it is possible to allow varying
length argument lists to be passed. That method is examined in
Appendix A. The form of the statement which will cause a library
program to be called, and the methods of specifying arguments to be
passed will be examined in the following section.
The second method of communication between the interpreter and
a library program is through the NAMELIST interface mechanism de-
scribed in Section 3.5 and Appendix A. Normally namelist input
operates from an external input device to a program containing a
namelist read statement. However, in COMS, the interpreter is able
to transmit character strings through the evaluator to the library
program to satisfy the namelist read. This allows assignment of
values to specified library program variables by the interpreter.
Furthermore, no modification whatsoever is necessary for the name-
list read in the library program. When it is not being used as a
COMS library program, the namelist read will operate in the usual
fashion.
4.4 Calling a Library Program
A library program, whose member name (an OS360 term describing
the name it was given when being put in the library by the linkage
editor) is PROGNAME can be called by passing the following character
string to the evaluator.
CALL PROGNAME
In this form no arguments will be passed to the program. The state-
ment can also be written:
CALL PROGNAME(argument list)
The argument list may contain up to thirty arguments, separated by
commas. The arguments themselves may be nearly any type of argument
that would normally appear in a FORTRAN program. They may include
equations to be evaluated, character string literal constants, array
names or specific array elements, as well as simple numeric variables
and constants. Array elements and variables will normally have only
their values passed, that is, the address passed will be that of a
temporary location containing the present value of the variable or
array element. Thus, a special method is provided for specifying
that such arguments are to be passed by name (the actual address of
the variable or array element to be used). The following list of
examples should clarify these statements. In these examples we
assume that the declaration REAL PSI(47,51) has previously been
passed to the evaluator, stating PSI to be an array of floating
point numbers.
(1) 'M6350' is a character string literal constant.
Single quotes may be included in the quoted
string by preceding each by another single
quote.
(2) PSI is an array name, to be passed by name
(the actual address of the array is passed).
(3) PSI(21,17) is an array element, to be passed by value
(the address of a temporary location con-
taining the present value of PSI(21,17)
will be passed).
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(4) PSI(IJ)
(5) @PSI(I,J)
(6) I
(7) @1
is an array element (the present values of
variables I and J are used) to be passed
by value.
the same as (4), but the actual address of
the particular element will be passed (by
name) due to the @.
is a variable to be passed by value (address
of a temporary location containing its value).
is a variable to be passed by name.
(8) SIN(I)*J is an equation to be evaluated and the result-
ing value passed. An @ would cause an error
since no variable or array is available to be
specified by name.
is a constant to be passed by value.(9) 7.9E-5
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CHAPTER V
EXAMPLES USING A SIMPLE COMS
5.1 Basic COMS Implementation
In this chapter we will present a number of examples which de-
monstrate the capabilities of the evaluator and the program library.
To do this we use an extremely simple rule set for the interpreter
which collects input lines one at a time, separates each line into
statements by finding semicolons, and successively evaluates those
statements. The results of the evaluations are printed as output.
This rule set does not exhibit the capabilities of either the
interpreter or the associative memory. Instead, it is an extremely
direct and efficient way for a knowledgeable user to utilize the
evaluator and the program library. The examples presented show how
carefully written library programs may be used in a very flexible
manner to carry out a variety of tasks. Since the rule set carries
out no translations on the input statements, these examples show
exactly what kinds of statements are accepted by the evaluator.
In Chapter VIII we will present more sophisticated rule sets
for the interpreter, using the associative memory and translating
user input statements to acceptable directions for the evaluator.
Examples will be presented there to show how modeling and translation
can make the facilities of the evaluator and library available to
less knowledgeable users. Those examples will demonstrate how much
more powerful the interpreter and associative memory make COMS, as
compared with the examples to be presented here.
5.2 Example 1
This example shows the capabilities of the evaluator, and two
author written graphic display programs from the library. The first
program, CALTUR, produces contours of a data field read by a simple
input program, READ. The second program, GLOBE, produces the out-
lines of northern hemisphere continents for physical reference.
The result of the example is the Calcomp plot shown on a following
page.
The first line of input for this example is a character string
for the namelist interface mechanism, to be read by the contouring
program. It sets the sizes of labels for the plot. The following
input line gives values for COMS variables, and allocates space for
the array PSI. Next, the READ program is called to read cards into
PSI from the input stream. The cards were located in the input,
immediately after the call to READ, but do not show in this listing
because they were read by that program, using the format given in
the calling sequence. The call to NEWPLT initiates the Calcomp
plotter tape, and puts the users problem number and programmer
number on it. Calls to CALTUR and GLOBE follow. The GLOBE program
plots a projection of a map which is a user data set, stored as
sequences of latitude-longitude pairs. Finally, the call to PLOT1
moves the Calcomp pen fourteen inches down the paper, and the call
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to ENDPLT terminates the plotter tape.
The READ program, written in Fortran and located in the library,
is presented as the final page of this example. That program uses
a variable length calling sequence, examined in Appendix A. READ
accepts the tape number, input format, array location, and beginning
and ending indices of values to be read for the array. If the in-
dices are not given only one value will be read. The READ program
treats all arrays as if they were one dimensional, but this does not
cause difficulty for multidimensional arrays so long as the informa-
tion in the array is contiguous (all dimensions are fully utilized).
Such a requirement is not difficult to satisfy when dimensions are
being specified at execution time.
In the computer output which follows, lines which begin INPUT...
have had that marker added to indicate that they are an echo of an
input line. All other lines, with the exception of the heading which
appears at the top of each page, and the statement "BEGIN INTERPRETING
RULES." which indicates the start of rule interpretation, have been
generated by rules, or by a library program. Outputs from library
programs will always project out from the left margin, because all
output handled by the STRAN interpreter is deeply indented.
STRAN INTERPPFTER ON MAY 23,196q AT 03:54:44.300 PAGE
BEGIN INTERPRETING RLLES.
INPUT...E& FLAB=C.06,SIZE=C.C8 &;
&& FLAB=0.06,SIZE=0.08 &
INPUT... IDIM=47; JDIM=51; FINTRV=20.0;
I CIIP=47&
JCIV=51
FINTRV=2.0COCCQE+01&
NTAPE=5&
REAL PSI(47,51)
INPUT... CALL READ(NTAPE,'(24F3.C/23F3.
CALL REAC(NTAPE,'(24F3.0/23F3.0
INPUT... CALL NEtPLT('M6350','2024','VE
CALL NEwPLT('I6350','2024','VEL
INPUT... CALL CALTUR(PSI,IDIVJDI,O,,
CALL CALTUR(PSI,IDIM,JCIPy,0,,-
NTAPE=5; REAL PSI(ICII,JCIV):
C)',PSI, 1,IDIV*JCIM);
)',PSI,1,IDIV*JCIV)
LLLPI','ELACK');
LUf', 'BLACK')
-1,FINTRVO,2.0,6.0,8.52,-1.0);
1,FIATRV,0,2.0,6.,8.52,-1.C)
CCNTCUR PRCGRAM HAS BEEN ENTERED.
MINIMUM IS 5.91CCE 02. MAXIMUN IS 9.49CCE C2. CCNTCLR INTERVAL IS 2.OE 01.
CCNTCUR PROGRAM TCCK 3.31 SECCNDS.
INPUT... CALL CLCBE( 2,00.0,280.0,0,4.U7Cl36,C,2.0,6.0,8.52);
CALL GLCBE(2,9).C,28C.0J,U,4.07Cl36,C,2.0,6.,'8.52)
GLCBE CALLED. USEC 1C.90 SECONCS.
INPUT... CALL PLCTL(14.0,0,-3); CALL ENDPLT; ENC;
CALL PLCTl(14.0,C,-3)
CALL ENCPLT
END
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MRXIMUM
MINI MUM
CONTOUN
VRLUE 15 9L9.0
VRLUE IS 591 .
INTLfVRL I5 20 0
Fig. 5.1 Contour Map with geographic outlines, produced by Example 1
using Basic COMS.
SUBROUTINE READ(/ITAPE/,FORMATARRAY,/IMIN/,/IMAX/)
INTEGER FORMAT(1),ARRAY(1)
NARG=NUMP (O)
IF(NARG.LT.3) RETURN
IF(NARG.GT.5) RETURN
IMN = I
IMX = 1
NARG = NARG - 2
GO TO(3,2,1),NARG
1 IMX = IMAX
2 IAN = IMIN
.3 REAO(IT4PEFORMATEND=6,ERR=6)(ARRAY(I),.I=IMN, IMX)
6 R ETURN
END
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5.3 Example 2
This example, like the preceding one, uses the CALTUR program to
produce its final output. However, in this case the data to be con-
toured is generated in a somewhat different manner. Here the data is
read, in a packed form, from a data tape containing 3652 separate
fields. The data is read by a library program GETDAT which accepts up
to three arguments. The first is the COMS array into which the data
is to be read, and the second is the number of the field which is
desired from the tape. A third argument allows specification of a
FORTRAN logical tape number, but in the absence of such specification
tape number one is used. When a zero is given as the number of the
field desired, the tape is rewound.
A second library program called OPRATN is also utilized in this
example. This program allows a specified operation (addition, sub-
traction, multiplication or division) to be carried out between all
the elements of specified arrays, the result being placed in a third
array. For this example the OPRATN program is used to subtract the
first field from the second field, after those fields have been read
from the tape. A contour map is then produced of a portion of this
difference field.
On the following pages the sequence of statements, the contour
map resulting, and the OPRATN library program are shown. The program
GETDAT is not presented because its operation is similar to that of
the program READ in the preceding example.
STRAN INTERPRFTER ON MAY 22,1969 AT 03:04:50.43C PAGF
BEGIN INTFRPRET ING R U1 E S.
INPLT... RFAL PSI(47,51); REAL TAU(
REAL PSI(47,51)
REAL T AU(47, 51)
INPUT... 1=1; CALL GETDAT(PSI,I); I
I= If
C A LL GETDAT (PST, I)
I =2F
CALI GETDAT(TAi,r)
INPUT ... CALL OPRATN(PS I,TAU, '-',PS
CALL OPRATN(PSI ,TAU,'-' ,PSI
. INPUT . CALL NEWPL T( 'M6350' '
CALL NFWPLT('M6350','2
INPUT... CAIL CALTUJR(PSI,47,51
CALL CALTJR (PS I,47, 51,
47,51);
=2; CALL GETDAT(TAU,1);
I, 1, 2397) ;
,1 ,2397)
2024', 'VELt . UM',
024', 'V ELLUM', '
, 'DIFFERENCF MA
'DIFFFRFNCF MAP
'BLACK');
BLACK ')
P ',-4,-18361836)
1,-4,- 18361P36)
DIFFERENCE MAP
MINIMUM IS -1.6384F 04. MAXIMUM IS 1.638
CCNTOUR PROGRAM TCCK 1.25 SECONCS.
INPOT... CALL GPTDAT(PSI,0);
CALL GETDAT(PSI0)
INPUT... CALL PLCTl(14.0,0, -3);
CALL PLOT1(14. 0 ,0,-3)
CALL ENDPLT
END
4E 04. CCATCIP INTERVAL IS. 2.5E 03.
CALL EN.CPLT; END;
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DIFFEHENCE MRF
MPXIMUM VRLUE 15 1635LL C
MINIMUM VPLUE IS -163L ,0
[CONTOU INTEVHL I5 2500 0
Fig. 5.2 Contour Map o-f the difference between two fields, produced
by Example 2 using -Basic COMS..
SUBROUTINE OPRATN(ARRAlARRA2,/TOP/,
0 IMENS ION ARRAl (1) ,ARRA2(1) ,ARRA3(1)
INTEGER I0PS(5)
DATA IOPS/'+ ''t- , 9, /
CALL NUMP(NARG)
IF(NARG.LT.4) GO TO 777
IBEG = 1
IEND = 1
N4RG = NARG - 3
GO TO(3,2,l),NARG
1 IEND = IND
2 IBEG = IBG.
3 DO 4 [OPN=1,5
IF(IOP.EQ.IOPS(IOPN)) GO TO 5
4 CONTINUE
GO TO 777
5 GO TO (10,20,3C,40,50),IOPN
10 00 11 I=IBEG,IEND
11 ARRAl(I) = ARRA2(I)+ARRA3(I)
RETURN
20 00 21 I=IBEG,IEND
21 ARRAl(I) = ARRA2(I)-ARRA3(I)
RETURN
30 DO 31 I=IBEGIEND
31 ARRAl(I) = ARRA2(1)*ARRA3(I)
RETURN
40 00 41 I=IBEGIEND
41 ARRAl(I) = ARRA2(I)/ARRA3(I)
RE.TURN
50 DO 51 1=I9EG,IEND
51 ARRAl(I) = ARRA2(1)
RETURN
777 WRITE(6,776)'
776 FORMAT(' ERROR IN OPRATN, CONTROL RE
RETURN
EN D
ARRA3,/IBG/,/IND/)
TURNED WITHOUT EXECUTION.')
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5, Example 3
In this example all of the Calcomp plots given in Appendix D,
Section D.2, are generated. Those plots show the generation of a
smooth curve to fit a step function, using piecewise spline inter-
polation.
The only new library subprogram necessary for this task is
called SET. This program generates a linear function between spe-
cified indices of a specified array. The first argument of SET is
the array name, the second is the initial index setting, the third
is the final index setting, the fourth argument is the function
value at the initial index position and the fifth is the function
value at the final index position. In the absence of the second
through fifth arguments, indices are assumed to take the value one,
and function values default to zero. Thus, if only the array name
is given, its first location will be set to zero. The listing of
the SET program is given at the end of this example.
The OPRATN library program, introduced in the preceding example,
is used in conjunction with the SET program to produce the functions
desired. A Calcomp library program PICTUR, which generates graphs,
is then used for plotting the results. Those results are presented
in Appendix D.
STRAN INTFRPRFTER CN MAY 22,1969
BEGIN INTERPRETING RLLES.
INPUT... N1=101; N2=2Cl; N3=301;
N 1 111
N 2=C 1
N3= 301F
INPUT... REAL X(N3); REAL Yl(N3);
REAL X(301)
REAL Y1(30 1)
RFAL Y2(31)
REAL Y3(3Cl)
INPUT... CALL SET(X,1,N3,-1.0,2.0
CALL SET(X,1,N3,-1.C,2.0)
INPUT... CALL SET( Y3, 1, Ni ,O1C, 1.0
CALL SET (Y3,1,N1 ,0.0, 1.0)
CALL SET(Y3,N1,N2,1.CC.0
INPUT... CALL SET(Y3,N2,N3); CALL
CALL SET(Y3,N2,N3)
CALL OPPATN(Y3V3,'*' ,Y3,
INPUT... CALL
CALL
CALL
INPUT... CALL
CALL
INPUT... CALL
CALL
C ALL
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
REAL Y2(N3); REAL Y3(N3);
); CALL SET(Y3,N1,N2,1.C,0.0);
OPRATN(Y3,Y3,'*',Y3,1,N2);
1
SET(Y2,1,N1,3.0,1.0)
SET(Y2,1,N1,3.0 ,1.r)
SET(Y2,N1,N2,1.0,3.C)
SET(Y2,N2,N3);
SET(Y2,N2,N3)
CPRATN(YlY3,'*',Y2,
CPRATN(YlY3,'*',Y2,1
CPPATN(Y2,Y3,l'',X,1,
CALL NEWPLT
CALL NEWPLT(
CALL PLCT1(
CALL PLCTl(G
CALL PICTUR
('6350',
'M635C' ,'
C, 3.0,-3)
,3.0,-3)
(5.0, 3.0,
,N2)
; CALL
1,N3) 
-23,N
N3)
SET(Y2,N1,N2,1.C,3.0);
CALL CPRATN(Y2,Y3,'*',X,1,N3);
'2,024','IVELLUP','BLACK');
2C24' ,'VELLUM', 'BLACK')
'X AXIS',6,' Y AXIS',6,X,Yl,N2,O,0,X,Y2,N2,O,0);
AT 02:56:43.480 PAGE
STRAN INTERPRETER CN MAY 22,1969 AT 02:56:4E.37C PAGE 4
CALL PICTUR\5.0,3.C,'X AXIS',6,'
INPUT... CALL PLCTl(5.q0,,-3);
CALL PLCT1 (5. ,C ,-3
INFUT... REAL Y4(N3); REAL Y5(N3); REAL
REAL Y4(311)
REAL Y5( 3 Cl)
REAL Y6(3Y)1
REAL Y7(3-1)
INPUT... CALL SET(Y6,1,A\3); CALL SET(Y4,
CALL SET(Y6,1,N3)
CALL SET(Y4,A2,A3)
INPUT... CALL CPQATN(Y3,Yl,'+',Y6,1,N3);
. CALL CPRATN(Y3,Yl,'+',Y6,1,N3)
INPUT... CALL GPRATN(Y4,aYl(101),'+',Y6,
CALL CPRATN(Y4,@Yl(lCl) ,'+',Y6,1
INPUT... CALL CPRATN(Y5,Y3,'+',Y4,1,N3);
CALL CPRATN(Y5,Y3#'+',Y4,1,N3)
INPUT... CALL PICTUR(6.,2.,'X AXIS',6,'Y
CALL PTCTUR(6.,2.,'X AXIS',6,'Y
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
CALL PLCT1(
CALL PLCT1(5
CALL OPRATN
CALL CPPTN1(
CALL CPRATN
CALL OPRATN(
CALL SET(Y4,
.C,C,-3) ;
vC,-3)
Y3 ,Y2, '+'
Y3,Y2,' +
(@Y4( f 1
@Y4( ICL)
1,N1)
AXIS',6,X,YlN2,0,O,X,Y2,N2,0,C)
(N3); REAL Y7(AN3);
AXIS',6,XY3,N3,OGX,Y4,vN3,C,PO,YX,Y5,N3,O,O);
AXlS',6,Xy3,N3,OOXY4,N3,OCXY5,N3,OO)
,Y6,1 ,N3);
, Y6,
,Y2,
Y2,'
1, N3)
1 '+,Y6
+1 ,Y6,
,1,N2); CALL SET(Y4,1,N1);
1 ,f\2)
INPUT... CALL SET(Y7,1,N3,-0.5,-0.5);
CALL SFT(Y7,1,N3,-C.5,-C.5)
INPUT... CALL CPRATN(Y6,Y3,'*',Y7,1,N3);
CALL CPRATN(Y6,Y3,'*',Y7,1,A3)
INPUT... CALL CPPATN(Y7,Y4,'*',Y7,1,N3);
CALL CPRATN(Y7,Y4,'** ,Y7,1,N3)
INPUT... CALL CPRATA(Y6,Y6t'+',Y7,1,N3);
STPAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 22,1;6q AT 02:56:5C.470
CALL CPRATN(
INPUT... CALL CPRATN
CALL CPRATN(
INPUT... CALL PICTUR
CALL PICTUR(
INPUT... CALL PLCT1(
CALL PLLT1(5
INPUT... CALL PICTUR
CALL PICTUR(
INPUT... CALL PLCT1(
CALL PLCT1(5
INPUT... CALL PICTUP
CALL PICTUR(
INPUT... CALL PLCTI.(
CALL PLCT1(5
INPUT... CALL ENCPLT
CALL EADPLT
END
69,Y6,'+',Y7,1,N3)
(Y7Y5,eI+',Y6,1,tN3);
Y7,Y5,'+',Y6,1,N3)
(6.,2.,'X AXIS',6,'Y AXIS' ,6,XY3,N3,OO,X,Y4,N3,OO,X,Y6,N3,0,O);
6.,2.,'X AXIS',6, 'Y AXIS',6,X,Y3,N3,CO,X,Y4,N3,C,C,X,Y6,N3,0,0)
.0C,v-3)
(6.,2.,'X AXIS',6,'Y AXIS',6,XY5,tN3,0,0,XY6,A3,0,0);
6.,2.,'X AXIS',6,'Y IAXIS',6,XY5,N3,0,0,XY6,N3,0,0)
5:.3,0,-3);
.' C -3)
(6.,2.,'X AXIS',6, 'Y AXIS',6,X,Y7,N3,0,30)
6.,2.,-'X AXIS' ,6,'Y AXIS',6,X,Y7,N3,,O,)
5.0,0,-3);
.,C,-3)
; EAD;
PAGE
SUBROUTINE SET(ARRAY,/IBG/,/IND/,/FBG/,/FND/)
DIMENSION APRAY(1)
FBFG = 0.0
FEND = 0.0
FDELTA = 0.0
IBEG = 1
IEND = 1
-- CALL NUMP(NARG)
GO TO( 5,4,3,2,1),NARG
1 FEND = FND
2 FBEG = FBG
3 IEND = IND
4 IBEG = IBG ca
5 DENOM = IEND - IBEG
IFIDENOM.EC.O.0) GO TO 6
FDELTA = (FtND - FBEG)/DENOM
6 DG 7 I=IBEGIEND
AkRAY(I) = Ft3EG
7 FBEG = FBEG + FDELTA
RETURN
END
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5.5 Example 4
This example is a demonstration of the fact that almost any
Fortran program can be placed in the COMS library and utilized, without
any necessity for modification of the program. However, when the
program is a main program, as is the case here, then little obvious
advantage accrues from the association with COMS. Thus, although
rewriting of the program is not essential, it would be desirable in
order to make it into a general purpose utility subprogram instead of
a self sufficient and uncommunicative main program. All of the library
programs presented earlier in this chapter were general purpose sub-
programs, and as a result could be used together in numerous different
ways. This program, in its present form, can only be used by itself.
The program being described is a two level numerical model of
the atmosphere operating in a zonal ring between latitudinal walls.
It is invoked by the simple statement, "CALL MODEL;". Direction of
the model is carried out by the SET-RESET method described in Appendix
A. The program, once called, continues to read namelist input streams
until it encounters an end-of-file, at which time it calls EXIT (returns
to the system). Since normally this program was executed directly
from OS360, no need was seen for it to communicate the results of its
computations to a higher level. Thus, the program takes care of all
of its own input and output. Inputs are namelist input streams and
a formatted data deck contained initial values for the model's arrays.
Outputs are the settings of all namelist variables after initializa-
tion, and sequences of contour maps (on the line printer) produced
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at specified times during the time integration of the model. Those out-
puts for a two day run of the model are presented on the following pages.
The contour maps produced show the temperature field of the model at the
initial time and two days later.
The running of this model under COMS does not demonstrate any part-
icular advantage, other than the fact that the model was not changed at
all to allow the association. In fact object decks were used which had
been produced under an earlier version of the Fortran compiler, which
is no longer available at MIT.
In order to improve the working relationship between COMS and this
model, the most obvious approach would be to rewrite the main program
of the model as a subroutine which would return to COMS after each
directed session of forward time integration. The other necessity would
appear to be the use of COMS arrays for representation of the fluid
state. This last would allow user choice of contouring methods and
user analysis of results eg. subtraction of initial field from final
field as in example 2 of this chapter.
Even without making any changes in the programming of the model,
a number of things could be done to make the utilization of this model
from COMS more fruitful. These would involve the programming of the
COMS system (in the STRAN language) to allow the storage and retrieval
of namelist input streams and formatted data by user-given names. If
this were done, the user could begin to cause execution of the model
with statements like:
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INTEGRATE CASE2 DATA FORWARD 2.0 DAYS UNDER BAROTROPIC ASSUMPTIONS.
Here CASE2 would be the name of a formatted data set, and 2.0 would be
the value of the namelist variable TTOTAL, specifying the length of
the time integration to be carried out. BAROTROPIC would be the name
of a stored character string suitable for namelist input, to which
TTOTAL = 2.0 would be appended. The resulting string would be passed
to the namelist interface mechanism to be collected by the model.
Thus, an inexperienced user could use the program without having to
know the names of the internal control parameters and without having
to provide his own initial data fields.
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CHAPTER VI
THE STRING TRANSFORMATION (STRAN) LANGUAGE AND ITS INTERPRETER
6.1 The Interpreter
The string transformation (STRAN) rule interpreter is a sequen-
tially executed character string processor. Both the prograns (rules)
and data of the processor are strings of characters. Each STRAN rule
can carry out matching, decomposition, transformation, and recomposi-
tion on character string data.
The three basic storage mechanisms used by the interpreter are
the following:
(1) A storage for variable length strings of characters, where
data and rules are kept. Each location of this storage
(whether used for storage of a rule or data) is refer-
enced by a unique name assigned at execution time.
(2) Ten special character string storage locations for the
results of decompositions carried out by rules. These
may be thought of as pseudo-registers or accumulators,
much in the manner of assembly language programming.
The pseudo-registers are referenced by the integers 1
to 10.
(3) A push-down store (similar in effect to the pop-up dish
racks in cafeterias) which holds a sequence of STRAN
rule names. When the STRAN processor is asked to
find and interpret a rule whose name is END it pops
up the rule name at the top of the push-down and
uses that instead.
The STRAN interpreter has two modes of operation. The inter-
preter always begins execution in "rule reading" mode. In this
mode rules are collected from the input and stored, each under its
own name. When the name of a rule surrounded by parentheses (eg.
"(Rl)") is passed to the interpreter while in this mode, control is
passed to that rule, and "rule interpretation" mode begins. Return
to "rule reading" mode occurs when the name of the next rule to be
interpreted is END, and the push-down store is empty.
6.2 STRAN Commands
When it is in rule reading mode, the interpreter is able to
accept commands from the user. These commands are comprised of
reserved words surrounded by parentheses. The commands allow the
user to set internal switches controlling the mode of interpreter
operation or to cause data to be moved between core and secondary
storage. If the character string contained within the parentheses
does not match a reserved word or phrase given below, it will be
treated as a rule name to receive control, as described in the
preceding section. The reserved names, and the effect they cause
are:
COMMANDS FOR SETTING SWITCHES
(1) (PRINT): Causes the printing of a trace of rules executed
and the contents of each variable during rule
execution.
(2) (NOPRINT): Printing of execution trace is discontinued.
(3) (ECHO): Causes an echo of each input card to be printed.
That echo is marked by the initial phrase "INPUT...
(4) (NOECHO): Echoing is discontinued.
(5) (PUNCH): Causes punching of a card for each output line
produced by a rule.
(6) (NOPUNCH): Punching is discontinued.
The initial, or default, settings are (NOPRINT) (ECHO) (NOPUNCH).
COMMANDS TO MOVE DATA BETWEEN CORE AND SECONDARY STORE
(1) (GET RULES ddname-member): Brings to core a rule set
which is a member of the data set whose
ddname is given.
(2) (STORE RULES ddname-member): Stores the rule set
presently in core under the given ddname and
member name in secondary store.
(3) (GET MODEL ddname-member): Brings to core a collection
of n-tuples for the associative memory.
(4) (STORE MODEL ddname-member): Stores the collection of
n-tuples presently in core under the given
ddname and member name in secondary store.
The DDNAME (an OS360 term described in the Job Control Language Manual,
C28-6539-4) given by the commands above must reference a partitioned
data set.
6.3 The STRAN Rule
The name of a STRAN rule and the names of rules to which it will
pass control are placed at the beginning and end of the rule respect-
ively, marked off by parentheses.
(RULE NAME(RULE BODY)NAMES OF SUCCEEDING RULES)
Either one or two names of succeeding rules may be given. If two are
given, they are separated by a comma and the first will receive control
if character string decomposition by the RULE BODY fails. The second
name will receive control if decomposition succeeds. Examples are
(R1(body)R2)
(R2 (body)R3, R4)
The rule named Rl will always pass control to the rule name R2. R2
will pass control to R3 if its body is unsuccessful at carrying out
a decomposition, otherwise control will be passed to a rule named R4.
There is also a special form of rule where no names of succeeding
rules are given. This form is used for putting strings of rule names
on the push-down store, and for this form the rule body must be a
string of rule names separated by commas. For example:
(R5(R6,R7,R8))
The rule R5 will cause the rule names R6, R7 and R8 to be put on the
push-down store with R6 on top. Since no name is given for a rule to
receive control next, the top name will be collected from the push-
down (leaving R7 on top), and control will be passed to R6.
All rules for the STRAN interpreter must be in one of the forms
we have just described. Thus, every STRAN rule will begin with a
left parenthesis, followed by the name of.the rule, followed immedia-
tely by another left parenthesis. Every STRAN rule will end with two
right parentheses, surrounding from zero to two rule names, which are
to receive control next.
The body of a STRAN rule is where the actual processing to be
carried out by the STRAN interpreter is described. The body is
separated into two sides (left and right) by an equal sign. The left
side of the rule body gathers the contents of storage locations named
there, decomposes their contents according to pattern matching direc-
tions given, and stores the resulting decomposed elements in successive
pseudo-registers. The right side of a rule body concatenates the
contents of specified pseudo-registers and character literals, storing
the results in the storage locations named.
0-63-
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An example of a simple rule will serve to motivate the descrip-
tive material that follows.
(Rl(VARBI$+'A'+$I=VARB|1+'B'+3)R2,Rl)
As can be seen the body of this rule is split into sides by an equal
sign. On the left side, the body begins with the name (VARB) of a
storage location followed by a vertical bar. Between that bar and
the next vertical bar appear a sequence of operators separated by
plus signs. Those operators will attempt to decompose the character
string stored at VARB. Two different operators are shown. The dollar
operator will match any arbitrary character string including the null
string. The character string literal (string of characters surrounded
by single quotes) will match only an exact occurrence of the contained
string of characters. The operators shown above will attempt to find
an A in the character string stored at VARB. If an A is found (i.e.
decomposition is successful), all characters preceding the leftmost A
will be placed in pseudo-register 1, the A will be placed in pseudo-
register (p.r.) 2 and the remaining characters will be placed in p.r.
3. Had the decomposition been unsuccessful, control would immediately
pass to a rule named R2.
Proceeding to the right side of the rule, immediately after the
equal sign we find the name of a storage location (VARB) followed by
a vertical bar. Between that bar and the next vertical bar appear
a sequence of operators separated by plus signs. These operators will
compose a character string from the contents of pseudo-registers and
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character literals, the result to be stored at VARB. The 1 and 3 in
this operator string refer to the contents of pseudo-registers 1 and
3. Thus, the contents of VARB will be the contents of p.r. 1 followed
by a B followed by the contents of p.r. 3. The end result of a single
pass through the rule is that the leftmost A in the string of characters
stored at VARB will be changed to a B. Finally, because the rule
passes control to itself after every successful pass, every A in the
character string stored at VARB will be changed to a B. Control will
be passed to the rule named R2 only when no more A's can be found.
A rule with form similar to the preceding, but carrying out the
more useful task of collapsing strings of consecutive blanks, is the
following:
(R2(VARBI$+' '+$J=VARBIl+' '+31)R2,Rl)
An asterisk preceding a name on the left side of a rule body
indicates that an input line is to be read into the storage location
before decomposition of its contents begins. An asterisk preceding
a name on the right side of a rule body indicates that after results
have been placed in the storage location, its contents should be
written as a line of output. An example is:
(READ(*INPUT j'C'+$I=*INPUTI2 )END, READ)
This rule will read an input line, test to see if that line begins
with C, and if so it will output the rest of the line. This process-
will continue till an input line which does not begin with C is
found.
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A # sign preceding a name on the right side of a rule body indi-
cates that before the results of composition are placed in the storage
location, they should be passed to the evaluator. The result returned
by the evaluator (always a string of characters) is placed in the
storage location. An example is:
(EVAL(INPUT $ = #INPUT 1 )END)
This rule will cause the whole contents of the storage location named
INPUT to be passed to the evaluator. The use of this prefix is the
sole means by which the interpreter may be caused to communicate with
the evaluator.
A rule body need not have both right and left side. An equal
sign is included only when necessary to mark the beginning of the right
side. If a rule body has no left side, the contents of the pseudo-
registers will be what was left from interpretation of previous rules.
If more than one name and decomposition operator string appear on the
left side of a rule, the operators in the separate strings will place
their respective components of the decomposition in consecutive pseudo-
registers. Thus, for the rule,
(DECOMP(VARB I$+'A'+$ITEMPI$+'B'+$f)END)
if VARB contains an A and TEMP contains a B, the A will appear in
pseudo-register 2, and the B in pseudo-register 5 after decomposition..
A complete list of decomposition and composition operators is
given in Appendix F.
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6.4 STRAN and the Associative Memory
We have already described the language mechanism by which the
interpreter communicates with the evaluator. Now it is time to
examine the somewhat more complicated problem of communicating with
the associative memory. The associative memory stores and retrieves
ordered pairs, triples and quadruples of character strings. These
are usually referred to as ordered n-tuples for simplicity. An n-tuple
may be retrieved from the associative memory when only some of its
component character strings are known. For a precise description of
the processes of the associative memory, see Appendix C.
Retrieval of character strings from the associative memory, as
might be expected, occurs on the left side of a STRAN rule body, with
retrieved strings being placed in specified pseudo-registers. Failure
to find a suitable answer or answers, like failure to decompose a
character string, causes control to be passed to the rule whose name
has been given for the failure case. Retrieval is carried out by two
separate requests. The FIND request attempts to find suitable stored
n-tuples to serve as answers for the n-tuple sought. If all components
of that sought n-tuple are known, then whether or not it is stored is
all the information which can be collected. However, if some components,
of the n-tuple were not known, the character strings to fill those
voids must be collected. The ACCESS request carries out this duty.
Each time an ACCESS request is interpreted, character strings are
collected from specified positions in the next answer. The positions
from which strings are collected are specified by the positions of
the voids in the originating FIND request.
Storing of n-tuples in the associative memory is a somewhat less
complicated process. A STORE request must occur on the right side of
a STRAN rule body. Strings stored as the components of the n-tuple
may be literals or the contents of pseudo-registers.
The following is the form of each of the three requests mentioned
above.
(1) FIND written "&Fnjpseudo-register numbers, literals and
$ signsl". An example is &F51l+$+'TED'j, which will retrieve all
ordered 3-tuples whose first element is the string contained in pseudo-
register 1, second element is anything and third element is the string
'TED'. A FIND request may occur only on the left side of a rule body.
Failure to find any satisfactory n-tuples causes rule failure. The
number immediately following the F is used in ACCESSing (see next
request). That number becomes associated with the chain of answers
found by this FIND request.
(2) ACCESS written "&Anjpseudo-register numbers" An example
is &A5161, which will retrieve the character string, associated with
the $ sign in the originating FIND, for the next answer on chain 5
and place it in pseudo-register 6. The access request is useful for
collecting the results of FINDs which have included $ signs. Such
a FIND creates a numbered pointer to a chain of answers. The posi-
tions in those answers which match up with the $ signs in the FIND
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can be retrieved by accessing that chain with its number, and providing
pseudo-register numbers for each of the dollar signs in the initiating
FIND. One access must be made for each member of the chain of answers. If
the initiating FIND contained no dollar signs then the success or fail-
ure of that FIND is the only useful information and ACCESS will not
return any valid information. ACCESS requests can occur only on the
left side of the rule body, and failure (no more answers on the chain)
causes rule failure..
(3) STORE written "&S pseudo-register numbers and literalsi".
An example is &S l+'ONE'A, which will store an ordered pair whose
first element is the character string in pseudo-register 1 and second
element is 'ONE'. A STORE request may occur only on the right side
of a rule body. Each element of its operator sequence serves as an
element of the n-tuple to be stored. If the store request fails (this
n-tuple had previously been stored) execution of the rest of the rule
is skipped, but control is transferred as if the rule had succeeded.
6.5 Summary
The following is a capsule summary of the syntax of rule bodies.
This summary, in conjunction with the complete list of decomposition
and composition operators given in Appendix F, completes our descrip-
tion of the features of the STRAN language. In this summary, square
brackets indicate an optional element, curvy brackets indicate a choice
of one from a list.
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(1) left and right side of the rule body are separated by =
(2) left side: one or more syntatic units from the following,
[*J storage namefdecomposition operator stringi
&Fn string of $ signs, literals and pseudo-reg. numbersi
&An string of pseudo-register numbersl
(3) right side: one or more syntactic units from the following,
storage name composition operator string
&Sjstring of literals and pseudo-register numbersj
(4) All strings of operators between vertical bars are separated by
plus signs.
As can be seen from this summary, STRAN is an extremely simple
language. At the same time it is very powerful. The combination.of
simplicity and power, coupled with the implementation of the interpreter
in PL/l, make STRAN a language that is easy to learn and easy to use.
Being programmed in PL/l also means that adding new features to the
STRAN language is relatively easy.
6.6 Example STRAN Rule Sets
An example of a simple program illustrating the use of STRAN rules
is the following:
(PROG (READ, EXEC, TEST))
(READ(*INPUTI '*+$f=*INPUTI'COMMENT. ..'+2J)END,READ)
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(EXEC(INPUTI$+'('+$+')'+$=*UTPUT31INPUTI5I)END,EXEC)
(TEST(INPUTI$+')'+$J)PROG,END)
As can be seen, the last three rules of the four operate as subroutines
called by the rule PROG. This simple program will search through a
sequence of input cards, printing all cards with an initial asterisk
as comments, printing any character sequence enclosed in parentheses on
a separate line, and terminating when an excess right parenthesis is
found. The only cards which must be added to cause execution are a
command "(PROG)" to cause control to be passed to the first rule,
followed by a set of data cards.
Because rules and data are stored in the same mechanism the user
of STRAN must take care that he never causes the processor to interpret
a string which is not a well-formed rule. The lack of distinction
between rules and data has its dangers, but provides possibilities of
using sophisticated programming techniques, e.g. a program modifying
itself. It appears possible, because of this feature and others, to
write a STRAN processor in the STRAN language. Such an exercise has
not been carried out, but might be of some theoretical interest at a
later date when time is in greater supply.
A simple example of a use of the fact that rules and data are
stored in the same mechanism is the following (notice that when a
rule is stored internally the pair of left parentheses and the name
they surround are removed from the front of the rule):
(RULE (=RULEl 'RULE2, RULE3) ) 'I )RULEl)
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Thus, this rule loads up the location RULEl with a character string
which makes a satisfactory rule, and then control is transferred to
it. The end result is that the names RULE2 and RULE3 are pushed onto
the push-down store.
Our final example of STRAN programming is the rule set which was
used to produce all the example runs of Chapter V. This rule set reads
input lines, separates them into statements by finding semicolons, and
then passes the statements to the evaluator. The only new concept which
is introduced in this example is the use of the dollar literal decompo-
sition operator (described in Appendix F). In this case, the literal
is always a single blank, so the operator appears as follows:
This operator matches an arbitrary number of consecutive occurrences of
the associated literal, including none. Thus, the particular form of
the operator used in this example will match zero or more blanks. This
allows the easy elimination of blanks occurring where they are not
desired.
This completes our description of the STRAN language and its inter-
preter. In Appendix B a number of examples of useful STRAN language
programs are presented. Those examples go much farther toward clarifying
what can be done in the STRAN language and ways of doing it.
STP AN TNTERPPFTER ON MA~Y 22, l6q AT 03 :'>4:0..220 PAGE 2
PF'O-. RFfAI)INCG RULES.
(CO'*PIlTE(REA.,FVAI.)
(RrtC('-1NPtJTIw#@+t;=*TktIT12I)FNr,P
(EVAt(TN4PUTI1t+';,'+$I=TNPUT1ItNEXTI1
(FVLI(NE:XTIII '+fEND'+$* uI=*NrX)TI?
([UVt2(NrYTj$3 *+'fAtL'+$I=4*NFXTI2+3
(rVt 3(NlJXTj$' *+$I=#kNEXTI2I)EV[4)
(CfI,'PUTE)
F4D)
I) )CPIJTEEVLl
I )FVL?,FNl)
Ii#NEXT1243I )EVL3,EVAL)
T NPIJT..
- NPUT.
T N' DUT
ITN D'JT..
I NPUT..
1NPUT..
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CHAPTER VII
MODELING AND FACT RETRIEVAL
7.1 The Set Theoretic Language
In the previous chapter we described how the interpreter may store
and retrieve ordered n-tuples of symbols (strings of characters) in the
associative memory. Now we will examine how that memory mechanism may
be used. The specific application for which the associative memory was
originally designed is the storage and retrieval of sentences from
finite set theory. The purpose of these sentences is to provide a "self
model" for COMS. It must be emphasized that the interpretation of stored
n-tuples as sentences of finite set theory encoded in a particular form,
is only one of a myriad of potential uses of the associative memory or
interpretations of its stored information. This particular application
and interpretation appear to be extremely fruitful, however, and to
merit much deeper exploration than any other that has been developed
so far.
The Set Theoretic Language (STL) as described by Gammill (1966) is
not a new language, per se, but simply an encoding of the sentences of
finite set theory (Halmos 1960) into the form of ordered n-tuples which
can be stored in our associative memory mechanism. We will frequently
refer to these ordered n-tuples as "facts". The only confusion that
can arise in the encoding process is that set theory includes ordered
n-tuples in its syntax. However, for clarity we will always represent
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an n-tuple of set theory by surrounding it with sharp brackets, and will
represent n-tuples of symbols to be stored in our memory mechanism by
delimiting parentheses. Thus the following examples are pairwise equi-
valent ( 4 is the member relation and C is subset):
Set Theoretic Language Language of Finite Set Theory
1) (a,b) b6 a
2) (d,e,f) <e, f > 6 d
3) (g,h,j,k) <h,j,k>6g
4) ( C,j,k) j = k or <j,k> 6C
Since such symbols as C are missing from the computer character
set, we will normally refer to that relation as "SUBSET OF", We will
also expand the letters being used in the sentences to be somewhat more
expressive symbols from the English language. These symbols will provide
better cues to the user of the language as to the exact interpretation
to be placed on each symbol. Thus, we repeat the four types of sentences
of STL in expanded forms suitable for storage in the computer:
(1) (MAN, NORMAN)
(2) (FATHER OF,NORMAN,ERIC)
(3) (CHAIN OF&AND, GRANDFATHER OF, FATHER OF, PARENT OF)
(4) (SUBSET OF, FATHER OFPARENT OF)
(5) (CHAIN OF&AND, SUBSET OFSUBSET OFSUBSET OF)
(6) (TRANSITIVESUBSET OF)
(7) (INVERSE OF, INVERSE OF, INVERSE OF)
This simple set of n-tuples demonstrates something that makes the Set
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Theoretic Language more powerful than many other fact retrieval languages.
It is simple to state properties and relations of the properties and
relations in the language. That sentence may seem a little convoluted,
but it states that symbols which appear in the first position of an STL
sentence can also appear in non-first positions of sentences. Any symbol
appearing in first position of an STL n-tuple is a property or relation.
If the sentence is a 2-tuple then the symbol is a property, otherwise it
is a relation. All properties and relations are sets. An example of a
relation being stated on relations is (4) above which says that the
relation FATHER OF, which pertains between NORMAN and ERIC, bears the
SUBSET OF relation to the relation PARENT OF,. Furthermore, the SUBSET OF
relation bears the CHAIN OF&AND relation to itself and itself. As can
be seen, we have already begun to build a complex hierarchy of inter-
acting properties and relations on a simple domain containing only two
individuals, (non-sets) NORMAN and ERIC.
The seven example STL sentences given above graphically demonstrate
the hierarchy of properties, relations and individuals which can be built
by any set of STL sentences. On the next page we show that hierarchy,
and indicate where each symbol used fits in it.
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Level 1.
Notice that properties and relations at level 1 apply to
each other, (n-tuples numbered 5 and 6) to symbols on
the level below, (3 and 4) and can also be self applied
(7). Properties and relations occurring at this level
are frequently called "primitives".
Level 2.
Here the properties and relations apply only to the level
below (n-tuples numbered 1 and 2).
Level 3. DOMAIN OF
INDIVIDUALS
NORMAN
ERIC
These symbols can never appear in the first position
of an STL n-tuple. They are not sets.
PROPERTIES ON RELATIONS ON
RELATIONS AND RELATIONS AND
PROPERTIES PROPERTIES
TRANSITIVE CHAIN OF&AND
SUBSET OF
INVERSE OF
PROPERTIES ON RELATIONS ON
THE DOMAIN OF THE DOMAIN OF
INDIVIDUALS INDIVIDUALS
MAN FATHER OF
GRANDFATHER OF
PARENT OF
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As can be seen, the top level of the hierarchy provides a set of
"primitive" properties and relations which can be used to define the
relationships occurring throughout the total associative structure.
These primitive (top level) relations must each be provided with a
procedural definition (STRAN rules) to allow the interpreter to produce
deductions from the set of sentences (model) provided by a user. When
this is done, a user can present a model to the system (associative
processor for the STL language and deduction procedures for the primitive
relations, all programmed in STRAN) and thence retrieve information
which has not actually been entered, but is implied by the structure
of his model.
This means that before the Set Theoretic Language system can really
be considered complete, a complete set of algorithmically defined primi-
tive relations and properties must be provided. This is done by writing
a deduction procedure for each relation, in STRAN. The primitive rela-
tions can then be used by anyone desiring to model some problem space,
to define the meanings of his special properties and relations (level 2)
on that problem space. Thus, the process of model building using STL
becomes one of identifying the relevant domain of individuals (level 3)
and sets of meaningful relations and properties on this domain (level 2).
Finally, the properties and relations (level 2) must be defined in terms
of the primitive properties and relations provided by STL (level 1).
Once this is done, deductions can be drawn from models of a problem
space which concern relationships between the individuals of the domain.
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In order to make this general discussion of modeling considerably
more concrete, and perhaps more understandable, the reader should
examine the model of human relationships (a highly intuitive area to
most humans) presented in Appendix B, examples 5 through 7. The tech-
niques being described here have been applied, and the deductions which
resulted can be seen. The STRAN programs for the primitive relations
used by STL (defined in Section 7.2) are given there.
The use of human relationships may seem an odd way to demonstrate
a modeling capability which is to be used as a system tool for providing
user information and control information in a complex user-oriented
computer facility. However, some reflection should make it clear why
this has been done. The types of relations that occur between people
do not change with time, nor do they vary from region to region. They
are not dependent upon what type of computer the model resides in, upon
the architecture of the system programming used to run that computer,
upon what user programs have been submitted to the program library, nor
upon what data collections are available in the data library. All of
these things will have an effect upon the form of an effective model to
be used as a central repository for facts about the operation of a part-
icular version of the COMS system. This means that any such model we
present can only be suggestive of the kinds of techniques which can be
used in modeling the characteristics of a computer system. Such a sug-.
gestive model is presented in Chapter VIII, but it cannot demonstrate.
the completeness nor the level of sophistication shown by the model of
human relationships given in Appendix B.
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7.2 A Set of Primitive Relations for STL
A complete set of primitive relations has not, as yet, been found.
It seems clear that such a set could be found, for logicians such as
W.V. Quine (1959) have examined systems of primitive functions similar
to, but more powerful than, those given below and shown them to be
complete.
The set of relations which are defined below have proved useful
in practice. Little more can be said for them. If serious work were
to be done in the area of deductive inference on STL models, consider-
ably more labor would need to be expended upon the set of primitive
relations. The bottom level predicate statements in the definitions
given have been written as sentences of STL.
(1) (CHAIN OF&AND,A, B, C) means ), .) A
(2) (SUBSET OF, A, B) means (x) ((A,))> (, X))
or
or (X ((A, x (8, x,
(3) (DISJOINT FROM, A, B) means (X) - ((Az) A (8, X)
or (A ,- 9
or ((A X)(B)z) A))
(4) (LEFT INTERSECTION OF&AND,A,B,C) means
(5) (RIGHT INTERSECTION OF&AND,A,B,C) means
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(6) (INVERSE OF, A, B) means (X z) X
(7) (INTERSECTION OF&AND, A,B, C) means (X) ((,A, z) ((13, Z) A (C) X)))
or Z
(8) (UNION OF&AND,A,B,C) means (-X( & ,Z) (( ) v
or (x) ((A, 0, 3 Z) ((3, x(C) v,
(9) (LEFT HALF OF, A, B) means (-))B{{ ))
(10) (RIGHT HALF OF,A,B) means (4)((A , ) (3 (X ) X)
(11) (MINISET OF&ANDA,B,C) means (A) C) A (7)(( x)z (A )
Besides the inadequacy of this set of primitive relations in a
precise logical sense, the deductive procedures presented in example 7
of Appendix B do not even capture the full power of these primitive
relations. For example, the following set of n-tuples,
(RIGHT HALF OF,OFFSPRING, PARENT OF)
(LEFT HALF OF,PARENTPARENT OF)
(SUBSET OFPARENT, OFFSPRING)
should generate an unbounded sequence of ancestors of any individual
stated to have the OFFSPRING property. The deductive procedures in
Appendix B do not do such a thing, because they have been restricted
to generate only n-tuples in which all symbols occurring have been
predefined. A chain of ancestors cannot be generated unless some
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procedure is included to produce "token names" to stand for each of
those ancestors. Why one would want to generate such a string of
unnamed, but actual, individuals is also open to question. At any
rate, it should be clear that certain kinds of deductions which depend
upon the known existence of some unnamed individual cannot be carried
out by the deduction procedures presently implemented.
Solutions to this, and many other problems, would need to be found
if the STL language were to be used for sophisticated deductive infer-
ence on very complex models. The example presented in Appendix B shows
that the mechanisms needed have been provided, and that a great deal
can be done with a very simple deductive procedure.
7.3 An Example Deduction
In order to clarify the operations that occur when a STRAN rule
set makes deductions from a set of stored sentences of STL, we present
the following example. The simplest STL primitive relation, from the
point of view of deduction, is INVERSE OF, Let us assume that the
associative memory contains the following sentences:
1. (INVERSE OFABOVE, BELOW)
2. (ABOVE, LAMP, TABLE)
When the STRAN rules to produce deductions for INVERSE OF are entered,
they seek all ordered triples which begin with the relation INVERSE OF.
Sentence 1 will be found. That triple asserts that the relation ABOVE
is the INVERSE OF the relation BELOW. As a result of this information
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the STRAN rules seek all ordered triples which begin with the relation
ABOVE. Finding sentence 2, the rule set is then able to store the
following sentence as a deduction:
3. (BELOW, TABLE, LAMP)
Deductions may be carried out at many levels. For example, if the
following sentence is also included in the memory,
4. (INVERSE OF, INVERSE OF, INVERSE OF)
then the following sentence will be deduced.
5. (INVERSE OF,BELOWABOVE)
Example 7 of Appendix B contains the rule set (named INVERSE) which
carries out the operations described here.
7.4 Translation between STL and English
Early in the development of the Set Theoretic Language, it was
noticed that the n-tuples produced often bore a marked resemblance
to a simple declarative sentence of English. This resemblance can be
increased by the inclusion of prepositions in the names of relations,
and using the singular form of all nouns. Thus:
STL English
1) (BOY,ERIC) Eric is a boy.
2) (TALLNORMAN) Norman is tall.
3) (FATHER OF,NORMAN,ERIC) Norman is the father of Eric.
4) (MARRIED TO,NORMANMADELEINE) Norman is married to Madeleine.
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5) (SUBSET OFMAN,MALE) Any man is a male.
6) (GOING FROM&TO, JOEHARVARD, MIT) Joe is going from Harvard to MIT.
7) (CHAIN OF&AND, SUBSET OF,SUBSET OFSUBSET OF)
Subset of is the chain of subset
of and subset of.
The only difficulty one encounters in making the transformation
between STL and English is knowing which words or phrases require a
determiner (i.e., "a" or "the"). To solve this problem requires know-
ledge of the syntactic category of the word or phrase. Thus, BOY be-
comes "a boy" because BOY is a noun, while TALL stays the same because
it is an adjective. Syntactic information as well as semantic informa-
tion can be stored in the associative memory. One can write:
(NOUNBOY)
(ADJECTIVE, TALL)
Using such information, translations can be easily carried out. It
should be clear also that generation of English without that information
will produce non-English (eg. "Eric is boy.").
Examples 6 and 8 in Appendix B show translations carried out by
STRAN rule sets. Example 6 shows translation from English to STL and
example 8 shows the reverse. Examples in the next chapter will show
how each of these capabilities may be used to aid the user of COMS.
As a result of this ability to give and receive information in a restricted
(and hopefully easily learned) subset of English, COMS should be able to
converse with inexperienced users who do not know STL.
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CHAPTER VIII
STEPS TOWARD MORE SOPHISTICATED COMS IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this chapter we will examine more complicated implementations
of COMS that allow a user greater flexibility and provide him with
information and help in utilizing the program library. In Chapter V
we showed how the evaluator and program library could be used with a
minimal STRAN rule set. Now we will show how more complicated rule
sets can provide the user with much stronger capabilities. We will
also show how the associative memory contributes to those capabilities.
It is intended that the reader should extrapolate from the examples
presented here to visualize very advanced COMS systems that could be
built using the foundation elements which have been presented. Devel-
opment of such advanced COMS versions will require considerable exper-
imentation with various forms of user language and conversational tech-
niques, which are outside the scope of the present work. It is hoped
that the following examples may suggest some ways in which such work
should proceed.
8.1 Implementation Example 1: A DO loop processor
The following STRAN rule set allows a single (un-nested) DO loop
to be processed by the STRAN interpreter. To accomplish this task,
all statements between the DO statement and END OF LOOP statement are
saved as data in the STRAN interpreter storage under a sequence of
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generated names. When the loop is actually executed these saved state-
ments are retrieved and passed to the evaluator one at a time. The
form of the DO statement is the following:
DO VARBNAM=Nl TO N2 [BY N3]
The expression in the square brackets is optional, and if omitted the
variable VARBNAM will be increased by one at the end of each loop
(i.e., N3=l). N1, N2 and N3 may be any expressions which may be
evaluated to produce integer values, including simple integer constants
or variables. This example does not use the associative memory.
As in Chapter V, the user should note that lines beginning INPUT...
are echoes of input lines read by the interpreter, with those characters
added. The use of this marker allows easy distinguishability of input
lines from output lines generated by rules.
STQAP INTERPPETER ON MAY 24,1969 AT 14:36:56.440 PAGE 2
BFGIN RFADING RULES.
INPUT...
INPUT...
TNIP11T ..
INPUT...
INDUT...
.INPUT...
INPLT...
.INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INP T...
INPUT...
INDUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT.
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
TNDUT...
INPUT...
I NPUT...
IN'IT ...
I NPU*T...
INPUT...
IN PUT...
INPLT...
(CEMPUTF(READ, FVAL ))
(RE A(*INPUTI'#'+SI=*INPUT171)ENDREAD)
(FVAL(UINPJTI$+';'+$I=INPLT13INEXTlI)CCPPUTEEVL1)
(FVL1(NFXTI$' '-'END'+' 'I)FVL2,END)
(FVL2(NFXTJ$' '+'00 f+$' '+$+'='+$+f TO l+$=COVB
(EVL3(NEXTI ' '+$1=#NEXT21 )FVL4)
(FVL4(NEXjLt I =*NEXTIII )EVAL)
(DDO(DOLMI$+' BY '+$l=DOLMillDCXR13j)DCl)
(D(1(rOLMI$V)OXRI $I=#NEXT14+5+6|#DLM1|DOXRI4+5+4
(DC2 (DOLM I SI=DOLM 1''+1+'' '.) C3
( n 3( OnTST,E XSA V,E ND T ST ,E VAL))
(SAtVE(=TMPlI=%SP+1+ Ii+'2#+I'|+I)END)II)TMP)
(INCO ( )XR I $ I=IiTMPI l1) FND)
(ENDTST(OrVBI$I=#TMPI11)ENDT1)
(EADT1(.DCLM.SjT tiPf' '+.1+$' 'I.)CONTIN,END)
(CONTIN(INCR,EXSAVD,ENDTST))
(DCTST(STMTI$l=#STMTl'1+'+11)DOT1)
(DCTI(STMTISIINPUTI$+'END CF LOCP'+$' '+';'$=SAV
(DOT2(STMTj$|INPUTIt|)D0T3)
(CCT3(SAVERFAD00TST))
4l1DCLMI81DOXRI'1')EVL3,D000)
+'+'+21STMTI'O')0D02)
Is
6| ENDST ''1+1+'' )DOT2,SAVE)
(FXSAVD(=STMTI'0 I)EXLCCP)
(EXLCCP(EX1,FVDO,EXTST)) /
(EXI(STMTI$=#STMTI'1+'+11)EX2)
(FX2(ST"Tl$l=TMP|'ISP'+1+ + $'+,11'+$=INPUT#+#l'+'1I +#|t+0)END)'l)TMP)(EVCO(INPUTIS' '+$+';'+Il=INPUT141#NEXTI21)FNDEVD1)
(EVD1(NFXT1$1=NEXTIlI)EVDC)
(EXTST(ENDST1$JSTMT1$' '+.1+$' 'ISAVI$I=INPUT1SI)EXLOOP,END)
(COMPUTE)-
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 24,1969 AT
BEGIN INTEPPRETING RULES.
INPIuT..
INP11T.
INPLT..
INPUT..
. 10114=4; REAL FUNC(IDIM); 00 1=1 TC IDIP';
Ir) I M=4 F.
REAL FUNC(4)
.ARG=FtOAT( I)*2.1789;
.FINC (I ) =APG**1 .389;
.FNO OF LOOP; ARG=FUNC(l)-FUNC(4); END;
APG=2. 178989F+00&
FUNC(1)=2.949927E+00
ARC=4.357799E+00
FUJNC(2)=7.725769E+006
ARG=6. 536699E+00
FUNC( 3)= 1.356851E+01&
ARG=8. 7155 qqE+00&
FilNC(4)!2 4 023356E+C1&
ARG=-1.728363F+01&
I
14:36:57.320 PAGE 3
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8.2 Implementation Example 2: A command processor and system
self-model.
This example will be the final, and most complete, implementation
of COMS to be presented. Basic methods which are applied in this im-
plementation of COMS have all been drawn from the implementation
examples presented in Appendix B and the preceding section. This COMS
brings all of those methods together, in one unified rule set, to
allow much greater flexibility for the user. This COMS allows the
processing of user defined commands under the influence of a user
supplemented system self-model.
The self-model contains descriptions of programs available in
the library, commands that can be decoded and names of grammar rules
to be used to generate sequences of evaluatable statements as a result
of a command. The self-model also contains descriptive material about
output devices, how they relate to particular programs in the library,
and specifications for particular data types which have been named.
The following pages show the actual self-model used in the application
examples which follow. The declarative statements of the model are
presented here as sentences of the Set Theoretic Language, for brevity.
Those sentences can be given in English, as was indicated in Section
7.4.
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(PROGRAM, MODEL)
(PROGRAM, GETDAT)
(PROGRAM,SET)
(PROGRAM,OPRATN)
(PROGRAMCALTUR)
(PROGRAM,GLOBE)
(PRCGRAM, FLCT30)
(PROGRAM, PICTUR)
(PROGRAM, CONTUR)
(PROGRAM, NEW PLT)
(PROGRAMENDPLT)
(PROGRAMREAD)
(SUBSET OFCONTOUR MAPGRAPHICAL OUTPUT)
(SUBSET OFGEJGRAPHIC' OUTLINE. MAPGRAPHICAL OUTPUT)
(SUBSET OFGRAPH, GRAPHICAL OUTPUT)
(SUBSET OF,JNWP_GRIDTWODIMENSIONAL)
(SUBSET OFJNWP_GRIf,4RRAY)
(SUBSET OF,JNWPGRIDREAL)
(MODEINTEGER)
(MODEREAL)
(TYPEJNWPGRID)
(FUNCTION,FIRST- DIMENSION OF)
(FIRST DIMENSION OF,47,JNWPGRID)
(SECOND DIMENSION OF,51,JNWPGRID)
(CHAIN -OFSAND,GOES ON,SUBSET OFGOES ON)
(PROD.CES&ON,CALCOMP CCNTOIURCONTOUR MAPCALCOMP PLOTTER)
(PRODUCESSON,LINE PRINTER CONTOUR,CJNTOUR MAPLINE PRINTER)
(PRODUCES&UN,MAPGEOGRAPHIC OUTLINE MAPCALCOMP PLOTTER)
(COMMAND FOR,PRODUCE CONTOURS OFCONTOUA)
(COMMAND FORPRODUCE CONTOURS FOR,CONTOUR)
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(CO MMAND, CONTOUR)
(COMMAND,LINE PRINTER CONTOUR)
(COMMAND,CALCOMP CONTOUR)
(COMMANDPRODUCE CONTOURS OF)
(COMMAND,PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR)
(COMMAND,OPEN THE CALCCMP PLOTTER)
(COMMANDCLOSE THE CALCOMP PLOTTER)-
(COMMANDGET DATA FOR)
(RESULT OFCONTOUR MAPCONTOUR)
(PROGRAM FORCONTURLINE PRINTER CONTOUR)
(PROGRAM FORCALTUR,CALCOMP -CONTOUR)
(PROGRAM FORGLOBEMAP)
(PROGRAM FORREADGET OATA FOR)
(PROGRAM FORENOPLTCLOSE THE CALCOMP PLOTTER)
(PROGRAM FORNEWPLT,OPEN THE CALCOMP PLOTTER)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR,%SIMPCALENDPLT)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR,%CALOPNNPWPLT)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR,07CALCON;1,CONTUR)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR.,%CALCOM;1,CALTUR)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR,%READ;1,READ)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR,%GLOBE,.GLOBE)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR&ON,%CALCON;2,CONTURJNWPGRID)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR&ON,%CALCOG;2,CALTURJNWPGRID)
(GRAMMAR RULE FOR&ON,%READ;2,READJNWPGRID)
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An essential point which should be made about the self model
which is being used in this implementation of COMS is that not only
does the system use the model to maintain correct operation, but
inexperienced users can retrieve needed information directly from it.
Thus, a user not knowing exactly what commands are available to him
could request that information with the STL statement (COMMAND,$),
which means "list all things which are commands". The user could also
ask if a particular statement is a legal command eg. (COMMAND, PRODUCE
CONTOURS FOR) without actually having to try the statement to see if
an error message occurs. This sort of interaction with the model will,
of course, require a time-shared environment to be useful, but it is
clear that the system self-model can serve double duty when that envi-
ronment is available. A great help in the user inquiry process, when
that situation arises, would be rules for parsing user questions written
in a subset of English. On the following page we present a few inquiries
which were successfully processed to retrieve information from the
model. The results retrieved are printed in English, using the rule
set presented in example 8 of Appendix B.
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 25,1969 AT 17:5:22.63C PAGE 15
BEGIN INTERPRETING RUtES.
INPUT...(CGt MANC,$)(PROGRAM,$)(SUBSET OF,$,0))
(CONMANO,$) HAS THESE ANSWERS:
*CONTOUR IS A COMMAND.
*GET CATA FOR IS A COMMAND.
*CLOSE THE CALCCVP PLCTTER IS A CCPNAAC.
*OPEN THE CALCOMP PLOTTER IS A CCMMAND.
*PRCDUCE CCNTCURS FCR IS A CCMANC.
*PROOLCE CONTOURS CF IS A CCVM4NC.
*CALCCP CONTOUR IS A COMMAND.
*LINF PRINTER CCATCLR IS A COVPANC.
(PROGRAM,5) HAS THESE ANSERS:
*MCCEL IS A PROGRAM.
*READ IS A PROGRAW.
*ENDPLT IS A PROGRAM.
*NElrhPLT IS A PRCGRAf0.
*CONTUR IS A PRCGRAV.
*PICTUR IS A PROCRAM.
*PLCT3D IS A PRCGRAM.
*GLOBE IS A PROGRAM.
*CALTUR IS A PROGRAM.
*OPRATN IS A PRCGRAN.
*SET IS A PROGRAM.
*GETDAT IS A PRCGRAV.
(SLBSET OF,$,$) HAS THESF ANSUERS:
*A NY CCNTOJR MAP IS A CRAPI-ICAL OUTPUT.
*ANY JNWP_GRID IS REAL.
*ANY JNwNPGRID IS A ARRAY.
*ANY JNWP_ GR10 IS TW-_DIMENSIONAL.
*AN1JY GRAPH IS A GRAPHICAL CUTFUT.
*ANY GEOGRAPHIC OUTLINE MAP IS A GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.
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Another type of information besides the self-model resides in
the associative memory mechanism of this implementation. That infor-
mation is a deterministic context free grammar for generating evalu-
atable statements (eg. call statements to cause execution of library
programs). The form of this grammar, and the rule set used to gener-
ate statements from it, are nearly identical to that presented as
example 4 of Appendix B. However, in this case when multiple choices
of subsidiary grammar rules are provided, the choice is specified by
a number from a list provided with the initiating grammar rule name.
For example, "%CALCOM;2" indicates alternative 2 is to be chosen in
the generation initiated by the name %CALCOM. In example 4 of Appendix
B such choices are made by a random number generator. Points of in-
terest in this generative grammar are the fact that any non-terminal
symbol may serve as the starting point of a generation, and that
certain initial characters of such symbols will cause insertion of
a character string from STRAN storage or the associative memory.
This allows command arguments to be placed in the generated string
of characters. The actual grammar used in the application examples
to follow, is presented in Appendix F, along with some explanation
about the form of its rules and symbols.
At this point we are ready to discuss the steps which take place
in a user problem solving session using this version of COMS. The
first thing the user must do is to bring the model and the rule set
into core. This may be accomplished either by commands to the inter-
preter to retrieve the appropriate system data sets (shown in Sec-
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tion 6.2), or by actually reading the model and rules in as input.
The rules of this implementation will not be presented here, as the
total collection is rather large. Those rules are presented in
Appendix F for readers interested in examining this implementation
in detail. Once the rules and model are available, control must be
passed to the initial rule by the statement (EVALUATE). At this
point the user can begin making statements which will carry out the
intended task. This is the point at which all the following applica-
tion examples begin.
The execution of this version of COMS has five phases, which
will be examined below. These are:
(1) Collection of user declarations.
(2) Deduction of facts from declarations combined with
the model.
(3) Initialization of output devices and allocation of
space for arrays.
(4) Processing of user commands (imperative statements).
(5) Closing of output devices.
It will be important that reader bear these phases in mind in read-
ing the output of the application examples of the following section.
Each of the phases is implemented by a separate STRAN rule set.
The first phase of execution has the user supplementing the in-
formation in the system model, by making declarative statements in
either simple English, the Set Theoretic Language or both. These
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declarative statements will normally be.concerned with the properties
of outputs and data objects which are relevant to the specific run.
However, more sophisticated users may, at this time, make declarations
which have general applicability. Also at this time, the sophisticated
user may wish to add supplementary grammar rules. Demonstrations of
such general supplementary declarations will be presented in applica-
tion examples 3 and 4.
Collection of declarative statements is terminated by an excess
right parenthesis. After termination the STRAN rules to carry out
deductive inference (demonstrated in example 7 of Appendix B) are
entered, to produce deductions from the declarative statements added
by the user combined with the system model. Following the deduction
procedures, an initialization procedure is entered. This set of rules
opens the Calcomp plotter tape, if graphical output is to be produced
on that device. It also generates statements to cause the evaluator
to allocate space for all arrays mentioned in the declarative state-
ments.
Following initialization, the set of rules for interpreting
commands and other imperative statements is entered. Commands are
translated into sequences of calls to library programs, under the
influence of the facts in the system model. Those facts can cause
entirely different programs to be called by the same command, as will
be demonstrated in the application examples. This rule set also
contains the do-loop capability shown in Section 8.1, and can be used
to pass simple statements directly to the evaluator as in t1- basic
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COMS implementation demonstrated in Chapter V. The command inter-
preting rule set is terminated by an input END statement. That ter-
mination causes entry to a closing rule set, which generates a call
to a library program to finalize the Calcomp tape, if graphical output
is being generated for that device.
In the following section we present a number of application
examples, demonstrating the capabilities of the model, grammar and
rule sets which have been described in this section.
8.3 Application Examples
The first example, on a following page, shows how simply a data
deck may be read and passed to a contouring program to be presented
on the line printer. Only one declaration and two commands are re-
quired. The declaration states that the array PSI is a JNWP GRID, a
data type whose specifications are described in the COMS self model.
The two commands "GET DATA FOR PSI" and "PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI"
cause the reading of data cards and the production of contours. These
same two commands will appear in every one of the five examples to be
presented in this section, and they will be the only commands used.
The object of this exercise will be to show exactly how much power
the COMS self model gives the user. In each of these five examples
the user will make different declarations to be added to the model,
and the result will be that the same two commands will produce five
completely different sets of results. Those differing results will
be comprised from three different types.to be declared for PSI and
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two destinations to be declared for graphical output (the contour map).
In the first example the contour map has been placed on the line printer
by default, since no destination for graphical output was declared.
That contour map could not be presented here because of its large size.
Fig. D.19 in Appendix D shows a section from that map.
Since the meanings of many of the statements appearing in the
printout may be unclear, we present here an account of what can be seen
to be happening. The initial phase of execution involves the collection
of user declarations. An initial rule of the set with that responsib-
ility prints out the heading indicating that following inputs will be
declarations. Only one input declaration is read. That declaration is
in English, so it is parsed to STL and stored in the associative memory.
Both the before (English) and after (STL) versions of the declaration
are printed by the parsing rules. No more declarations are found, but
an excess right parenthesis is found, terminating the reading of decla-
rations. COMS then enters its deductive phase. Using three statements
from the COMS model
(SUBSET OF, JNWPGRID,REAL)
(SUBSET OF, JNWPGRID,ARRAY)
(SUBSET OF, JNWPGRID, TWO DIMENSIONAL)
and the input declaration (JNWPGRID,PSI) the STRAN deductive rules
for the primitive relation SUBSET OF produce the three deductions shown
in the output. Those are the only deductions which can be producedso
control is passed to the initialization rule set. That rule set uses
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the deduced information, and facts about dimensions of JNWPGRIDs in
the model, to generate the statement REAL PSI(47,51), which it passes
to the evaluator. The evaluator then allocates space for the array
PSI. That completes the initialization phase, so control is passed to
the command processing rule set. This rule set prints a heading in-
dicating it will be collecting input imperative (command) statements.
It then proceeds to collect the next input line, which contains the
two commands. Each of those commands is then expanded, using the
model and grammar, to produce CALL statements which are passed to
the evaluator. The exact manner in which the model is utilized in
the command expansion process will be shown in the next example. The
use of the context free generative grammar is clarified in Appendix F.
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 24,1969 AT 13:34:26.120 PACE 15
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
FrOLLOWING INPUT DECLARATIONS PPCCESSFD.
INPLT...PSI IS A JNWPGRID.
PSI IS A JNWPGRID.
(JNWP_GRID,PSI)
FOLLOWING ARE DEDUCTIONS
(REALPSI)
(ARRAY,PSI)
(TWO_ CIMFNSIONAL,PSI)
FOLLOWING INITIALIZATICN
REAL PS I(47,51)
FROM DECLARATIONS.
STATFMFNTS GENERATED.
FOLLOWING INPUT IMPERATIVE STATENE!TS PRCCESSED.
INPUT...GET CATA FOR PSI; PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI; END;
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMAND...GET DATA FCR
CALL RFAO(5,'(24F3.0/23F3.0)',PSI,1,2397)
PS I
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF CCM1'AND... PRCDUCE CCNTOURS
CALL CCNTUR(PSI,47,51,0,0,-1)
FOR PS I
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The input for the second example differs from that of the first
only in that three new declarative statements have been added. These
declarations state that graphical output goes on the Calcomp plotter,
and give the user's problem number and programmer number. As a result
of the statement concerning graphical output (the numbers are only
used for labeling the Calcomp plot so that it will not be lost) much
different actions take place. The overt differences can be observed
in the output. Those differences include calls to NEWPLT and ENDPLT
to open and close the Calcomp plotter tape, calling CALTUR instead of
CONTUR, a call to the GLOBE program to overlay geographic outlines
and a call to PLOT1 to move the plotter pen away from the plotted
region on completion. The necessity for all of these differences at
the call statement level would certainly not be known to a beginning
user. Thus the COMS self-model makes it possible for him to move his
output from one device to another without having to learn all the
idiosyncracies of each device and the programs which produce output
on it. The contour map which resulted from the example is presented
on a following page. Now it is time to carry out a step by step
examination of the use of the system model to show how the rules of
the command processor use that information to produce so many differ-
ences at the CALL statement level from a single additional declara-
tion.
Contained in the COMS self-model, before the user adds any de-
clarations of his own, are the following two STL sentences:
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1) (CHAIN OF&AND, GOES ONSUBSET OF,GOES ON)
2) (SUBSET OF, CONTOUR MAP, GRAPHICAL OUTPUT)
The crucial assertion the user makes to supplement the self-model is:
3) (GOES ON, GRAPHICAL OUTPUT, CALCOMP PLOTTER)
With this sentence added, the definition of CHAIN OF&AND given in
Section 7.2 (1), and implemented as a STRAN rule setallows COMS to
draw the following deduction, adding it to the model.
4) (GOES ON, CONTOUR MAP, CALCOMP PLOTTER)
Notice that this deduction was indeed produced, as shown by the output
for the example.
The self model also contains the following STL sentences:
5) (COMMAND, PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR)
6) (COMMAND FOR, PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR, CONTOUR)
7) (RESULT OFCONTOUR MAP, CONTOUR)
8) (PRODUCES&ON, CALCOMP CONTOUR, CONTOUR MAP, CALCOMP PLOTTER)
9) (PROGRAM FOR, CALTUR, CALCOMP CONTOUR)
10) (GRAMMAR RULE FOR&ON,%CALCOG;2,CALTURJNWP GRID)
The user then supplements these sentences with
11) (JNWP GRID,PSI)
Now, when the user has read some data into the array PSI, he gives
the command:
PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI
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The beginning portion of this command is recognized as a command
because of sentence 5 above. The command is immediately translated
to the simpler form, CONTOUR, due to sentence 6. At this point COMS
seeks a program name associated with the command, by asking for answers
to the question (PROGRAM FOR,$,CONTOUR). No satisfactory answers can
be found. Trying another tack, COMS seeks a RESULT OF the command,
and discovers (sentence 7) that it should produce a contour map, The
deduction that was produced earlier (sentence 4) then tells COMS that
contour maps go on the calcomp plotter, and sentence 8 points out that
the command which produces contour maps on the calcomp plotter is.
CALCOMP CONTOUR. COMS now has a new command to check for an associated
program name, and sentence 9 tells it that the appropriate program is
called CALTUR.
Now having found a program to call, COMS seeks relevant information
about the argument, PSI. Finding sentences 10 and 11, it discovers
that PSI has a special declared type, which necessitates generation of
a particular calling sequence. The grammar rule name which causes that
generation is %CALCOG;2 (see Appendix F for information about generation
of statements by grammar rules).
In this example the user has added two supplementary declarations
(3 and 11) to the COMS self-model. Through deductive capabilities
sentence 4 has been added. As a result, the command PRODUCE CONTOURS
FOR PSI has been translated in a manner which utilizes stored informa-
tion about the destination of contour maps and about the type of the
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data collection to be contoured. If the user had not added the supple-
mentary declarations (3 and 11), translation of the command would have
proceeded much differently, as can be seen from the preceding example.
STRAN INTERPRFTER ON MAY 24,1969 AT 14:13:49.400 PAGE 9
RFGIN INTERPPrETING RULES.
FCLLCWING INPUT DECLARATIONS PROCESSED.
INPUT...GRAPHICAL OUTPUT GOES ON THE CALCCFP PLOTTER.
GRAPHICAL CUTPUT GOES*ON THE CALCCfJP PLCTTEP.
(GflES CN,GPAPHICAL OUTPUT,CALCOMP PLOTTER)
INPUT...:3's( .S THE PRCRLEM_NUlRER. 2024 IS THF PROGRAMMERNUMBER.
M635f' IS THF PROBLEMNUMBFR.
(FUNCTION,PRCBl.FMA\UMBER) -
(PRfOBLFMNUMBERM6350)
2024 IS THE PROGRAMPERNUMBER.
(FUNC TION, PPrGRAMMFPNUEtR?).
(PROGRA MMER- UMBER,2024)
INPUT...PSI TS A JNWP_GPID. n)
PSI IS A JNWPGRID.
(JNWPGRIDPSI)
FCLLOWING ARE DEDUCTIONS FROM DECLARATIONS.
(GCES CNCONTOUR MAPCALCCMP PLCTTEA)
(GOES rN,GRAPHCAICCMP PLCTTER)
(GOES ON,GErGRADHIC OUTLINE MAPCALCOMP PLOTTER)
(RFAL,PSI)
(APPAYPSI)
(TWOOIMENSIONALPSI)
FOLLOWING INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS GENERATED.
STRAN INTERPRFTFR ON MAY 24,1969 AT 14:.13:51.460 PAGE 10
FCLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF
CALL NFWPLT('M6350','2024
REAL PSI(47,91)
CCMMAND...CPEN THE
','VELLUM','LACK')
CALCOMP
FCLLCWING INPUT IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS PROCESSED.
INPiJT...GET DATA FOR PSI; PRODUCE CONTOURS FOP PSI; END;
FCLLOWING IS EXPANSICN OF COMMANC...GET DATA FOR
CALL PEAD(5,'(24F3.0/23F3.0)',PSI,1,2397)
PLCTTER
PSI
FCLLOWING IS EXPANSICN OF COMMAND... PRODUCE CONTOURS
CALL CALTUR(PSI,47,51,0,0,-1)
FOR PSI
CONTOUR PROGRAM HAS REEN ENTERED.
MTNIMIJM IS 9.910r'E 02. MAXIMUM IS 9.4900E 02. CONTCUR INTERVAL
-CONTCUR PROGPAM T3O0K 2.72 SECONDS.
CALL GLCRF(?,90'.,280.,-f,4.070136,0,2.,6.,8.52)
GLOB-E CAtLED. USED 10.86'SECONDS.
CALL PLOT1(14.0,0,-3)
FND
CALL ENDPLT
2.5E 01.
0
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MqXIMUM
MINIMUM
CONTU(J
VHLUE
V LJE
INTERV
I5 949 .D
15 591 .0
PL I 25 .U
Fig. 8.1 Contour map with geographic outlines, produced by
Application Example 2 of sophisticated COMS.
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The third example shows how a sophisticated user may add a collec-
tion of declarative statements and grammar rules to the model, and
allow himself to use a new data type. All but the last input declar-
ation of this example are concerned with giving the specifications of
that new data type, DEMOGRID, These declarations supplement the in-
formation about what processes should take place when the same two
commands (given in all our examples) occur. They tell exactly what
should happen when those commands are applied to data which is declared
to have the type DEMO GRID. The contour map is placed on the line
printer by default.
The input of the fourth example is identical to the third, except
that the three declarations which cause graphical output to be put on
the Calcomp plotter have been added. The result is that all the special
calls for operating that device are generated, and the contour map is
produced there. This was possible because the supplementary declara-
tions included grammar rule information allowing correct generation
of calling sequences for the program CALTUR when applied to DEMO GRID
data. Note that a DEMOGRID, unlike a JNWP_GRID, does not have geo-
graphic outlines overlaid when it is put on the Calcomp plotter.
STqAN INTERPRETER ON AAY 4,196q AT 10:06:3r.47C PAGE 19
BE I\l INTFRPRFTING tRJLFS.
FOlLLWNING INPUT DECLARATIONS PROCESSED.
INPUT...DEMOGRID IS A TYPF.
DEMO_ GRID IS A TYPE.
(T YP ,rE-, MGRID )
INPUT...*ANY .VEMf)_ GRID IS AN ARRAY. *ANY PrMOGRID IS REAL.
*ANY DF'1O_GRID IS AN ARRAY.
(NOUN, DElnGR10)
(SUBSET OF,0EM0_GRTD,ARRAY)
*ANY .CE'4O_GRIr IS RFAL.
(SUJSET OF,DEMO_GRIn,REAL)
INPUT...4 IS THE FIRST DIMENSIC.N CF A DEMC_GRI.D.
4 IS THF FIRST DIMENSION OF A DEMO_C RID.
(FIR ST DIMFNSION OF ,4,DEMO_GRID)-
INPUT...4 IS THE SFCND DIFNSION OF A nFMf_GRIP.
4 IS THE SCCOND OIMENSION OF A DFP'ORID.
(S PCON) D)IMFNS ION OF, 4, DFMOGRID)
INPUT...MCAl. :4 IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FCR CALTUR ON A DEMOGRID.
TCALCGlM;4 IS THE GRAMMAR RULF FOP CALTUR ON A DFMOGRID.
(GRAMMAR RULE FORFDN,'TCALCCM;4,CALTURDEMOGRID)
IPJtIT...CALCN;3 TS THE GRAMMAR PU!LF FCP CCNTUR ON A DEMO_GRTD.
- CM CON;3 IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FCR CCNTUR ON A DEMOGRID.
't R A'A AR RLE FOR UON, TCALCPN; 3,CCnNTUR,DEMnGRID)
INPUT.. . (GtAIMAR)
STAN INTFRPFTFR ON MAY 4,1969 AT
PFlLLOTWING INPUT STORED AS GRAMMAR JRULES.
INDIJT. . . (0'CALCi='CALC1N+,MlVF) (TAL2: 4=<,4,4>))
END OF GRAMMAR.
INPtIT.. .PSI IS A DEMfA.GRID.
PST IS A DEMOGRID.
(DEML0GPI0,PSI)
I NDUT ... ) ) ) )
FDLLOWING ARE DEDUCTIONS
(REAL, PSI)
(ARnAY,PSI)
FOLLCWING TNITIALIZATICN
REAL PS(.4,4)
FROM DECLARATIONS.
STATFMENTS GENERATED.
FOLLOWTNG
INDIJT...GFT DATA
INPUT IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS
FOR PSI; PRODUCE CONTOURS Fn
PROCESSED.
R PSI: END;
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMANC...GET DATA FOR
CALL RFD(5,'(24F3.0/23F3.0),PSI,TIM*JIM)
PS I
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMANC... PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI
CALL CNTR(PSI,4,4,O,C,1,,50.O,l,4)
Si
I-a
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STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 24,1969 AT 14:48:52.210 PAGE 8
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
FOLLOWING INPUT DECLARATIONS PROCESSED.
INPUT...DEMOGRID IS A TYPE.
DEMOGRID IS A TYPE.
( NOUN, TYPE )
ITYPE,DEMOGR ID)
*ANY DEMO GRID IS AN ARRAY.
*ANY DEMOGRID IS AN ARRAY.
(NOUNDEMOGR ID)
(NOUNARRAY)
(SUBSET OFDEMOGRID,ARRAY)
*ANY DEMOGRID IS REAL.
(ADJECTIVEREAL)
(SUBSET OFDEMO_GRIDREAL)
4 IS THE FIRST DIMENSION OF
*ANY DEMOGRID IS REAL.
:I
00
H
H
A DEMOGRID.
4 IS THE FIRST DIMENSION OF A DEMOGRIO.
(NOUN ROOT,FIRST DIMENSION 'F)
(FIRST DIMENSION OF,4,DEMOGRID)
INPUT...4 IS THE SECOND DIMENSION OF A DEMOGRID.
4 IS TEE SECOND DIMENSION OF A DEMOGRID.
(FUNCTIONSECOND DIMENSION OF)
(NOUN ROOT,SECONQ DIMENSICN OF)
{SECOND DIMENSION OF , 4, DEMGRID)
.%CALCflM;4 IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FOR CALTUR ON A
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT.. DEMO GRID.
STRAN INTERPRtTER ON S4AY 24,1969 AT 14:48:54.C90 PAGE 9
IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FOR CALTUR ON A DtMOGRID.
(FUNCTICAt,GRAMMAR RULE FOR&UN)
(NOUN RUOTGRAMMAR RULE FORPUN)
(GRAMMAR PULE FOR&ON, tCALCrYA;4,CALTUR,DEMOGR
INPUT...4TCALCON;3 IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FOR CONTUR ON A
fCALCON;3 IS THE GRAMMAR RULE FOR CUATUR ON A
((R AMQ4 AR RULE FURON,.ZCALCON;3,CONTUR,DEMO_GR
INPUT... (GRAMOR )
F-CLLCWIJG INPUT STORED AS GRAMMAR RULES.
INPUT. .. {( 8AL2:3=<,4,4,0, 0,1,,50.0, 1,4>)
ID)
DtMO_GRID.
DEMOGRID.
I D)
()CALCOM=7CAL CON+ MOVE)(%AL2:
END CF GRAA1AR.
INPUT...GRAPHICAL OUTPUT GOES ON THE CALCOMP PLOTTER.
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT GOES ON THE CALCOMP PLOTTER.
(UNIQUE,CALCOMP PLOTTER)
(VERB RCOTGOES ON)
(GOES ODN,GRAPHICAL OUTPUT,CALCOMP PLOTTER)
INPUT...M6350 IS THE PRORLEMNUMBER. 2(24 IS THE PROGRAMMER. NUMBER.
M6357 IS THE PROBLEMNUMRER.
(FUNCTIONPROLEMNUMBER)
(PRORLEMNUMBERM6350)
2024 IS THE PROGRAMMERNUMBER.
(FUNCTION,PROGRAMERNUMBER)
(PROGRAMMER _ NUM3ER,2024)
PSI IS A DEMO_GRID.
PSI IS A DEMO_ GRID.
(DEMO_GRID,PSI)
,CALCCM ;4
INPUT...
INPUT...
STRAN INTERPRETER CN MAY 24,1969 AT 14:48:56.899 PAGE 10.
INPUT...))))
FOLLOWING ARE DEDUCTIONS FROM DECLARATIONS.
(GOES ON,CONTOUR MAP,CALCOMP PLOTTER)
(GOES CN,GRAPHCALCOMP PLOTTFR)
(GrjES ON,GEOGRAPHIC OUTLINE MAPCALCOMP PLOTTER)
(RIEALPSI)
(ARRAYPSI)
FOLLOW ING INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS GENERATED.
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMAND...OPEN THE CALCCMP
CALL NEWPLT('M6350','2024','VELLUM','BLACK')
REAL PSI(4,4)
FOLLOWING INPUT IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS PROCESSED.
INPUT...GET DATA FOR PSI; PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI; END;
FOLLOWING IS EXP ANSION OF CO)MMAND. .. GET DATA FOk
CALL READ(5,'(24F3.0/23F3.0)',PSI,1,IDIM*JDIM)
PSI
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF ClAMMAND... PRODUCE CONTOUR
CALL CALTUR(PSI,4,4)
CONTOUR PROGRAM
MINIMUM IS C.0
CONTJUR PROGRAM
S FOR PSI
HAS BEEN ENTERED.
. MAXIMUM IS 2.OOOE 02. CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 2.OE 01.
TOOK J.63 SECONDS.
CALL PLOT1(14.0,0,-3)
END
CALL ENDPLT
PLOTTER
LD
MiX IMUM
MI N I MUM
CUNTOUR
VRLUE I15
VPLLE IS
I NTERVRL I5 20 .0
Fig. 8.3 Calcomp plotter contour map of a DEMO GRID, produced by Applica-
tion Example 4.
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The final example shows how a data.object can be handled when,
unlike the previous four examples, data of its exact type is unlikely
to occur again in the future. In such a case it appears cumbersome
to create a name for a type of grid and to make a number of declara-
tions about grids of that type. Thus, this example shows how a data
object whose type is unspecified may be handled by the same commands
that we have been using to work on data objects with a prespecified
type. Since no data type is specified, this example shows the default
operation of the commands. It seems clear that in such a default case
the command processor may not provide much simplification of the user's
task, and an experienced user might decide to code the call statements
himself, instead of letting the command processor do it for him.
The declarations of this example assert that PSI is an array and
that its dimensions are four by three. It is not necessary to declare
that PSI is real, for that is the default assumption for any array
under this COMS.
STRAN lNT[RP'<ETER ON MAY 24,1969 AT 15:01:41.000 PACE 8
BEGIN INTPRPRFTING RULPS.
FOLLOWING INPUT DErLARATIONS PRCCESSED.
INPUT...GRAPHICAL OUTPUT GCES CN THE CALCOMP PLOTTFR.
INPUT...
CR POHICAL JUTPUT GOES ON THF CALCOMP PLOTTER.
(UNIOUJE,CALCCMP PLOTTER)
(/EPP, ROT,GOES ON)
(GCFS CN,GRAPHICAL OUTPUTCALCOMP PLOTTER)
M635! IS THE PROBLEMNUNIBER. 2024 IS THE PROGRAMMER_NUMBER.
M6351 IS TFE PROBL :M_N UMBFR.
(FUNCTION,PRRJALFMNUMf3FR)
(PRrBLE^_NUMB FR,M6350D)
4 1S THE PROGRAMMERNUMBER.
NCT ION,PROGPAMMEP_ NUMBFR)
CGRAMERAWUMBER,2024)
IS AN ARRAY. 4 IS THE FTRST CIMENSION OF PS I *D
0,
PSI IS AN ARRAY.
(NOUN,APRAY)
(ARRAYPS I)
4 IS THE FIRST DIMENSION OF PSI.
(NCUN POrT,FIRST DIMENSION OF)
(FIRST DIMENSION CF,4,PST)
3 IS THF SFCOND DIMENSION CF PSI.
3 IS THE SECCND DIMENSIN CF PSI.
(FUNCT ION,SECONFD DIMENSION OF)
202
(FU
(PR
PSIINPUT...
INPUT... ) )))
STRAN INTERPRETER CN MAY 24,1969 AT 15:01:43.160 PAGE -9
(NOUN ROOT,SFCOND DIMENSION-OF)
(SECCNP DIMFNSION iF,3,PSI)
FOLLOWING ARE DEDUCTIONS FROM DECLARATICNS.
(-GOFS ONCONTOUR MAPCALCOMP PLOTTER)
(GOFS ON,GRAPHCALCOMP PLCTTER)
(GOES ONGEOGRAPHIC OUTLINE MAPCALCOMP PLCTTFR)
.. EDLLOkJNG INITIALIZATICN STATE"FNTS GFNERATEC.
FOLLJWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMANO...OPEN THE CALCOMP
CALL NEWPLT(M6350', 20?4','VELLUtl,'BLACK')
PEAL PSI(4,3)
FOLLOWING INPUT IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS PRCCESSED.
INPUT...GET DATA FOR PSI; PRODUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI; END;
FOLLOWING IS EXPANSION OF COMPANC...GET
PLOTTER
CATA FOR PSI
CALL READ(5,'(?4F3.C/23F3.()",PSI,1,IDIM*JDIM)
FOllOWING IS EXPAASION CF
CALL CALTUR(PSI,IDIM,JDIM)
HAS BEEN ENTERED.
. MAXIMUM IS 2.0CC0E
TOCK 0.50 SFCONCS.
CALL PLOT1(14.0,0,-3)
END
CALL ENDPLT
COMPANCO... PRCDUCE CONTOURS FOR PSI
02. CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 2.0E 01.
CONTOUR
MINIMUM
CONTOUR
PROGRAM
IS 0.0
PPCGRAM
I-'
'-a
* I-'
I-a.
0
I-'-
0
(D
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MqX I MUM
MI N IMUM
CONTOUJ
VRLUE 15 200 .D
VRLUE I5 i
INTEIRVRL I5 20 .0
Fig. 8.4 Calcomp plotter contour map of a special 4x3 grid,
produced by Application Example 5.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS
Throughout the preceding material, we have described a number
of ways that the system foundation elements presented can be used,
alone and together. It has been shown that each 'element provides
the necessary tools for dealing with a particular phase of the problem
environment. Also the examples given have demonstrated how more and
more sophisticated COMS implementations may be produced by sophisti-
cated users and systems programmers. This attribute of extendability
is one of the most important aspects of the design of COMS. It also
has been shown how application program libraries can be utilized by
COMS, and that COMS makes the members of the library much more acces-
sible to the user. Furthermore, it has been seen that COMS is no
solution to bad programming in an application program, but that the
combination of well written library programs and the accessibility
available through COMS can provide great problem solving power.
We have described the advantages of COMS in the foregoing
material. At this point some attention should be paid to its liab-
ilities. A criticism that can be presented against the COMS system
and the foundation elements which comprise it, is inefficiency. The
COMS system is not frugal in its use of execution time and core storage
space (this criticism does not apply to the library programs presented,
which are quite efficient). The reasons for this inefficiency are
implicit in the whole-design philosophy of the COMS system. The
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coding of the foundation elements was done in PL/l in order to achieve
easy development and modification through compactness and clarity of
the code. An interpretive mode of operation (without any preprocess-
ing of rules, so that rules and data could be handled identically)
was chosen in order to allow quick and easy modification (by others)
of the system at any time desired, and to allow different versions of
the system to be available simultaneously. The design of the asso-
ciative memory mechanism as a completely general purpose storage for
n-tuples of character strings also contributed to inefficiency. Thus,
in most cases where a choice had to be made between efficiency and
flexibility, efficiency lost. This should not alarm the reader into
thinking that the COMS system is somewhat of a "lumbering ox", for
most of the examples presented were accomplished in a few seconds of
computer time, and at no time has the author had any trouble with
core storage (400K bytes) becoming overloaded. However, if this system
were to be used by an ordinary community of users in a smaller computer,
such problems would become more manifest. Thus, when such use becomes
imminent, a certain amount of tuning and optimization will be in order.
Optimization can be done in a number of ways. One of the simplest
means of optimization will be to allocate as little storage for rules
and n-tuples as is absolutely necessary for a particular implementation.
Because of the flexibility of the interpreter, this is easily done at
the beginning of any run when such data collections are to be created.
Another means of optimization will be to decrease the number of forms
under which an n-tuple is stored, and to compact the storage of char-
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acter strings in the dictionaries. The primary means by which speed
may be increased, is to recode certain heavily used subprograms (par-
ticularly those carrying out hash-coding) in assembly language. In
any such recoding, care should be exercised to produce an assembly
language subroutine which appears externally identical to its PL/l
coded brother. Such care will allow any later ideas about changes to
the system to be quickly implemented and tested in PL/l and, when
proved useful, to be transferred to the assembly language version
subsequently.
Another form of optimization and improvement which might need to
be undertaken if COMS were to be regularly used, would be programs to
allow both dynamic allocation and garbage collection of core storage
space. At present dynamic allocation of space is carried out, but
no facilities have yet been provided for clearing away application
programs or numeric arrays which are no longer needed. Such facilities
would not contribute to the conceptual framework of the system, but
would contribute to its useability.
Future work might also include an investigation of the usefulness
of simultaneously using more than one distinct collection of n-tuples
(model) for the associative memory. An example of a useful pair of
models would be the ordinary COMS self-model and a model of the users
special problem environment, including a description of his level of
ability and need for help and advice. The users model might also
contain sentences to override normal system conventions, stated in
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the COMS model, which the user does not like. To extend that concept,
one might even be able to define a whole hierarchy of models, each
able to override the statements of those below, with the COMS model
at the bottom serving as the basic set of assertions. Extension of
the modeling capabilities of COMS in such ways appear to hold the
most exciting possibilities for future development.
The design philosophy of COMS has been such as to emphasize
flexibility, modularity, simplicity and clarity over efficiency.
This has been done because computer software design resembles artistic
creation in many ways. Both require the exercise of technical know-
ledge, craftsmanship, skill and patience, but most important both
involve an element of serendipity. Thus, if the artist or software
designer works in an unforgiving medium (eg. assembly language or
granite), then a brilliant inspiration occurring midway through his
labors may be nearly impossible to carry out. However, if he works
in a more forgiving medium (eg. PL/l or clay), and works in a lucid
and organized manner, he may discover that the process of his labor
teaches and inspires him to the extent that the final product bears
little resemblance to his original concept. Such change need not
be feared, and will not produce a monstrosity, if the conceptual
foundation of the work is solid.
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APPENDIX A
FORTRAN PROGRAM ORGANIZATION FOR EFFECTIVE CONTROL
A.1 Introduction
In this appendix we will examine some methods by which a FORTRAN
program may collect directive information from outside itself. In
each of these methods the amount of information collected may vary
from minimal (that information absolutely essential for correct
execution) to maximal (settings for all optional parameters). In
the case where less than maximal information is collected, default
assumptions must be used to produce values for unspecified optional
parameters. A FORTRAN program which uses these methods will be much
more flexible and easier to use than it would have been without them.
The beginning user of the program will find much less mandatory
information required and the advanced user will find he has the abil-
ity to exert much more control over the program. The methods to be
described utilize NAMELIST input (to be explained below) and variable
length argument lists to accomplish these goals.
The first method, named SET-RESET, uses NAMELIST input to direct
a program which must make a number of passes through itself, each
pass requiring a different setting of the control parameters. An
example of such a program would be a numerical model in the fluid
sciences, with each pass being a forward time integration of speci-
fied duration under specified conditions.
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The second method of information collection is the use of the
variable length argument list. This method is primarily of use in
utility subroutines (widely used subroutines for carrying out basic
tasks). The third method is an extension of the second, allowing
the length of the set of optional arguments to be almost indefinite-
ly extended through the use of NAMELIST input. An example of a
program using these methods to advantage is the contouring program
for the Calcomp plotter, written by the author. An inexperienced
user of this program can produce a contour map by giving the minimum
three arguments (eg. CALL CALTUR(PSI,10,10)) while an experienced
user may provide values for any of over two hundred parameters.
A.2 SET-RESET: A Method of Program Organization Using
NAMELIST Input.
In recent years a new kind of input-output statement has been
introduced in many algebraic compiler languages. This type of I-0
is variously known as simplified, data-directed or namelist input-
output, depending upon whether the language is MAD, PL/I or FORTRAN
(Only a few FORTRAN compilers include this option. It is not part
of USA FORTRAN). Since the term namelist is the most distinctive
of the three, we will refer to all three as NAMELIST I-0.
The NAMELIST I-0 method makes use of an internal symbol dic-
tionary to allow values to be assigned to or dumped from specified
variables and arrays at execution time. NAMELIST I-0 is extremely
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useful, and a programmer who becomes facile in its use finds himself
loath to utilize languages which do not contain it.
Like most other programming statements, namelist 1-0 can be
used most effectively under certain modes of program organization,
and for certain kinds of specialized tasks. When used as a straight
replacement for a formatted I-0 statement it tends to be inefficient,
and to gain the programmer only the elimination of the format state-
ment.
Many astute programmers appear to have stumbled upon methods of
program organization which make namelist I-0 an effective tool. How-
ever, the description of these methods appear to have been carried
only by word of mouth, and many in the field have not been fortunate
enough to hear about them. Sadly, this latter group contains many
of the people who write the manuals and primers purporting to teach
programmers how to use MAD, PL/I and FORTRAN. The result is that
almost any manual or primer for these languages which one is likely
to pick up, will do a very bad job of explaining the use of this type
of I-0. The few examples given usually only point out the lack of
a format statement and demonstrate how the data cards are punched.
Rarely is it pointed out that since only a subset of the variables
in the symbol dictionary need be read in, this type of I-0 is very
useful for modifying default values of a large set of independent
variables and control parameters (A notable exception is McCracken,
Daniel D., FORTRAN with Engineering Applications, pp. 174-5). Even
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rarer is a mention of the fact that successive passes through the
namelist read statement and associated program can allow specified
modifications to be made to preceding settings, resulting in a .
cumulative specification of values to produce a step by step march
through a problem space. Nor is it ever emphasized that NAMELIST I-0
can produce a program which an inexperienced user can use to produce
default results immediately without having to create any input values,
while the experienced user of the program has access to all of the
internal control parameters, including those that no one would dream
of making accessible through formatted I-0 because of the cost and
inconvenience in normal use.
Because this writer feels that NAMELIST I-0 has extreme importance
in many applications, because it has been under-utilized by programmers
with whom the writer is acquainted, and finally because the writer had
to stumble upon this approach completely without outside guidance, the
following material is presented in hopes that other programmers will
not find it necessary to do the same stumbling and that a certain amount
of light can be shed on this under-examined area of programming. Per-
haps also some discussion can be generated among programmers about new
methods of application of NAMELIST 1-0.
The method of program organization developed for utilizing NAME-
LIST I-0 has been named the SET-RESET method, in order to have some-
thing to refer to. The attaching of a name to the method is not
intended to create an aura of something newly discovered (although
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such was certainly the case for the writer), but to provide clarity
in the discussion that follows. The following is a simple system
360 FORTRAN IV G program which illustrates the most basic form of
the SET-RESET method of organization and its use of NAMELIST.
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SOURCE CARDS:
NAMELIST/INPUT/RESET, I, J
LOGICAL RESET
C THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DEFAULT VALUES OF THE NAMELIST
C VARIABLES WHICH ARE SET AT THIS TIME.
1 1 = 1
J = 1
RESET = .FALSE.
C END OF DEFAULT VALUES.
2 IF (RESET) GO TO 1
C READ NEXT 'INPUT' STRING.
READ (5, INPUT, END=3)
C WRITE OUT THE SETTINGS OF ALL NAMELIST VARIABLES FOR THIS PASS.
WRITE (6, INPUT)
C ANY CODE UTILIZING I AND J IS INSERTED HERE.
C A POSSIBLE EXAMPLE IS THE FOLLOWING.
NAMELIST/OUTPUT/K
K = I*J
WRITE (6, OUTPUT)
C END OF INSERTED CODE.
GO TO 2
3 CALL EXIT
END
DATA CARDS:
&INPUT I=5, J=5782 &END
&INPUT I=2400, RESET=T &END
&INPUT &END.
The data cards shown will cause three passes to be made through the
program before EXIT is called. The following are the settings of
I,J and RESET for each pass.
PASS VALUE OF I VALUE OF J VALUE OF RESET
1 5 5782 .FALSE.
2 2400 5782 .TRUE.
3 1 1 .FALSE.
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FLOW DIAGRAM:
SET DEFAULT VALUES.
Fig. A.1 Flow diagram for first SET-RESET example.
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The points to be noticed in this simple example are:
(1) The set of independent variables and control parameters
are program initialized.
(2) Any subset of them may be modified by input data.
(3) Inclusion of a logical control parameter (RESET) among
the other variables makes it possible to reset all
to their initial settings at the beginning of any
pass through the program.
(4) If the variables have not been reset, their initial
values for any pass will be those left from the
previous pass. This allows inputs to be cumulative,
each pass serving as one step of a march through
the problem space.
The fact that any subset (including the empty set and the whole set)
of variables may be modified provides the extreme flexibility of
NAMELIST which makes the SET-RESET method possible. The method
derives further usefulness from the fact that a researcher usually
investigates a problem space in incremental steps, making small
changes in a few independent variables, and only rarely jumps to an
entirely new region by making larger changes in a large set of inde-
pendent variables.
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In the example, the SET-.RESET method of organization and its
use of NAMELIST may not appear particularly advantageous. However,
when larger sets of independent variables and control parameters are
involved, the program which uses them can be controlled in a much
more flexible manner. This increase in flexibility occurs because
the set of subsets of n parameters, which may be specified, numbers
2n
A more complex and useful example of the SET-RESET method is
the following.
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SOURCE CARDS:
COMMON/DATA/IDIM, JDIM, MODE, PHI (50, 50)
1 CALL INIT
C CODE TO UTILIZE DATA VARIABLES IS INSERTED HERE.
C EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE USE OF MODE IS: GO TO (2,3,4,5), MODE
GO TO 1
END
SUBROUTINE INIT
LOGICAL RESET,PUPHIRDPHIRDFORMRDPRT,FIRSTM
COMMON/DATA/IDIM, JDIM, MODE, PHI (50,50)
NAMELIST/INPUT/RESET, PUPHI, RDPHI, RDFORM, RDPRT, NTAPE, MODE,IDIM,JDIM,
IPHIA,PHIB,PCONST,PHASEI,PHASEJ,WAVNOI,WAVNOJ
NAMELIST/PERTRB/PHI
DIMENSION FORMAT(20),FMT(2)
DATA FMT,FIRSTM/4H(10F,4H8.2), .TRUE./
IF (FIRSTM) GO TO 1
IF (PUPHI) WRITE (7,FORMAT) ((PHI(IJ),I.1,IDIM),J=1,JDIM)
IF (.NOT.RESET) GO TO 2
1 FIRSTM = .FALSE.
RESET = .FALSE.
PUPHI = .FALSE.
RDPHI = .FALSE.
RDFORM = .FALSE.
RDPRT = .FALSE.
NTAPE = 5
MODE = 1
IDIM = 20
JDIM = 10
PHIA = 0.0
PHIB = 0.0
PCONST = 1.0
PHASEI = 0.0
PHASEJ = 0.0
WAVNOI = 2.0
WAVNOJ = 1.0
FORMAT(1) = FMT(1)
FORMAT (2) = FMT (2)
2 READ (5,INPUT,END=6)
WRITE (6,INPUT)
IF (RDPHI) GO TO 4
FISIZ = IDIM-1
FJSIZ = JDIM-1
DO 3 J=1,JDIM
FJVAL = J-1
FACJ = SIN(FJVAL*WAVNOJ*3.14159/FJSIZ + PHASEJ)
DO 3 I=1,IDIM
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF INIT SUBROUTINE:
ENTRY
PUNCH USEFUL PORTION
OF PHI ARRAY USING
FORMAT
READ IN PHI ARRAY UNDER
FORMAT CONTROL FROM
NTAPE
READ 'PERTRB' NAMELIST
FOR INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIONS
TO VALUES OF PHI ARRAY
Fig. A.2 Flow diagram for second SET-RESET example.
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Many new refinements have been introduced in this second example.
Some of the more important ones are the following.
(1) The SET-RESET method has been localized in the subroutine
INIT, with independent variables passed to the user
program through a named common block.
(2) The array PHI may be initialized either by computing it
as a function or by reading in formatted data under
an arbitrary format from a specifiable device.
(3) A second NAMELIST has been added to allow introduction
of individual values into the interior of the array
PHI after it is initialized.
As it stands, with no user code entered in the main program,
the example serves as a simple program for generating, editing and
correcting large formatted data decks.
The SET-RESET method, as can be seen, encourages the user to
write programs which are extremely data directed. Even at the level
of this example, without any useful program to direct, the method
produces a program which acts very much like an interpreter. The
control information must be passed as FORTRAN data types, which pre-
vents the input from appearing truly interpretable, but the flexib-
ility of control available is nearly the same.
The SET-RESET form of organization has proved especially valu-
able as a control method for large numerical models in fluid dynamics.
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It seems clear that this method has much wider applicability, however,
in any program which has many modes of operation, or some uncertainty
as to the exact best setting of various independent parameters. The
SET-RESET method allows the programmer to give the parameter a 'good
guess' default value until experimentation has produced a best value,
at which time a single recompilation sets the default value correctly.
Possible refinements to the basic SET-RESET method seem nearly end-
less. It is a particularly fruitful form of organization when a
program is being used in an on-line man-machine interaction environ-
*
ment such as CTSS at M.I.T. One very successful program written in
MAD for use under CTSS uses the SET-RESET method to collect its control
parameters. This program displays an orthographic projection of the
globe on the face of a storage CRT. Inexperienced users of the pro-
gram are able to accomplish the plotting of a map of North America by
simply typing an asterisk, indicating an empty argument string. More
experienced users can modify the values of any of a large number of
control parameters to plot the globe in other projections and differ-
ent magnifications and orientations, occasionally producing results
which were unforeseen at the time the program was written. The SET-
RESET method can successfully bridge the gap between interactive and
batch processed use, and is not awkward in either environment.
*
The Compatible Time Sharing System - the IBM 7094 time sharing
system at M.I.T.
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A.3 Subroutine Organization for Variable Length Argument Lists.
The use of variable length argument lists by subroutines in the
library is not directly related to COMS, except that versatile, easy
to use and flexible application programs in its library will make COMS
a more useful system. An application program that has sixteen manda-
tory arguments cannot be considered flexible or easy to use, for even
experienced users will have trouble remembering what all those argu-
ments are and in what order they appear. Thus, the material of this
section is presented to show the methods which should be used by
application program authors in order to write easily used programs.
It is not necessary to use these methods for a program to be put in
the COMS library, but they will produce a better program. The easi-
est way to present the material is by giving an example, and then
explaining it.
SUBROUTINE EXAMPL(ARRAY, /ISIZE/, /JSIZE/, /OPTRG1/, /OPTRG2/,. .. )
DIMENSION ARRAY(ISIZE, JSIZE)
DATA ARG2,ARG3/0.0,5
.
0/
ARG1 = 10.0
CALL NUMP(NARG)
IF(NARG.GT.2) TO TO 101
WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT('TOO FEW ARGUMENTS PASSED TO EXAMPL.')
RETURN
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101 NARG = NARG - 2
GO TO(1,2,3,...),NARG
4 IF(OPTRG3.EQ.0) GO TO 3
ARG3 = OPTRG
3 ARG2 = OPTRG2
2 ARGl = OPTRG1
1 CONTINUE
body of program
END
The subprogram NUMP is a simple assembly language routine which counts
the number of arguments passed to the program it is called by, and
places that integer number in NARG. If the number of arguments is
less than three, the number of arguments which the programmer has
decided are mandatory, an error message is written and control is
returned. If enough arguments have been given, a computed go-to is
executed and exactly the number of optional arguments passed are
collected. An especially important point to note is that the values
of all optional arguments are initialized to default values. Two
methods are used. ARG1 will be initialized to its default value of
10.0 (by assignment statement) every time the program is entered,
and modified if any value for it is specified in the argument list.
ARG2 is initialized when the program is loaded (by data statement),
modified if any value is specified for it in an argument list, and
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that modified value will serve as the default value for subsequent
calls to the program. ARG3 is initialized at loading time, but only
nonzero arguments will cause its modification.
As can be seen, the methods can produce a program which is easy
to use for a new user, but also versatile and flexible in the hands
of a more knowledgeable user.
A.4 Subroutine Organization for Optional Argument Transmission
via Namelist.
In Section A.2 SET-RESET is described. That method is designed
to use namelist input for control of a program which makes multiple
passes through a numerical model, or other mechanism for testing a
particular problem space. Namelist input proves useful for making
adjustments in a few independent variables, from a large set, at the
beginning of each pass. If not set to a new value, a variable conti-
nues with the same value, left from the previous pass. For the ini-
tial pass that value is the default value which has been program
initialized.
Success achieved using namelist input to control numerical
models suggested that a imilar. facility might prove just as useful
operating between calling and called programs, to specify values for
variables which need to be modified very infrequently. Under such
an approach the calling program must provide a sequence of pairs of
variable names and the values to be assigned to those variables.
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An example might be:
& VARBl = 5.0, ALPHA = 81.5, TOTAL = 506.7 &
An advantage of this form of argument specification over the argument
list method, described in the preceding section, is that no order is
implied upon the variables. In an argument list, if the fifth vari-
able is the only one which really needs to be specified, values must
be given for the preceding four in order to indicate that it is the
fifth variable which is being set. Also in an argument list, no
great number of arguments can be allowed without confusion arising
in the mind of the user as to just how far down the argument list he
has progressed when he must provide the next value to go in the list.
No such confusion can arise with a namelist specification of argu-
ments, for each is clearly marked with the name of the variable to
which the value is to be assigned. Furthermore, because having very
large sets of variables to which values can be assigned will not
create any confusion in the mind of the user, it is possible to give
the user the ability to modify the values of all of the control vari-
ables of a complex subprogram. This can give a user much greater
control over a program than he has ever experienced before.
Disadvantages of the namelist method of argument transmission
are primarily in its inefficiency relative to argument lists. Mani-
pulation of character strings and dictionary look-up of variable
names are much slower processes than the retrieval of an argument
from a list. Thus, for mandatory arguments and frequently specified
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optional arguments, the variable length argument list method of the
previous section is superior. Further down the argument list, where
variables are much less frequently specified, the flexibility (at
a cost) of namelist argument specification begins to be more appro-
priate.
The following program is an extension of that given in the pre-
ceding section, showing how namelist argument specification may be
incorporated without slowing the speed of execution of the library
program under normal circumstances.
SUBROUTINE EXAMPL(ARRAY,/ISIZE/,/JSIZE/,/OPTRG1/,/OPTRG2/, ... )
DIMENSION ARRAY(ISIZE, JSIZE)
NAMELIST/INPUT/NTAPE, ARG4, ARG5, ARG6
DATA ARG2, ARG3, ARG4, ARG5, ARG6/0.O,5.0,3.148,7.69,10.1/
DATA NTAPE/6/
ARG1 = 10.0
CALL NUMP(NARG)
IF (NARG. GT. 2) GO TO 101
WRITE(NTAPE,100)
100 FORMAT('TOO FEW ARGUMENTS PASSED TO EXAMPL.')
RETURN
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101 NARG = NARG - 2
GO TO(1,2,3,...),NARG
4 IF(OPTRG3.EQ.0.0) GO TO 3
ARG3 = OPTRG3
3 ARG2 = OPTRG2
2 ARG1 = ABS (OPTRG1)
1 IF(OPTRGI.LT.O.0) READ (5,INPUT)
body of program
END
This program works almost the same as the example of Section A.3,
except.that when the fourth argument of its calling sequence is
negative, a namelist read occurs, and values can be read into
the normally unmodified variables NTAPE, ARG4, etc. This means
that a user now has access to variables to which access could
never before be allowed.
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OF STRAN LANGUAGE APPLICATIONS
These examples are presented here, instead of within the main
body of the thesis, because they are not examples of the utilization
of a program library. That is, they are not examples of particular
implementations of COMS. These examples illustrate the kind of
operations which can be carried out using the STRAN language. Many
of these operations have been used to advantage in the sophisticated
version of COMS which is presented at the end of the thesis. These
examples should also suggest other applications and systems to which
the foundation elements may usefully be applied. The reader should
note the brevity and simplicity of the rule set in relation to the
complexity of the task in each case.
B.1 Example 1
On one occasion when two rule sets were to be used together as
subprocedures in the solution of a large problem, it was discovered
that the name PRINT had inadvertantly been used as a rule name in
one set and a variable name in the other. This meant that the rule
contents would quickly become obliterated on its first use as a vari-
able. The solution found was to write a short rule set to change
every occurrence of the name PRINT in the rules where it was used
as a variable, to the name OUT. Thus, the data cards in this case
were a rule set, being operated on by another rule set. The trans-
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formed results were punched as a result of a (PUNCH) command, which
tells the STRAN processor to punch all output requested by the rules.
This example illustrates the ease with which context editing
programs can be written in STRAN. Only the rule CONV1 is doing any
transformation of the character string. The other two rules simply
handle input and output. Readers familiar with the context editing
facilities in CTSS will note the similarity in effect to the "change"
command which is available there. It appears that the STRAN language
could serve as a very flexible basis for the implementation of exper-
imental on-line context editors in the future.
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 23,196S AT 14:51:22.53C PAGE 5
BEGIN READING RULES.
INPUT*.. (CONVERT( *INPLT 1 $1 )CONMl)
INFLT...(CONV1(INPUTI$+*PRINT'+$l=INPUTIl+'CUT43|I)CONV2,CONV1)
INPUT...(CONV2(INPLTI$k=*INPLTI1l*IAFUTI' 'I)CCNVERT)
INPUT... (PUNC)
INPLT...(CCNVERT)
STRAA INTEPFFETER CN PAY 23,1969 AT 14:51:332.2CC PACE 7
INPUT... (UN2(=&SIl'SLBSET
(UN2(=&Sl'SUBSET
OF'+2+1j*PRINT
OF '+2+11*0T11 I
INPLT...(UN3(=&Sl'SLESET CF'4341|*PRIINT
(UN3(=&SI'SUBSET OF'+3+11*GLTI'
1' (SLBSET CF,'+2+','14+')' )UN3)
(SLBSET CF,'+2+','+1+0)'I)UN3)
' (SUBSET CF,'+3+','4+1+e)1)UN1)
(SLBSET CF,'+3+','+1+')' )UN1)
INPLT...(LEHALF(&FlI'LEFT HALF CF'+$+1j=4PRINT'EXECUTING LEFT
(LEi-ALF(&F1I'LEFT HALF OF'+$+$1=*CLTI'EXECUTING
HALF.' )ENDLEH1)
LEFT HALF.' )ENC,LEH1)
INFLT...
INPLT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
(LEH1(&A1|1+21)ENC,LEF2)
(LE-1(&AlIl21)END,LEI-2)
(LEH2( &F2 12+$+$ 1)LEHI ,LEH3)
(LEF2( &F21 2+$+$1 )LE1,LEI-3)
(LEH3(&A213+41=&S11+3|*FRINT
(LEI-3(5A21 34'1=SSI 1.31 *1UT'I
(RIHALF(&FIl'RICHT HALF CF'+
(RIHALF(Fll 'RICHT FALF OF'+
j' ('414' ,'+3+') I )LEFILEH3)
'+1+','+3+')'I)LEH1,LEH3)
$+$I=*PRIAtTI'EXECUTINC RIGFT HALF.'1)ENC,RIH1)
$.+1=4OLT1'EXECLTING RIGHT HALF.'.)END,RIHl)
(R IH I ( &A 111+21) END , RIH 2)
(RII-1(&A111+21) ENDRIH2)
(RIH2(&F212+$+$1)RIHI,RIH3)
(PIH2(&F212+$+$1)RI11,RI13)
(RIH3(SA21|+4|=&S'l1+41*PRINTl' ('+1+' ,'+4+')'l )RIH1,RIH3)
(RIH3(&A2|3+4|=&S1+4|4I UTI' ('+l+','+4+')'I)RIH1,RIH3)
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B.2 Example 2
When the arithmetic equation evaluator (which is written as
a self contained external subroutine in PL/I) was being tested,
a special rule set was created to accept equations from cards and
print out the result of the evaluation. Evaluations are carried
out in both fixed and floating point, and mixed calculations are
transformed to floating point when necessary. Almost all the
normal built-in arithmetic functions of-FORTRAN and PL/I are in-
cluded. Evaluation is, of course, much slower than if it were
carried out by compiled code, but the evaluation capability is
much more powerful than that of any other string processor known
to the author.
STRAN INTERPRETER CN MAY 21,1969 AT 03:05:44.000 PACE 8
EEGIN READING RULES.
(COMPLTE(READ,EVAL)
(REAC(*INPUTI'#'+$I=*INPUT21 )END,RFAD
(EVAL(INPUTI$+;'+$I=CUTPUT|1|*RESULTI
(EVL1(RESULTI$IULTPLTI$|=*CLTPLTI2+' =
(CCFPUTE)
)
l )ENCEVLI)
'+1|*CUTPUTI' I')CCPPUTE)
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
I N FUT.
I-h
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 21,19S6 AT
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
INPUT...30+5043;
30+50*3 = 180
INPUT... (30+5 C)*3;
(30+50)43 240
INPUT... (3C-5C)/4;
(30-50)/4 = -5
INPUT...-SQRT(44*2+ 3.52**1.3);
-SCRT(4**2+ 3.52**1.3) =
INPUT.. .FIX(47.1*40.7 )MOD 3;
FIX(47.l**0.7)YCC 3 = 2
INPUT...58.7 MOD 6
58.7 PCC 6
-4.597234E+00
= 4.699996E+00
INPUT. .. SIN (2.0:3. 14159265);
SIA(2.0*3.14159265) =
INPUT ... 9 .0**-2;
9.0**-2 =
-1 .263961 E-06
1.234567E-02
IPT 9.04*0.5 T .9.0*.5;
9.0**0.5 = 2.999998E+00
INPUT...9.0*4 (3.75/4.86);
9.0**(3.75/4.86) = 5.448763E+00
C3:C5:44.CSC PAGE S
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B.3 Example 3
The problem of translating numbers expressed in the English
language, into numeric form is one that has fascinated the author
for a long period of time. The solution would appear to be quite
simple, but attempts at an actual implementation have always resulted
in enough difficulties so that the project has been abandoned. As
a subpart of the English language, requiring a grammatical descrip-
tion, it has always seemed an interesting chunk to bite off in an
attempt to write an English grammar. The STRAN language allowed a
very simple solution. The associative storage is used for the one-
one map from English to numeric number names. The rule set is not
written as an acceptor, which will reject all sentences not considered
acceptable English, but as a translator, which will produce a value
for any input. In the case of phrases which denote a number in
English in one of the forms which are correctly handled, the rule
set will produce the correct numeric form of the number denoted.
The set of rules making up the subprocedure ASSERT, are used
to store ordered n-tuples (3-tuples in this case) in the associative
storage. This rule set is used as a utility procedure in all appli-
cations where information must be stored in the associative memory.
Once the English to numeric number name function has been stored,
the rule set named TRANSLATE is executed, and data cards are read
and transformed to numeric.
STRAN INTERPRETER CA MAY 21,169 AT C3:C5:37.550 PACE 2
EEGIN REACIAC RULES.
# RULES FOR TRANSLATICA OF ALPBERS IN ENGLISH
(T F INSLhT E (REACSEM ICOLON))
(SENICCLCN(INPUT$+';'+4$1=*CUTPUTI' 'l*IPUTI
(EVAL(EVLNMBPRINT))
(PRINT(RESULTItI=*PESULT11l)TRANSLATE)
INPLT...(EVLNIB(=NL3ER l'
INPUT...
SNFL T...
INPUT...
INFUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
IAFLT. .
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPLT..
INPUT...
INFUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT..
INPLT...
INPUT...
INFLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
(EVN1( INPUTI $+'
(EVA2(INPUTI' I
(EVN3( INPUTI$+'
(EVA4( INPUT] $1=
(EVSRCH(INPLT1$
(EVFNC(6F1l 'NUM
(EvF1 (TEMPI 1+'0
(EVF2(NLNBER I$l
(EVF3(TEMPI $+'0
(E F4(TEF $, NU
(EVF5( RESULT I$I
(EVCCAE (RESULT I
IN
+1
ER
0'
TE
00c
TC NUIPEFIC.
11 )ENC,EVAL)
0' IRESULTI'C' I)EVA1)
'+$1=[NPUTIl+' '+31)EN2,EVN1)
I=INFUT2I)EVN3)
I=INPLT11+21)EIVN4,EVSRCH)
PUTI 14' ' 1)EVSRCI-)
'+$I= dCROlIIlNFUTI31)EVOCNE,EVFNC)
IC FCR'++116AIl2j=TEPP12f)EVSRCH,EF1)
I)EVF2,EVF3)
PPI$I=AUVEEPR|1+'+'+21)EVSRCF)
'j)EVFA,EVF5)
IBERI$1=NUMEER
TEMPIs|INLBERI
11NUM8ERI$I=OR
114'*('424')"1 )EVSRCH)
$1=1\LNBER1'O' IPESULTII+'++?+'*('+3+' )" )EVSRCH)
ESULTI 1'+'+21 )END)
# RULES FOR ASSERT.
(ASSERT(REAC,STCPE,ATST))
(REAO(*INPLTl'#4+$I=*CLTFUTI' #I*INPLTI2I)EAEREAD)
(ATST(INPUTI $4')'+$1)ASSERTENC)
(STCRE(INPUTI$+'('+$4')'+$j=CLTl3|INPUT151)EAC,STOR)
(STOR(S5,STORE))
(S5(GUTI$+','+$4','4$4','+1+','+$l)S4,END)
(S4(OLTI$+','+$+','+$+','+$I=&SI1+3+5+7|*OUTI'('41+2+3+4+546+7+')'t)S3,END)
(S3(OUTI$+4$4','+$l=CS1+3+11*0 LI'('+1+2+3+4+5+')'1)S2,EAD)
(S2 (CLT 1$+ ,'+$ 1=6S1 +31*CUTI' ( '+142+34' )s )S 1,ENO)
(S1(iUTI$I=CUTIL1+'))'I)CUT) T-IS RLLE ALLC6S EXECUTICA CF CTFER ROUTINES
INPUT..
1 N PUT..
I NPL T..
INPUT..
INFLT..
STRAN INTERPRETER CA PAY 21,1969 AT C3:C5:38.380 PACE 4
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
INPUT... (NUMERIC
(NUMER IC
(NLMERI IC
(NUMER IC
(NUMER IC
INPUT...(NUMERIC
(NUMERIC
(NUVEF IC
(NUIERIC
(NUMERIC
INPLT...(NUPERIC
(NUMERIC
(NUtPER IC
(NUMERIC
INPUT... (NUMER IC
(AUFR IC
(NLMERIC
(NUPEFIC
INPUT...(NLYERIC
(NUMERIC
(NUMER IC
(NLMERIC
INPUT... (NUMER IC
(ALVER IC
(NUMER IC
(NUMER IC
INPLT... (NUPERIC
(NUMERIC
(NUPERIC
(NLMERIC
FCR,0, ZERO) (NUMERIC
FCR,0,ZERO)
FCR ,11 ,CNE)
FOR,2,Th0)
FCR,3, TI-REE)
FOR,4,FOUR)(NUPERIC
FOR,4,FOLR)
FCR,5,FIVE)
FOR,1,CNE)(NUPERIC FCR,2,TWC)(NUMERIC FOR,3,T-REE)
FCR,5,FIVE)(NUMERIC FOR,6,SIX)(NUMERIC FOR,7,SEVEN)
FCR,6(,SIX)
FCR,7,SEVEN)
FCR,8, EIGHT) (NUMERIC FOR,9,AINE)(NUMERIC FOR,
FORE,EIGHT)
FCR,9,NINE)
FCR,1C,TEA)
FOR,11,ELEVEN)(UPERIC FCP,12,1TELVE)(NUMERIC
FCR,11,ELEVEN)
FCR ,12,TELVE)
FCR, 13,Th-IRTEEN)
FOR,14,FCURTEEA)(NUMERIC FCR,15,FIFTEEN)(NUME
FOR, 14,FOLRTEEN)
FCR, 15, FIFTEEN)
FCR,16,SIXTEEA)
FOR,17,SEVENTEEN)(NUERIC FOR,18,EIGHTEEN)(UN
FCR,17,SEV EATEEA)
FCR, 18,EIGHTEEN)
FGR,19,NINETEEN)
FCR,20,TWENTY)(AUMERIC FCR,30,T-IRTY)(NUMERIC
FOR,2C, TENT)
FCR,30,TEIRTY
FCR ,4C ,FCRTY)
10,TEN)
FCR,13,THIRTEEN)
IC FOR, 16,SIXTEEN)R
PERIC FOR,19,NINETEEN)
FOR,4CFORTY)
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 21,196 AT C3:C5:4C.1 C PAGE 5
INPLT...(NLPERIC FCR,50,FIFTY)(NUVERIC FCP,60,SIXTY)(NUMERIC
(NUMER IC FOR,5C,FIFTY)
(NUVERIC FCg,60,SIXTY)
(NUMERIC FCR,70,SE ENTY)
INPUT...(NUMERIC FOR,80,EIGHTY)(NUMERIC FOR,SC,NINETY)
(ANUtVERIC FcR,80,EIG-TY )
(NUMERIC FCRC,NINETY)
INFUT...(NUMER IC FCR,100,FUNCRED)
(NUPERIC FLR,100,HUNCREC)
INPUT...(NUMER IC-FOR,10CCTHOLSAND)(NLERIC FCR,1CCCCCC, PILL
(NUMERIC FOR,00,TICUSAN)
(NLMERIC FCR,1CC0000, ILLICN)
INPUT...(NUMERIC FOR,1000C0CCCC,BILLION)
(NUMERIC FCR,1000000000,EILLICA\)
INPLT...)))))
FOR, 7C, SEVENTY)
ICA)
STRA INTEFRETER CA PAY 21,1969 AT 03:05:41.2SC PAGE 7
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
ONE HLNCRED NINETY SEVEN
197
SEVENTY SEVEN IILLICN NINE HUN'CREE SIXTY TI-REE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED THIRTY TWO
77963432
THIRTY ThO HUNDRED THCLSAND SIXTY NINE I-UNCFEC ANC CNE
3206901
THREE PILLICN ThC HLANFEC ANC SIX TI-CUSAND NINE 1-UNEEC ANC ONE
3206901
FORTY FIVE HUNDRED AhD FIFTY SIX
4556
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B.4 Example 4
Victor Yngve (the developer of COMIT), who used to head the
Mechanical Translation group of the Research Laboratory of Electronics,
used a program which randomly generated English sentences from a
(discontinuous) phrase structure grammar to demonstrate the use of
the COMIT language in linguistics. The grammar used was derived from
ten sentences from one of his small -son's books, which was concerned
with trains and an engineer named Small. The output was interesting
both because it demonstrated that the grammar-was correct, i.e. the
sentences were all syntactically correct English, but also because
it demonstrated how important semantic content is, and how desperately
one will try to find some meaning in a sentence which is structurally
correct gibberish. A disadvantage of Yngve's program was that the
grammar had to be encoded into the COMIT language, each grammar rule
becoming a COMIT rule of a form that was not particularly natural.
The program which is presented below uses the same grammar, but here
the grammar is stored as data (2-tuples) in the hash coded associative
memory. As a result, the form of the grammar is very simple, and the
program could be used to test different phrase structure grammars
created by linguists who know no programming. Another feature of the
program is a pseudo-random number generator written as a single rule
(R3).
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 20,1969 AT 1E:23:3l.29C PAGE 8
BEGIN READII\G PLLES.
TO GENERATE
THE PHRASE STRUCTURE
INPUT ... (GENERATE(=NUMBI'
INPLT..
INFUT..
IN.PLT..
INPUT..
1 N FUT..
I N P L T..
INPUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
I NFUT.
I NPLT..
INPUT..
INFLT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
I NPL T..
INPUT..
I N FLT..
INPUT..
I N FUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INPLT..
INPLT..
INPLT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
1' 1SV
NONSENSE
'37654
SENTENCES GIVEN
R IS STOREC IN
879'l*CLTI'BEGI
A PHRA
HE FAC
GENER
.(LUCP(NLMB I$I=P | I'l,' j*CLTI' ' ICLT '('+1+' ) ' I )EXT
.(NEXT (P $+ I', '+$I=NMI 11PD13|)CONFGET)
.(GET(NI$L&FilI+$I&AlJ21=RL121)ERRPL)
.(R1(RLI$+' ))'+$+','+$IPDI$|6Fll3+$ I&AlI17|=N l3|RL17
. (R2 (RL $+') )'+$4','$j POI $-+','1+ 1 F1 3+$1LA1119I=NM)
.(R3(SV1$IRLi$+' )) '+$ =4RLI'1+ ('+1+'/333)MCC '441 SV
.(R3A(NMI$IRLI$I=NM11+':'+2)GET)
.(R4(CLT $65+$IRLI$+')) '+$J=RLI'F4ER4C'+4+5I)R4A,R
.(R4A(OLTI$IRLI$+'))'+$I=CLT11+4|)ERR,NEXT)
.(R4E(CUTI$+'* '+$l=0UTII1'4'+31)ENDR4C)
.(R4C(CLTI$+'**'+$J=CLT 1+'4' +31)E E)
.(R4C(OLTI$IRL I$+'))'+$I=*CLT11lCLTI' '+41)ERRAE
.(R5(RLI$+'))'+$6FI134$1UEll4=NM3RL4I)ERR,RL)
.(DONE(=RLI'RAB,0PRT))'I)RL)
.(ERR(NMl$1PO$I=*PC"IERROR* NM='+1+* PD='+21)DPRT)
.(DPRT(NUMB1$1CUT$I=#UNEI'++1411*CUT12I)CTST)
.(DTST(NLMB I'll'I)LOOP,END)
.# RULES FOR ASSERT. THIS
(ASSERT (REAC,STOREATST ))
(REAC(
(ATST(
(S TC RE
(STCR(
(S5 (CL
( S4(N2
(S3 (N2
*INPLT 1'#'+$1 ) EN ,REAC)
INPUTI$-+')'+$1)ASSERT, EN1
(INPUTi$+'('+$+')'+$I=GU~
S5,STORE))
T1$4'='4$1=N1111N21'R5))
I|'R5)) '+$+'+#+$ 1=N2|1'R1)
|'R5))'+$+' ... '1+41=N21'R
SE STRUCTURE GRAPPAR.
T STORAGE AS 2-TUPLES.
ATICA CF SENTENCES.'I )LOOP)
)
|PC15+4+61 )ERRRL)
2|RLl91PD16+7+5+7+8I)ERRRL)
L1+'417357|)ERRR3A)
L )
XT)
IS A SPECIAL VERSICA TC STCFE C.F. GRAMMAR RULES.
131 INPUT 151 )ENDSTOR)
'+31 )S1,54)
)'+2+' ,'+4 |)S3,SO)
2))'+2+','+41)S2,SO)
INPUT...4 RULES
INPLT.*.#
STRAN INTERFRETER CN MAY 20,1969 AT 18:23:38.140
INPUT ..
I NPLT *...
INPUT...
IIhFUT...
INPUT...
(S2(N21'R5) ) '+ +')'+$ I=N2H'R4) )'+2 1) SC)
( Si (CLT I$+' +$ =AllI2 ' R3) )+31)SERR ,SO)
(SO(NI $1N21$ 1=&S 11+21 )EAD)
(SERR(CUTI$l=*OUT'('-1+') IS AN ILLEGAL RULE.'I)END)
(ASSERT)
PAGE
TRAN INTERPRETER CN IAY 20,1969 AT 18:23:38.320 PAGE 10
EEGIN INTERPRETING RLLES.
INPLI...# GRAPMAR CF TEN ENGLIS- SENT
INPUT...# T-IS IS A MODIFIED GRAPMAR
IAFPLT...(1*2)(1:l=2)(1:2=109)(2=3-+7)(
INPUT...(8=9+16)(9*2)(9:1=l C)(S:2=i5)
INPUT...(13:2=< IF))(14=<,>)(15=16+12
INPL1...(21=23+38)(22=24+62)
INPUT...(23=< IS))(24*5)(24:1=< HAS>)
INFUT...(24:5=35)(28=29...31)(29=< HA
INPUT...(33:2=< UNDER>)(35=36...38)(3
INPUT...(38:1=55)(38:2=40)
INPL T...(38:3=47)(40=47+41)
INPLT... (45=46+47)(46=< AND
INPUT... (47:3=< GILEC>)(47:
.(47:7=< LI
.(59=< CF>)
.(6542)(65:
.(69:2=93)(
.(71:7=84)(
.(80:2=< ST
.(85:3=90)(
.(96=1C2+99
.(103:2=105
.(IC8:1=< D
.(108:5=< W
.(1C8:8=< S
.(ICS=llC+1
.(113=114+6
.# ENC CF C
.) )) )) ) ))))
TTLE>) (47
(60*2) (60
1=67) (65:
71*7) (71:
77=78+79)
EAM))( 82=
88=< THE>
1=95) (93:
(99= 100)
)(105=106
RIVIAG WH
EISTLE>)(
PCKESTACK
12)(110=1
C)( 114=11
RAPPAR.
ENCES.
TC HAND
3=4) (4=
(LC=11+
)( 16=14
(24 :2=<
S)) (31=
6*2) (36
STCRED AS 2-TUPLES
LE CLESTICAS.
14) (11=12)(12=13+16
)(17=6C+1E)(18*2)(1
KEEFS>)(24:3=< PAK
32)(32=33+62)(33*2)
:1=< KEEPS>)(36:2=<
BY ASSERT.
)(7*2)(
(13*2)
8:1=21)
7:1=8) (7:2=17)
(13: 1=< WIEN>)
(18:2=22) (19=<?>)
ES>) (24:4=28)
(33:1=< IN>)
MAKES>) (38*3)
(41*2)(41:1=45)(41:2=43)(43=44+46.1)(44=<,>)
>)(46.1=4C)(47*8)(47:l=< BLACK>)(47:2=< SFINY>)
4=< PULISHEC))(47:5=< HEA7ED>)(41:6=< BIG>)
:8=< PRCUC>)(55=56+57)(56=< PROUC>)(57=58)(58=59+62)
:l=< HE)(60:2=71.)(62*2)(.62:1=69)(62:2=.64)(64=69+65)
2=68) (67=44+68.1)(68=46+69)(68.1=64)(6942)(69:1=71)
1=79)(71:2=77)(71:3=< IT>)(71:4=E2)(71:5=80)(71:6=83)
(78=< *ENCINEER>)(79=< *SVALL>)(C*2)(8C:1=< WATER>)
85+ EC)(83=85+1C3)(84=89+103)(85*3)(85:1=88)(85:2=92)
)(89=< A>)(9C*2)(9C:1=< HIS>)(9C:2=< I S>)(92=88...31)
2=100)(93:3=98)(95=85+96)((96*2)(96:1=100)(96:2=98)
(lCC=1C3+IC1)(1C1=<S>)(1C2=< FCUR>)(103*2)(103:1=108)
+108)(106*2)(1C6:1=47)(1C6:2=4C)(IC8*11)
EEL>)1C8:2=< TFAIN>)(108:3=< EtC-0NE>)(108:4=< BELL>)
IC8:6=< SAND DCME))(1C8:7=< HEADLIGHT>)
>)(108:9=< WEFEEL>)(108:10=< FIRE EOX))(108:11=< BOILER
11
5)
(111 =5.
(115=23...
19) (112*3)
38)(116=1C+
(112:1=112)(112:
113)(118=113+11)
2=116)(112:3=118)
INPLT.
IfPLT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INFUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INPLT..
INPLT..
INFUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INFL ..
INPLT..
I-'
U'
CD
>)
SIRAN INTERPRETER Ch PAY 20,1969 AT 18:23:48.93C PAGE 13
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
BEGIN GENERATICN CF SENTENCES.
(1) *IS STEAM POLISHED AND BLACK?
(2) *IF HE MAKES FCLR FRCUD SPCKESTACKS, IS WATER PRCUD OF THE STEAM
AND THE TRAIN?
(3) *HE IS HEATED.
(4) *IS THE BELL IN THE WATER PROUD OF WATER, POLISHEC WHEELS AND
OILED TRAINS IF HE KEEPS FCLF ELACK SOCKESTACKS?
(5) *-E IS PRCUC ANC 1-EATEC.
(6) *FE MAKES THE OILED SPCKESTAC<S LITTLE, LITTLE, PCLI.SHE.D, BIG
ANC BIG IF A PCLISHEC CRIVING WHEEL KEEPS ITS SIEAM.
(7) *A BLACK, BIG, OILED, PRCUC AND OILEC BELL MAKES THE DRIVING WHEELS.
(8) *IT KEEPS THE PRCUC AND HEATEC TRAIN UNCER HIS PCLISHEC, HEATED,
BLACK AND BIG FIRE BOX ANC SMOKESTACKS.
(9) *HE MAKES IT, ITS SPCKESTACK ANt THE WATER IF IT IS BIG, CILED,
CILED, BIG AND BLACK.
(iC) *HE KEEPS THE DRIVING WHEELS FFCUC CF IT.
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B.5 Example 5
This example is the first that is directly relevant to COMS.
The two rule sets to be demonstrated here carry out the elementary
operations for a fact retrieval system using the Set Theoretic Lan-
guage. The two operations, ASSERT and ANSWER, implement the storage
and retrieval of n-tuples (2 - n - 4) in the hash-coded pseudo-
associative memory of the STRAN processor.
ASSERT stores closed n-tuples in the memory. If the n-tuple
being asserted has not previously been stored, the n-tuple will be
stored in memory and printed in the output. If the n-tuple is already
stored, no action is taken.
ANSWER looks for answers to closed and open n-tuples. The answer
to a closed n-tuple is either "TRUE" or "DON'T KNOW". The answer to
an open n-tuple (one which has positions where any symbol will be
accepted) is either a statement that the question has no answers, or
a list of the answers found.
This example, and examples 6 and 7 which follow, form a complete
run of the STRAN interpreter. Facts, in the form of sentences of STL,
are stored in this example. In example 6, more facts are stored, but
the input is in the formiof simple English sentences. Finally in
example 7, deductions are carried out on the facts stored previously.
All deduced facts not previously stored are printed as output and
stored in the associative memory.
STRAN INTERPRETER CN PAY 21,1969 AT 03:05:44.800 PACE 11
EECIA REACIAG RULES.
INPLT...# RLLES FOR ANSIAER. USES RULES FRC ASSERT.
INPUT... (ANSWER(REAO,FINDNTST))
INPL T. . . (NTST( INPUT 1$+' )'+$1 )ANSWER, ENC)
INPUT...(FIND( INPUTI$+'('+$+')'+$j=*CLTI' #1CLTI3jINPLTI5I)Eft,FND)
INFUT...(FN(F5,FIAC))
INPUT... (F5(CLTI$+','+$+ ,'+$+' ,'+ $+','4$ )F4,ENC)
INPUT... (F4(OUT $+ ' +$+',$'+ $+ '+$ 1)F2,AN4)
INFL T...(F3(CLTI$4','+$4','+1 )F2, N3)
INPLT...(F2(OLTI$+','+$I)S1,AN2)
INPUT. ..(AN4( EF11 1+3+5+71 )FAIL,FOUND)
INPLT ... (AN3(&F11+3+5j)FAILFCUAC)
INPUT.. . (AN2(UFIl1 +31)FAIL,FULND)
INFUT...(FAIL(CUT $'$'$1 Ol=UT'TFERE ARE NO ANSWERS TO ('+1+2+3+').' 1)FCLSDEND)
INPUT...(FCLSC(CLTl$l=*CLTl'THE TRUTh CR FALSEFCCD CF ('1+') IS UNKNOWN.'1)END)
INPUT...(FCLNC(OUTI$+'$'+$1=4GLTPLTI'('+1+2+ 3 +') HAS THESE AASiERS:'I)CLCSEC,FAC3).
INFLT... (FNC3(OUT|$+'$'4$4'$'+1+'$'+$ )FNE2,AC3)
INPLT... (FNO2(OLT$+'$'+$+'$'+$I)FAC1,AC2)
INPUT.. .( FC1( CUT 114' +$1 )CLOSEC, AC )
INPLT...(AC3(&Al12+4+61=*CUTI'('+142+3+4+546+7-+')'1)ENDAC3)
INPUT ... (AC (&A12+4|l=*OLTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+')'1)EAD, AC2)
INFUT...(ACI(&AI2|=*GUTI'('+1+2+3+')'I)ENCACI)
INPUT...(CLOSED(OLTJ$i=*CUTI'('+1+') IS TFLE.' )ENC)
INPUT... (ENC)
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 21,19S6 AT C3:C5:45.51C PAGE 13
BEGIN READING RLLES.
IKPUT...A RULES FCR ASSERT.
IAPLT... (ASSERT(REAC,STCFE,ATST))
INPUT...(REAC(*INPLTI'#'+$l=*OLTPUT1' 'l*I PLT12I)EDJREAD)
IrFUT... (ATST( INPUT 1$+')+11 )ASSERT, END)
INPLT...(SIORE(INPLTI$+'('+$+')'+$k=CLT13II\PUT5I)ENCSTCR)
INPUT...(STOR(S5,STORE))
INPLT...(S5(CLT$+','+$+','+$+#,'+14,'-$1)S4,ENC)
INPUT...(S4(OUT $+','+$+','+$+',+$1=6S 11+3+5+7|*CUTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+')' )S3,END)
INFUT...(S3(GUT1$+W,+$4'+$I=6S143+5IOUTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+')11)S2,END)
IANPLT. . .(S2(CLTI$+'9,'+$|=&SIl+314CUTI'('+1-+2+3+')'1)S1,ENC)
INPUT...(Sl(OUT$ =0UT|l+'))'l)CLT) THIS PLLE ALLCMS EXECUTICN CF CTI-ER ROUTINES
INFLT... (NCECI-C)
STRAN INTERPRETER ON MAY 21,1969 AT C3:C5:45.75C PAGE 14
BEGIN INTERFPETING PLLES.
SET TECRETIC IwCCEL CF PRIPITIVE RELATIONS USED BY DEDLCE.(INVERSE OFINVERSE CF,IANVERSE CF)(INVERSE CF,CISJOINT FRCM,DISJOINT FROM)
(INVERSE CF,ICENTICAL TO,ICENTICAL TO)
(CHAIN OF&ANDDISJOINT FROPSLBSET CFDISJCIAT FRCIV)
(C-AIA CF&ANCSUESET OFSUBSET OFSUBSET OF)(CHAIN OF&AND,CCPES FRCPt,CCES FPCP,IN)
(CFAIN OFEANO, IN,ININ)
SET THECRETIC
( INVERS
(INVERS
(INVERS
(INVERS
(I NVERS
(CHAIN
(CFA IN
(CHAI N
(Cl-A IN
(CFA IN
(CHAIN
(ClFA IN
(CHAI N
(CHAIN
(ClFA IN
(CHAIN
(CFA IN
(CFA IN
(CHAIN
E OF
E CF
E OF
E OF
E CF
OF&A
CF&A
CF& A
OF&A
CF&A
OF&A
LANGUACE NCDEL CF FUPAA FELATICNS.
,PARENT CFCFFSPRING CF)
,SIBLING CFSIBLINC OF)
,MARRIE TCPARRIEC TC)
,HUSBAND OF,WIFE OF)
,CCUSIN CF,CCUSIN CF)
NDGRANDPARENT OFPARENI CF,PAREAT CF)
NC,GRANCFATFER OFFATPER OFPARENT CF).
NC,GRANCPCTFEP CFtCTlER CF,FAREAT CF)
NCGRANDSON CFSCN CFCFFSPRING CF)
NC,CRANCCAUCTER OFEAUCGTER OF,CFFSPRING OF)
NDGRANDCHILD CF,CHILC CF,CFFSPRING OF)
OF&ANDUNCLE OF,BROTHER OF,PARENT OF)
CF&ANCAUNT CF,SISTER CF,PARENT OF)
CF&ANDNIECE OF,CALGHTER CF,SIBLING CF)
OF&ANCNEPFEW OF,SON OF,SIBLING OF)
OFANC,COLSIr'CF,CFFSPRINC CF,UNCLE CF)
OF&ANDCOLSIN CFOFFSPRING CF,ALIT CF)
CF&ANC,CCUSIA CF,NEFFEW CFPARENT OF)
GF&ANDCCUSIN CF,NIECE CFFAPEAT CF)
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OF&ANOCCLSIN CF,SIELING CF,CCLSIA CF)
CF&ANCMCTFER IN LAW OFMOTFER OFMARRIED TC)
CFEANC,FATHER IN LAW OFFAT-ER CF,MAPPIED TO)
OF&AND,BROTHER IN LAh CFHLSBAAD CFSIELING CF
CF&ANC,BROT-ER IN LAW GF,BRCTHER OFMARRIED TO
OF&AND,SISTER IN LAh CF,WIFE CF,SIBLIfC CF)
OF&AND,SISTER IN LAW CF,SISTER OFMARRIED TO)
CF&ANC,SCN IN LAW CFIUSEANC GF,CAUGFTER OF)
OF&AND,DAUGHTER IN LAi CF,IFE CF,SCt (F)
CF&ANC,MARRIECFUSBAN ,b IFE)
CFEANC,APRENT,FATERjCTFER)
OFSANC,GRANDPARENTGRANDFATHERGRANC CTHER)
CF&ANCOFFSPRINCSONCtUGTER)
OF.AAD,SIBLING,PRCTHEP,SISTEF)
OFSANDPERSONMALE PERSONFEVALE PERSON)
(LNICN OF&AAC,
(INTERSECTICN
(INTERSECT ION
(I NTERSECTICN
(INTERSECTION
ItTERSFCT ICN
(INTERSECT IGN
(INTERSECTION
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
(LEFT INTERSEC
CHILC,
CF&AND
UFHAND
CF&ANC
OFEAND
OFHANC
OF &AND
BCYGIRL)
,MAN,ACLLTvALE PERSCN)
,WOMAN,ACLLTFEMALE PERSON)
,EACt ELCR,UNNAFPIECqAN)
,BCY,CHILD,VALE PERSCN)
,C IRL,CFILCFEPALE PERSON)
,FEPALE PEFSCtFEPALEFERSCN)
OF&AND,MALE PERSONMALEPERSON)
TICN CF&ACE,CFILE CFCFFSPRING OFCHILC)
TION OF&ANOIFE CF,IARRIEC TC,WCt'AN)
TION OF&ANCFUSBAND OFMARRIEO TCMAN)
TICN GF&ANCSCN CFCFFSPRING CF,MALE)
TION OF&AND,DAUGHTER CF,CFFSPRING CFFEIALE)
TICN CFEAAN,FATI-ER CF,PARENT CF,MAN)
TION CF&ANC,tCTHEP CF,FARENT CFWCPAN)
TION OF&ANC,SISTER CF,SIBLING CF,FEPALE)
TICN CF&ANC,8RCTER CF,S IBLIIG CF,MAL E)
TION OF6ANDGRANDFATHEP CF,GRACPARENT CF,MAN)
(CHAIN
(CFA IN
(CHAI N
(CHAIN
(CFAIN
(CHAIN
(CFA IN
(CHAI N
(CHAIN
(UN ICA
(UNICN
(UN ION
(UN ICN
(UN ION
(UN ION
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(LEFT INTERSECTION OFSANDGRANICTHER CF,GRANCFARENT CF,WCMAN)
(LEFT FALF OF,FATHERFATHER OF)
(LEFT HALF CFtCTHER',PCTHEI CF)
(L EFT FALF OFSON,SCN OF)
(LEFT HALF CFCAUGHTERCAUCTER OF)
(LEFT HALF OF,PARENT,FARENT CF)
(LEFT FALF CF,CI-ILCCFILC OF)
(LEFT HALF CFLACLEUNCLE' OF)
(LEFT FALF OFALNTALNI CF)
(LEFT HALF GF,COUSINCOUSIN OF)
(LEFT HALF CF,8RCTHER,8BCTHER CF)
(L EFT FALF OFSISTERSISTER OF)
(LEFT HALF CFHUSBAAC,USEANC CF)
(LEFT HALF GFhIFEaIFE CF)
(LEFT FALF OFSIELING,SIBLINC- OF)
(LEFT HALF CF,GRANCFAT-ERGRANFATIER CF)
(LEFT PALF CFGRANDOALGHTERGRA\ODALGHTER CF)
(LEFT FALF CF,CRANCMOTFERGRANCMOTHER OF)
(LEFT HALF CF,GRANDSCAGRACSCN CF)
(LEFT FALF OFMARRIED,PARRIED TO)
(LEFT HALF CFCFFSFIAC,CFFSPRINC GF)
(LEFT HALF CF,IvCTHER IN LA 4 ,PCTFER IN LAh CF)
(LEFT FALF CFFAT-ER IN LAWFAIER IN LA CF)
(LEFT HALF CF,BRCTHER IN LAW,ERCTI-E IA LAW CF)
(L EFT IALF OF,SISTER IN LAhSISTER IN LAW CF)
(LEFT FALF CF,SJN IN LAWSOA IN LAW OF)
(LEFT HALF OFDALGHTER IN LAW,CAUCTER IN LAW CF)
(RICHT FALF OFOFFSPRING,MOTHER OF)
(RIGHT HALF CF,CFFSEPING,FATI-ER CF)
(SUBSET OFPERSCNCFFSFRING)
(SUESET CF, FATIERMAN)
(SLBSET CF,PCTHERWCPAN)
(SUBSET OFFLSBAND,MAN)
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(SUeSET OF,IFE,hOMAN)
(SUESET OFCRANCPARENTPARENT)
(SLBSET OFPAREAT,AOLLT)
(SUBSET OFCHILOOFFSPRING)
(SLESET OF,CFILC,U'tARFIEC)
(SLBSET OFNARRIEDPERSCA)
(SUBSET OF,MARRIECACULT)
(SLBSET CFCHILC,PERSCN)
(SUBSET OFMAN,PERSCA)
(SUESET CFWOMANPERSON)
(DI SJCINT FRONPLANT,A!'l AL)
(CISJCINT FROM,PERSONPLANT)
(CISJCI\T FRCj,UMPAFRIEC,MPARRIEc)
(DISJOINT FROM,PALE ,FEMALE)
(CISJOINT FROMCHILO,ACULT)
STRAN INTERPRETER CN PAY 21,1S6S AT C3:C6:29.200 PACE 28
BECI INTERFPETING RULES.
INPUT... THE FOLLOING ARE QUESTICAS INFLT TC ANSWER.
IAFUT...(CISJCINT FROM,PLANT, ANIMAL)(BOYERIC)(INVERSE
(OISJOINT
OF,$,$)($,CHILD,$)($,TREE,$))
FRCM,PLANT,AAINAL) IS TRLE.
THE TRUTH CR FALSEh.CCC CF (ECYERIC) IS UNKACWA\.
(INVERSE
(I NVER SE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(INVERSE
(IAVERSE
(INVERSE
($,CHILC,
(LEFT HAL
(CISJCINT
(D I SJCI NI
(D ISJC INT
(CISJCINT
(DI SJOINT
(C ISJOINT
(DI SJCINT
(DISJCINT
(C ISJC INT
CF,$,$) FAS Ti-ESE ANSIERS:
CF,INVERSE CF,1NVERSE CF)
OFGFFSPRING CFPAREAT CF)
OFWvIFE OFFUSBANC OF)
CF,CCLSIN CF,CCLSI' CF)
OFHUSBAND OFWIFE CF)
CFtARRIED TCIMARRIEC TO)
OF,rSIBLIAG CF,SIBLINC CF)
OF,PARENT GF,OFFSPRING OF)
OF,ICENTICAL TC,ICENTICAL
OF,DISJOINT FRCPDISJCINT
F
) HAS THESE tNSWERS:
OF,CHILDCHILD CF)
FROMvCILEBACI-ELOR)
FRCPCHILC,GFAfACFATFER
FRDM,CHILOGRAADNCTHER
FRCM,CFILCW IFE)
FRONCHILDHLSBANC)
FRUMCHILDWCMAN)
FRCPCHILCNAN)
FRCMCHILD,GRANDPAR ENT
FRC',CHILC, PARENT)
TC)
FRCi)
)
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(CISJCINT FROM,CHIILC,MCTI-ER)
(DISJCIAT FRCCHILC,FATFER)
(CISJCINT FROMCHILD,MARRIED)
(DISJCIAT FROM,Cf-ILCFLAAT)
(DISJCINT FRCP ,CHILD,ACLLT)
(SUBSET OFCHILD,PERSGN)
(SLBSET CF,CHILC,UNPAFFIEC)
(SLBSET OF,CHILDCFFSPFING)
THERE ARE N0 ANSWERS TC ($,TREE,$).
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B.6 Example 6
While working with the Set Theoretic Language, it was noticed
that if the symbols used in the n-tuples were correctly formed, a
relatively simple algorithm could be described for transforming any
n-tuple into at least one simple English sentence. As a result, a
rule set has been created to accept simple English sentences (of a
rather restricted type) and transform them into facts encoded as
sentences of STL. For most sentences a single n-tuple is produced
to represent the meaning of the sentence, but extra n-tuples are also
produced which give the syntactic categories of the symbols-making up
that n-tuple. An important characteristic of the rule set is that
it knows only a few simple structural words of English, and has no
need for knowing the syntactic categories of all the words in a
sentence. Thus, sentences can be parsed which contain many words
which-are completely unknown to the parser. This allows facts about
strange subject matter to be introduced, without the syntax of the
terminology having to be completely predigested for the parser.
Thus, the parser allows diverse facts written in English to be stored
in the pseudo-associative memory, just as if they had been encoded
in STL and stored by ASSERT (see example 5 of this appendix). Not
only can the parser handle simple facts about the problem space, but
it can deal with abstract facts about relations among the primitive
relations. For example, the sentence, "The relation 'inverse of' is
the inverse of itself." is equivalent to the sentence of STL, (inverse
of, inverse of, inverse of). In the following we present the parsing
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of English sentences in a number of different subject areas. It is
the hope of the author that the subset of English handled is clear
enough to be learned by seeing a number of examples. If that is true,
the subset should be able to be learned-in exactly the manner that
an interested adult learns the subset of English known by a young
child. If that is indeed possible, then untrained people should be
able to learn to communicate-with this fact retrieval system by
using it.
In the printed output shown,~the first line of each set of
statements is the input English sentence. The succeeding statements
are sentences of the Set Theoretic Language which resulted from the
parsing, and were not previously stored in the memory.
STRAN INTERPRETER CN MAY 21,196S. AT C;:C6:3C.C3C PAGE 3C
BEGIN READING RLLES.
I N PUT.
IAPLT.
INPUT.
I NFLT.
INPL I
INPLT.
INPLT.
IN PUT.
INFUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
I NPLT...
INPUT...
IN FLT.
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
IN FLT. .
IN PLT...
INPUT...
INFUT...
INPT T...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
I N PUT...
4 RULES FCR PARS
(PARSE (REACEEGIN
(PTEST( INPLTI$+')
(BEGIN (INPUT 1 $+'.
(BEGLN(INP
( R1(SENT EN
(D BL(SENTE
(RULE1(SEN
(VP C1(VPI C
(DETS(' A
(VPC3(VPI
(VPC4(=VPT
(R LLE2(A\Pl
(R\ULE3(NPI
(RLLE4 (NPI
(RULE5 (NPI
(Cl ('*ANY
(RLLE( (NPI
(C2 ( '*ANYT
(RLLE7(NPI
(RULEe(NP
(RULE8A(=T
(RULES(NFI
(GSUBJ(NPI
(RSLES(SLU
(RDISJ(SLB
(PREFS(VP)
(PREFCSITN
(2TUP(VPI
(2T1 (VPI')
E. STORES RE
,STCREFTEST
'+$I)PARSE,E
I +$I= 4CUTP
N)
UTI'
IN ASSOCIATIVE PEtCRY. USES ASSERT.
I*SENTENCE11+'.'1INPLTI31)BEGUN,Bl)
UTl$+'*'+$+'.'+$J=*CLTPUTl' 'I*SENTENCE1243+41INPUT1l5)END,DBL)
CE)' '+$I=SENTENCEI2I)CBL,Bl)
NCEl$+' '+$|=SEATENCE14t' '+31)RULElI,0DL)
TENCEI$+' IS '+$+'.'I=NP11+' 'IVPIP '+31)ACTV,VFC1)
ETS+$]=VPI' '+2IVPTYPI'NCUN,'1)VPD3,RULE2)
* AN '))
THE '+$I=VP 1' '+21VFNFI'FLNCTICN,'I)VPC4,RULE2)
YPI'ACJECTIVE,'I )RULE2)
'*HE '+$ISLB~JI$I=CLI|'PALE,'+3|TIvFI'S2,PREFS))'I )RULE3,TMP)
'*SF',E '+$lSUBJI l=0LI' FEMALE,' +3|TMPI' 2,PREPS))'l)RULE4,TMP)
'*IT '+$ISLBJI$1=CUTI'NELTER,'+3TPI'S2,PPEPS))'I)RULE5,TMP)
C1+$+' 'l=OLTI'NCLN,'+2lSBJl2|TPFP'2,RSLES))'I)RULE6,TMP)
I*EVERY '))
D2+$+' '=CLTI'ADJECTIVE,'+21SUBJI2ITMPI'S2,RSUBS))'I)RULE7,TMP)
FING '*EVERYTHING '))
**NC '+$+' 'I=CUTI'NCUN,'+2ISLeJI21TMPI'S2,RDISJ)-)"I)RULE8,TMP)
'*NCTHING '+$+' 'i=CLTI'ADJECTI.VE,'+2|SUBJ21)RULE9,RULE8A)
MPI 'S2,RCISJ
$+PREF+$+' '
1+' 'l=SLBJI
Ji$lVPl' '+$
JI$sVPJ' '+$
* +PREPOSITNS
S(' CF ' IN
'+$+','+$|=
ANC '+$I=VPl
))'I )TMP)
)=SUBJI3I)GSUEJ,PFEPS)
l1) PREP S)
I=RSSI'(SUESET OF,'+14','+3+')P)RVPT)
=RSS1'(CISJCINT FRCI,'+1+-','43+')'l)RVPT)
+$)=REL TN 1+2 1OBJ 131) 1EST ,3T3)
' TC ' T-AN ' FRCS ' AT ' FOR EETWEEN 1))
VP141)21L,2TA)
' '+21 )2T2,2T3)
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IAFUT...12T2(VPI' 'I$+' '$1=VPI' '+41 )2T ,2TA)
INPUT...(2T3(VPI' '+$ISUBJI$I=RSSI'('+2+','+3+)'I)RVPT)
INPUT...(2TA(SUBJtll=OUT1'AOJECTIVE,'+21RSSI2+','+11TMPI'S2,2TB,S2,2TUP))'l)TMP)
INPLT... (2TB(RSS|$I=CUT11l )ENC)
INPLT...(SPSHL('S OF 'S IN 'S TC 'S FFC 'S AT 'S FCR '1))
INPUT...(ACTV(SENTENCEI $+' '4$+SPSL+$4'.'=NPII+2ICLTPLTI31IF14+"5)LNABLE,A1)
INP L ... (Al(NP I$ICLTPLT1$+' '+$1=NP1.424' ' 1CUTPUT141 )A2,A1 )
INPUT...(A2(OUTPLTl$IVPI$h=VlP' '+1+2|WPTYVl'VERB FHRASE,'l)RULE2)
INFUT...(PREF('TFE RELATICN 'THE PRCPERTY 'ThE WORD '))
INPUT...(ALST(* AND THE PRCPERTY ' ANt THE FELATICN ')l
INPUT ... (3T3( CBJIPREF+$I=OBJI21) 3T4)
INPL I. ..(3T4(CBJI'ITSELF'+$ISUEJI$1=CEJ13+21)3T5)
INPUT...(3T5(CBJI$+' AND ITSELF'lSUBJI$lRELTNI$+' 'l=C2JIl+','+3IRELTNI4+'CANO '1)'3T6)
IAFUT...(3T6(CBJI$+ALST4$IRELTNI$+' 'I=OBJII+','+31RELTNI4+'EAND '1)3T71
INPLT...(3Ti(OBJI'THE '+$I=CLT1'UNICUE,'+2|C3J 2|TIVF1'S2,3TE))'I)3T8,TMP)
INPUT...(3T8(OBJI '*'+$I=OLTl'PROPER NANE,'+1+2|ITlPI'S2,3TUP))' j)3T9,TMP)
IAFLT. .. (3T9 (CEJI$+PREPCSITAS4il=CUTPUTj21CEJI 14','43 )3TUP ,3TN)
INPLT...(3TN(OUTPLT ' '+$IRELTt|$+' '=PELIN 3+'&'+21)3TUP)
INPUT...(3TUP(VPTYP|'NUUN,'IRELTNl' '+S+' '0l=OL1'NCLN RCCT,'+31T1FI'S2,3TF))'l)3T1,TMP)
INPLT...(3Tl(VPTYP|'VERe'+$lRELTNl' '4$+W 'l=OUTI'VERB ROOT,'+41TMPI'S2, 3TF))'"I)3T2,TMP)
INPUT...(3T2(VPT YPI'FUNCTION,'IRELNI' ' +$+' 'I=CUTI1+3|TI1S2,SUPER))'I)3TF,TMP)
INPUT...(SUFER(RELTNI' '+$+' 'l=OUTlI 'NOUN ROOT,'+21TMPI'S2,21F))'1)3TF,T4P)
INPUT...(3TF(RELT N' '+$+' 'ISLBJI$1CE,1$1=RSSII (1+24','+4+','4+5+')'I)PNAM)
INPUT...(TEST(SUBJI'*THE '+$IVPI' '+$l=SLBJI14|1VP' '+2IVPTYP I'FUNCTICN,'1)2TUPPREPS)
INPUT...(RVPT(VPTYPI'A'+$1VPI' '+$ + '+$1=OUTI 'ACJECTIVE P FRASE,'+4+5+ 6 )RVPI,RVPA)
INPLT...(RVPA(=TMPI'S2,PNAM))' l)TMP)
INPUT...(RVFI(VPTYPI$VP ' '+$1=OUTIII3|TMP 'S2,PNAIV) )')PNAJTMP)
INPLT...(PNAV(SUBJI* +$=CLT 'P CPER NtIE,'+1+21TMFI 'S2,PRINT))' )PRINT,TMP)
INPUT...(PRINT(RSSI+'( '+$+')'+$1=CLT13 TPF I 'S5,2EGI ))') I)PECI,T'F)
INFLT...(UNAELE(SENTENCEl 1=#CUTPUTI'UNAELE TC PARSE '+11 )BEGIN)
INPLT... (NOECHO)
STPAN INTERPPETER ON MAY 21,16S AT C3:C6:3C.96C PAGE
BEGIN INTERPRETING RLLES.
ENGLISH LfAGUAGE VCCEL CF NCFM(N'S
*NORVAN IS THE FATHER OF *ERIC.
(PPLPER NAPE,*ERIC)
(FUNCTIONFATHER CF)
(NCUA FCCTFATHER OF)
(PRCPER NAtE,*NCPPAN)
(FATHER CF,*NCRPAN,*ERIC)
*"ARVIN IS THE FATFER CF *NORv/f.
(PROPER NAME,*MARVIN)
(FATFER CF,4MARVIN,*NURMAN)
*P/AT IS A
(FRCPER N
(ACL, RCE
(PRCPER N
(CALCETEP
CA
A", E
TC
AME
CF
ER IC IS A L
ACJFCT IVE, I
LI ITLE,*,ERI
NICUNBOY)
BC1 Y,*ER IC)
LGHTER OF *ALICE.
, *AL ICE )
ALGHTER CF)
, PAT )
,*PAT , *AL ICE)
ITTLE BOv.
ITTLE)
C;)
*BPRTGN IS A BROTIER OF *NORMAN.
(NCUN PCCT,EFCTFER CF)
(PROPER NAF,*BARTCN)
(BRCTER CF,4EARTON,*NORMAN)
FAM ILY.
STRAN INTERPRETER GN MY 21,1969 AT 03:06:33.110 PACE 33
*MARV IN
(MARRIED
IS PARRIEC TC 4ALICE.
TC,*ARVIA,*ALICE)
*ANCR"AN IS P ARPIEC TC *tvACEELAINE.
(PROPER NAME,*?ADELAINE)
(MARR IED TO,*NORMAN,*MADELAINE)
*BARTON IS PARRIED TC *PERLA.
(PROPER NAME,*MERLA)
(PARRIED TC,*EAFTCN,*PERLt)
*KEV IN IS A SON OF *BARTON.
(NCLA FCCT,SCA CF)
(PROPER NAE,*KEVIN)
ISGN OF,*KEV IN,*BARTON)
*CHRISTCPHER IS A SCN CF *NCRAA.
(PRCFER NAME,*CERISTOP)-ER)
(SCN CF,*CHRISTCFHER,*NCPN)
*HE IS A CIILD.
(PALE,*CHPISTCPHER)
(NOUN,CFILD)
(CFILC,*CFP ISTCPEER)
*MANCRES IS IN *FRANCE.
IFPCPER NAME,*FRANCE)
(PRCPER ANtlE,*MANCFES)
IN,*MANDRES,*FRANCE)
*PADELAINE CCI'ES FRCM *PANCPES.
(VER8 ROOT,COMES FRCM)
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B.7 Example 7
A collection of n-tuples can form a description of a problem
space. However, to do this they must be provided with a syntax and
a semantics, either explicit or understood. The syntax we have
provided is that of the Set Theoretic Language. If an n-tuple has
satisfactory form under the criteria of STL, then it can be called
a sentence of that language. If all the symbols used in the sentences
are interpreted as objects of the problem space, the sentences can
be called facts. (The use of the term, "facts" is my own terminology,
but appears quite consistent.) A collection of facts makes up a
model.
The above is an attempt to sketch the kinds of difficulties one
must go through to rigorously transform a discussion about meaning-
less n-tuples to a discussion about meaningful facts forming a model
of a problem space. We are not interested in such rigor, but in the
notion that an n-tuple which has satisfactory form and interpretation
can be asserted to have meaning. Furthermore, other meaningful facts
(n-tuples) can be stated which place a structure on the problem space,
by describing relations between relations and properties directly
relevant to the problem space. Ultimately this structure can be used
by deduction procedures to produce new facts about the problem space
from the facts originally asserted.
This example presents a set of deduction procedures written in
the STRAN language. Each procedure is based on a single primitive
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relation which has proved useful in defining the characteristics of
other relations. The primitive relations are described in some
detail in the 'chapter on modeling. The deduction procedures pre-
sented here do not form a complete set. That is, they do not pro-
duce all possible true facts from a given set of facts. However,
they can produce quite complicated deductions within the limited
realm of their ability. The example shows several passes by the
deduction procedures over a model of human relationships and some
specific facts about humans and their relatives. The most compli-
cated deduction accomplished is the fact that two persons are cousins.
The information stored in the associative memory when the deduc-
tion process begins, are the facts which were entered in examples 5
and 6 of this appendix.
STRAN INTFRPPRFTFR ON MAY ?2,1969 AT 05:50:09.710 PAGF 25
RFGIN REAOING RUtFS.
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT-.
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT.
I N PUT . ..
INPIIT...
INPUT...
INPUT,..
INP11T..
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT . ..
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPIT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
I N PUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
g DrCUCT TON RU.I.FS . CALLFO BY nEnUCF.
(OFOICF(CHA TN, TNVERSC, INTER ,UNICNSUBSET,LEHALFRIHAtI.F,LINT,RINTMINISET))
(CHAIA(FIF1I'CHAIN OF&AND'+$+$+$l=*OJTi'EXECUTING RULE OF CHAIN.')FND,RCHI).
(RCH1( &A11+2+31)ENDRCH?)
(R CH 2( &F2 ?+ $+ $1 ) RCH 1, PC 3')
( RCH3(S A? 14+ 1) RCHL, RCH4)
( RCH4( &F3 3+ 5+ I) RCH3 ,RCHSI
(PCH5 (&A316|1=&.Sl 1+4+6|1*OUT ' ('1 +1+',' +4+% s 1+6+1 ) I
(INVEP SE(F11'INVERSE CF'+$+$ =*CUTI'EXECUTING RUL
(RIV1(&A113+41)END,RTV2)
(R IV2 ( FF213+ t+tl|) RIV1,9 PV3)
(R TIV3(CA ? 1+ 2|=&S 14+ 2+ 1 *OUJT ' (' 1+4+1','I+7+','1+1 +1)
(INT'R( F11 'INTERSECTION OlFAN '+$+t+$I=*OUT#EXFC
((NT (A- 11+ 2+3I) FND, INT2)
(INT2(=&S'SIJRSET OF'+1+?II+1*OUTI' (SURSCT OF,'+1+',
(INT3(=&S'SIURSET (F +1+31*CUT I (SUBSFT OF,'+1+',
(UNI-N(&F11'1NIONJ OF& AND+$++t=*OUTI'EXECUTTNG'R
(UN1 (&Al 1+? +3 1)EADn,UN2 )
(UH2(=FS,'SSURSFT CF'i+2+1|*CUT1' (SURSET CF,'+2+','.
(UN3(= S 'SURSFT OF'+3+1I*UTI' (SUBSET OF,'+3+','
(SIJBSFT( &Fil ISUARSFT OF'+$+$1=*IUTI'FXFCUTING RULF
SUR1 ( FAl 11+2 )END),SUR2)
(S1B2(SF2|1+$l)SUB4,SUR3)
(SUJB3(A?13I=&S12+31*OUiTI' ('+?+', +3+1)'I)SUB4,SU
(SUR4( &F2 1 +$+ I) SUBI ,SUB5)
(SUR5(UA213+4I=&SI2+3+4*OUTII ('+2+','+3+','+4+')
(LFHAt F(UFll'LFFT HALF OF'+$+$=*CUT1'FXECJTING LE
(LEH1(FAll1+?l )ND,LEH?)
(LEH2(&F2|2+f$+'t )LFH1,tEH3)
(LFH3(F.A2|3+4 -=w&Sl 1+31*0UTI' ('+1+v,'+3+')'-l)LEH1,
)RCH3,RPCH5)
E OF INVERSE.'
l)RIV1,RIV3)
I)FND,RIVl)
UTING INTFR.' ))ND,I
'+2+')'-l.)INT3)
'+3+')1 )NTI)
ULF CF UNION.' l)END,
+1+')' )I1N3)
+1+')' )IIN 1
OF SURSFT.'I)ENO,SUB
B3)
' 1)SiJ1,SUB5)
FT HALF.'I)ENDLEH1)
LFH3)
NT1)
UNI)
1)
...........
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INPIJT...(R IHALF(SF1l'RIGHT HALF OF'+t+$1=*OUTl'FXFCUTTNG RIGHT HALF.'1)FNO,RIH1)
INDUT...
INOUT...
INPUT...
INPUT. .
*INPUTr...
I....T...IMPIT . ..
INPUT...
INIPUT...
SINPUT...
INPLT...
INPU.T...
INPLT..
INPUT
I N PU T...
INPUT...
1.N P I-T...
IN DU T...
I NP IT ...
(RTHl(FAll
(PIH?( FF2l
( RIN13 ( &A7?
(Q INT(
( IN1I(
(LI N?
(I IN3(
(LIN4(
(L I N 5
(L IN6(
(L IN7(
(RINT(
(RI NI(
(R IN(
(RIN3 (
(P 1 N144(
(R IN'5(
(PIN6(
(R I N 7
1+21) EN, RIH?)
?+S+$ I) RIH1,9P IHAI
'A+41= &S11+41 *00T I (#+1+% It+4+#)'11)RIH1,R IH3)
FF1I'LEFT INTFPSECTICN
Fl I 1+2+ I )END,L IN?)
FF211+$+W1)LINS,LIN3)
%A214+51=FS13+4 *0UT'
=FSI?+4+51*0JT ' ('+2+'
F2 L2+$+ lil I N ,LIN6)
t.A 214 +51)L. I N1,tL IN7)
F313+4=&Sl1+4+51*OUT1
5C1 'RIGHT INTERSECTION
F.A111+2+31)ENDRIN2)
FF21 1+$+$1)RINS,RTN3)
fA?l4+51=FSI3+5I *0UTl'
=FSI?+4+5I*OUTl' ('+2+'
FF?l 2+1+51 )RIN1,RIN6-)
SA214+51)RII1,RIN7)
gF313+5[=&Sl1+4+5i*flUITI
INPUT...(M INIST.(erl1 I'MINISFT OFFAND'
INPUT...(MIN1(A112+3+41=FS12+41*OUTI
nFF. AtNcv +$+s+LUT 'EXECUTING LINTI.')ELN,LINt
('+3+' ,'+4+') 1)LI N5 ,LIN4)
'+4+', '+5+') ')LIN3)
' ('+4+', '+4+','+5+')' )IN6)
OF &AND'+s+$+$$=*OUTI'EXFCJTING RINT.' )END,RIN1)
('+3+'1v+5+')')PIN5,RIN4)
,'+4+','+5+')'1)RIN3)
' ('+1+' ,'+4+' ,+5+' )' )RIN6)
+1+$+$l=*UTl 'EXFCUTING MINT SET.' 1) ENDMIN1)
f ('+2+','+4+')'l)END,MIN?)
INlT...(MIN?(=&Sl'SURSET OF'+3+21*OJT1'(SURSFT CF,'+3+','+2+')'I)MI-Nl)
INPUT... (DEDUCF)
I;
'-a
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RFG'IN TITERPPETING RUFlS.
EXMCITIr P'i F O~F CHAIN.
(l-PrfTHER IN LAW OF,*3ARTflN,*MAIrFLAINE)
(FATHE-R TIN LAW flF,*,vARVIN,*?MiWJELAINE)
(frlM,,Fc FRf1m,*NADE-AINF,*FRA-NCF)
EyFfTTING R'JLF CF INVERSE.
( "AP~R I E) TO I *A tIC , *MARVI N)
(MAPIlr rlv *'MERLU.i*BART1N )
( MPP IED) TCr* MA DE L A INF qxf~- ~NRMAN)
EXECU0T I N(- IN TFP
FXE7CUTINqG RULE OF iN ICN.
EXECUTING RULE OFE SUBSET.
(IIN'AARR TED, 9FPIC) 0
(0fJFSPRTNG,,*ER IC) 0
(1AF- *fl ,F R IC)
(:iALr- PFRSflN,*~FPIC)
(FRQ )I*CI S TOP-HER)
((UNQARI Er),*CHRISTCPHER)
(L1FFS PRINGiv :CV!RISTCPHFR)
F,-XcCUTTNrG LFFT I-ALE.
(F ATHERONCORMAN)
(FATHER, *MARVIN)
(BprTHEP TN LAW,*BAtRTCN)
(PATHCR IN LAW,*-''l4APVIN)
(NYARRIFD,*-'ARV IN)
(MAPRIFn,*wArFLAINF)
(MAPP f D, r-1 MEPL1)
(MARRIrCv*AL ICF)
(M4APR 1Ff), ,*BARTflN)
7
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(MAP R IFO, *NnRfAN)
(PROT PFR, *BARTON)
(OAUGHTPFi ,*PAT)
(SON, *KE VIN)
(SCN, *Ch IST PHER)
EXFCJTING RIGHT HALF.
(nFFSDR ING, *NORMAN)
FXFCUTING LINT.
(MALE,*BARTON)
(SIR I.NG OF,*BARTON,*NORMAN)
(PARENT OF,*NORMAN,*ERIC)
(MAN,*MARV IN)
(PARENT OF,'lARVIA,*NCMhN)
(FEMA! F,*PAT)
(CFFSPRING OF,*PAT,*ALICE)
. (MALE,*KEVIN)
(9FFSPRING OF,*KEVIN,*3ARTON)
(OFFSPRING OF,*CHRISTCPHER,*NORMAN)
(HUSBAND OF,*MARVIN,*ALICE)
(HUSEANC OF,*NnRMAN,4MACELLAINE)
S TRAN TNTcNPi7FTFP (IN MAY 22,1969 AT 05:50:26,?QO0 GF3
BEGIN INT''RFRFTTNG RIJLFS.
FXFCLTTNG RULF OF CHAII\.
(N!FPIFEW lF,*KFV1N*N-Rf4,N)
( UNC LPF q-F, ARTlN,* FR TC )
('RAN')F4\THFR fFp*MAPVIN,*ER IC)
(GPANflPRENT CJF9*MMVTN,*cERICI
r-Yr-UTTNG PUJLE CF IK~VERSF..
tPA'l['UJT-rFp,'MAl ICF, *PAT)
( P AR NT j-lf,.*Nf)R'AAN,9*CH-R IST OPHE R)
(PARFNT tJF,*RARTlN ,* XF VI N
(WIFF flF.*ALICE?*MARVIN)
(k I FE OF'N"! A F L AI KE ir* N M AN)
(SIRLPIVG r)F,p*NOR%4AN,9* BARTON)
(CFFSPRING ',,*RI,NORMAN)
( 0 FF;PR ING' OF, *NORPMAN, *NARVT N)
FEX. MJNG. TNTFR.
FXFCLTINr( RUI.F f)F UNICN.
EX ECIIT T~r RULE OlF StP9SET.
(.MALE .PERS(l ,CPrG~4A)
(MAfL'F PFPSON,*MARVTN)
(fMAIF,*NORMAN)
( MLEPIAMR1VI04AVI
{ ,ArIJLr,, ANjRMAN )
( A )Ut T ,*MARVT N)
(PAP ENT, *,\4nRMAN)
( PAR FATI*MARV IN)
( OFF SDR ING,-PA T)
(I FFSPR PJIG, IKFVIN)
I TRL TNG,,"BART rN)
RPFP. S t'N, 96MA 41 N )
'I
00.
PA  3)
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( PFR S0qN0RmA~l)
('1FSPPIG*PARTON)
(CFFSPPING,* ALICE)
(GFFSPRTING9, 'cMFIRLA)
(CFrS'PPTN2,p "YAIELATNE)
(4nfuI T,*FAPTflN)
( ACIIL T,*AL ICE)
(ACULT,*MERLA)
( ArLL T ,~m4lF LA INE)
( pER s 0191*8 AR TlN)
( PTRWrN, *ALICE)
' F R S0 N 9 * M E R L A )
(PF R SC N,4*AMMEL AIN E
EXECUTING, LEFT HALF.
(GP.ANrFATHER, *MARVIN)
(S TIPL IN C *NO R MAN
('4TFF,*N ADFLAINE)
(HUJspAND,*MARV IN)
(HUSfIA'Nr) ,*N')RMAN)
(UN (7L E,*R kRT PNI
(PAR FENT,*ALICE V
EXECUTINGC PIGHT HALF*
FX CUTINr, LINT.
(CHIlD OF, *ERIC9 *NORMAN)
(CHIL, (JF*.'CFIST0PHF~p*NflRMAN)
(3 ROTHER fF*NORMAN,*BcARTCN)
(FATHF:R OF9 *N0_fAN, *CHISUOPHFR)
(SCN -lFjNRMA\,* MARV IN)
CSqN 0F,*F9IC9cN9)PMAN)
(W 0M AN N' A L C FF
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BFC71N INTEPPRFTING RULES.
Y FCfJTTIG(' RIM r1: F N
(IDAUJ'-4TER TN LMAW oFq,AFLAT\Eq*IPAfZVTN)
( S T ;T F IN -LAW rflF,*-MA)FLATNFq*tAPTrNl
(r~vrCTHrP TN LAW 0F,4NflRMAN,*M;:RtA)
(CO!IS IN flFq'(FVTNt*lHPTISTflPHER)
* (~FH'%J__v"ERTC,*PARTON)
* (tJNCL c OF 9 xPARTI)Mt *CP-R ISTOP-R)
(iJNCrLa nF,,*Nf7PfANp*KFVTK)
(r7-T' 'VNi9CHTl D flFq*FR TC ,*MAPVIN)
(GRAN17CILr OF,*CHP ISTOPHr-R, *MARVIN)
* (GRA\NDSON OF,*ERIC ?*IVARVT N)
(C(QVA.'moN n= -CHT ISTPHFR ,'MAR~VIN)
(GRANU)FAT.11FR CF,*!PARVP\,*CHRTSTnflIFR)
(GPANCYr'ARFNT OF,*MAPRVTN,*,cHRTrrPH4FP)
EX crUTING RULE OF TNVE-RSF.
(CCIIlSTN rcv%*FPIC,*KEV TN)
(CPIJ,5Th OFI*CRR ISTrPHER *KF V I )
FX CIjT TNG) TNT FR.
FXFCLTTVNC- PULF OF UI\TCf\.
EX [C' T ING RIlL F nF cUB;SET.
(FEMALE P E PSC N,9*A L!ICF)
(F FM A r PFRS0N,*MA0FLAINE)
(GP.FNDOM1 FTYAMARV1N
EX FC1JTING L FFT -AIF.
(0Al'JfHTER It\ t.W,*m~ACE-LATNF)
(STS;Tr-' IN 1AW, *4ADEt AINF)
STPAN TNTFERPRrFTP CN M~AY 22,196c) AT 05:91:01,.50' PAGF 35
(R PfTH-FP IN IAW,*Nic3RMAN)
(CR AMSc~N, *FR C)
(CRANflSIN*CHPISTCPHER)
C(CJST tN,*KEVI K~)
(CrUSTN tCH I SrCPHFR)
(CC'S IN, * FR IC)
UINCL[ ,"Nn Pm N)
( S 0 N r'NC1RM AN
EXECUTT 1\( RIGHT HALFS
FXFrIITNGi I INT,
(r'CTHER O-Fq*ALlCEt*PAT)
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B.8 Example 8
In example 6 we showed how simple English sentences can be
parsed into sentences of STL. That example was carried out first,
because parsing is usually considered to be more difficult than
sentence generation. However, it is also important to be able
to generate English sentences from STL n-tuples. In this example
a rule set is used to take the n-tuples produced by example 6 back
to English again. Thus, the processes of parsing and generation
are easily reversible for these rule sets. This is not always the
case in linguistic methods.
A number of n-tuples concerning the syntactic categories of
various syntactic terms used by the parser are introduced first.
The final sentence of that collection is "*NEUTER IS AN ADJECTIVE."
All sentences following that, result from n-tuples from the parsing
in example 6. The. character * is used to indicate that the follow-
ing letter is capitalized, since the line printer does not have
lower case characters. All sentences beginning with * have been
generated, by the rule set, from a preceding input n-tuple.
STR-AN INTFRPRETFR ON MAY 22,1969 AT 05:9):C.5R0.PAGE 18
PEGIN REAOING'c RULES.
INPUT...
INPUT...
INOOT...
INPUT. ..
INtDUT. . .
DI!o I T . . .
INPUT...
I NPUIT...
.INPlJT...
IN PUT...
INDUT...
INPUT ...
INPUJT..INPUT...
INP1UT..
I. N!IJT..
INDUOT...
IN 0 T . ..
INPUT..
INPUT ...
INPUT...I N PUT...
INPUT...
IN PIT ...
INPUT...
INPJT...
INPUT...
I NPUT ...
IN PUT...
INPUT ...
N T F
# THF
(S 4 ( 0
(S3(O
(S ?(
Fni LloW
A SSFRT.
SF RUIF
UT 1 $+',
lUT I$+
IT 1 $',
ING CARDS, S4 TO S2, SUBSTITUTE FCR RULFS, HICH ARF NORMALLY PART
THE NORMAL RULPS PRINT OUT A STORFO N-TUDLE IN S.T.L.
S PRINT OUT THF STCRF N-TUPLF IN ENGLISH.
'+$+I, '+$+I, '+1=01I'. ' S I1+3+5+71RLTNl Il SBJ13 I01 15 102 17 1) S3,W4)
'+$+' ,' +$1,=SPJ I ' .' I I Sl 1+3+5|IP LTN ii SBJ1 3In01 51 )S2,,W3)
'+$j=Sq Jl'. ' |6Sl1+3jIPHRASF1ISRJ131)Sl, W?)
# THE FCLLCWING RULES GFNERATF FNGLISH SFNTFNCES FROM S.T.L. N-TUPLES.
(W4(fl1|'. 'I)W4A, END)
(W3(SBJI' .' 1 )W3AFND)
(W2( SRJ '.'1 )WA ,FNO)
(W A( PtR ASF I I1&9 N UN +11=TMI 'A Dc T' WD') Wn, TMPt)-
(WR (SP J'*'+$1 PHR ASEI $1=*CUTPUT11+?+3+'.') WCEND *)
(WC(SR i I j IPHRASF $ =OUJTPUT 1 '4 +1+2+'. '1)END)
(w r (P R AS.EI t= PFRASEI ' IS - '.+I )WR)
(W3A(RL TNJ'SUR SET OF IC111 =PHRASE?IMARK]'*ANY' I)W34W3A )
(W 3 (P L TNIl 'DTSJflINT FROM'lll $1=PHPASE I ?IMARK 1.0*NO' I) h3P,W3A1)
(W3 41(MARKIISRJ $% IF9INN'+?1=SPJI 1+' '+21 )W3A2,WA)
(W 3A>(= SJ I l+ "THING '+2 ) WA)
(W3P(PLTNI$1O1I$1=PHRASFI1+' '+2)W3C)
(Wf(&F91 'FUNCTION'+1I=TMPIITDFT,WO) )' I)W3D,TMP)
(N3C(&F9| 'NtUN' ROOT'+II=TMP l'AD)ET,WD))'I)W3FTmP)
(W3t (FQI'VIRP ROGT'+1IPHRASFl$I=PHRASF1' '+11)WD,WB)
(AI)FT(PHPAEl$l+$lEF91'VCWFL'+1|=PHRASEI'AN '+1+2?)BCETEND)
(RCET( =PHRASFI 'A '+1+?) FNf)
(TDFT(nHRASElI$=PHRASE1'THF '+1I)FNr)
(W4A(PI TNIt+' +F.+1llh$fl 21$=PHPASFl1+' '+4+' '+3+' '+!-1)W4Al,W4B)
(481 (3L T ll $I=*OUTPUIT 1( '+1+*, '+A4+9+6+7+ ') ' )FND)
(W4(RLTNI$ H)W3C)
(ASSFrT)
OF
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PFCIN INTERPRETING RUL7.S.
THF FOLLOWING APE
USFO BY THF PARSER
(NOUN,NOUN) (NC1N,ADJ
*NOUIN I S A NOUIN.
FACTS ABOUT THE SYNTACT
TO INDICATE SYNTACTIC
ECTTVF)(NOjllN,NCUN ROOT)
IC CATEGORIES OF WORDS
INPORMATICN.
(NOUN,VERR ROOT)
AND PHRASFS
*ADJECTIVE IS A NroN.
*NOUN ROOT
*VFRB RCOT
IS A NOUN.
IS A NCUN.
INPUT...(NCUN,VrWFL)(VOWEL,A)(VOWFL,E)(VOWFL,I)(VOWEL,0)(VOWEL,U) C0
*VnWFL IS A NOUN.
*A IS A VOWFL.
*F IS A VOWEL.
*1 IS A VCWEL.
*0 IS A VOWPL.
* IS A VO EL.
( NCUN ,FUNCTI ON) (NOUN, PPOPFR N AME) (NCUN, MAL E ) (NOUN, FFMAL E)
Y*F'INCTION IS A NOUN.
*PROPEP NAMF IS A NCUN.
*'MALF IS A NOUN.
INPUT.
INPU1T.
INPUT.
INPUT...
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*FrVALF IS A NOUN.
INDlJT...(NO1N,VFP B PHRASE)(ADJFCTIVEUNIQUE)(NCUN,ADJECTIVE
*VER9 PHPASE IS A NCUN.
*'11T6JE IS AN ADJECTIVE.
*AJECTIVF PHRASF IS A NCUN.
INPUT...(NCUN ROOT,SIJRSrT OF)(ADJFCTIVENEUTER)
*SUBSET OF IS A NCUN RCOT.
*NEUTFR IS AN ADJECTIVF.
INPUT... THE FDLLOWTNG STATEMENTS
INPUT...(PRPfPFR NAMF,*FRIC)
*FRIC .IS .A PROPER NAME.
INPUT...(FUNCTICN,JATHFR OF)
*FATHFR OF IS A FUNCTICN.
INPUT...(NCJN RCOT,FATHER OF)
*FATHFR OF IS A NOUN RLOT.
INPUT...(PROPFR NAME,*NORMAN)
*NCRMAN IS A PROPER NAME.
ARE THE RESULTS
w
CF EARLIER PARSINGS.
INPUT... (FATHER
* Nf)R M A N
OF, *NfiRMAAN, *FR IC')
IS THE FATHFR CF *ERIC.
INPUT...(PPOPFR NAMF,*'!'AARV IN)
*MA RVIN IS A PWVFR NAJvE.
PHRASF)
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INPUT...(FATHFR OF,*MARVIN,*NORMAN)
*MAPVINI IS THE FATHER OF *NORMAN.
INPUT...(PROPFP NAME,*ALICE)
*AL ICE IS- A PROPER NAME.
INPUT...(NCUA PCT,DAUGHTER OF)
-*OAU(HTER OF IS A NOUN ROOT.
INPLT...(PROPER NAIF,*PAT)
*PDAT IS A PROPER NAMF.
INPUT...'(OALGHTER CF,*PAT,*ALICE)
*PAT IS A DAUGHTER OF *ALICE.
INPUT... (AOJECT-TV;,LITTLE)
41 TTL E IS AN AOJECTIVE..
INPUT... (LITTLE,*ERIC)
*FR IC IS LITTLE.
INPLT.., (NOUNp1Y)
*BO0Y IS A NOUN.
INPUT... (B3CY,*ERIC)
*FP IC IS A BOY.
INPLT...(NCUN ROOTgRCTHFR CF)
..QfoTHED OF IS A NOUN POOT.
INPUT... (PROPER NAF,*RARTON)
*BARTON IS A PROPER NAME.
?
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INPUT...(RQCTHF-R 0P,*PARTJN,*NORMAN)
*RAPTON IS A RRCTHER CF *NnRMAN.
INPUT...(MARRIEC Tf,*MARVIN,*ALICF)
"MAPVIN IS-MARRIED TO *ALICE.
INP1T...(PROPPFR NAMF,*MADELAINF)
*MADELAINE IS A PROPER NAME.
INPUT... (MARRIEC Tf),*NRMAN,*MADFLAINE)
*NCRVAN IS MARRIED TO *MAr)Et.AINE.
INPUT...(PROPR NAME,*MFRLA)
*cMEPLA IS A PROPER NAME.
INPUT...(MARRIE TO,,*RARTONv*MFRLA)
*R.ARTCN I.S MARRIED TO *MERI.A. .
INPUT... (NCUA\ Pr2OT,SON OF)
S'CN 4 I S A NCUN ROOT.
INPUT...(PROPFR NAM%,*KEVIN)
*KEVIN IS A PROPER NAME.
INPUT...(SCN Cc,*KEVIN.*BARTON)
*KFVIN IS A SON OF *BARTON.
I NPUT... (PRCPFP NAME,*CI-R ISTOPI-FR,
*CHPI STCPHER IS A PROPER AAPE.
INPUT...(SON O,*CHRISTOPHER,*NORMAN)
*CHPISTPHEP IS 4 SCN CF *NfPWAN.
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IN fIJT...(MAI =,*CHRISTOPHER)
*CHRISTOPHFR IS A MALE.
INPUJT ... (1NJ1 N, C liIl )
*CHILD IS -A NOUN.-
TNP'T...(CHILO,*9CHRISTOPHER)
*CHRISTOPHER IS A CILfL.
INPlT...(PROPFR NAME,*FRANCE)
*FRANCF IS A PROPFPR NAME.
INPIT...(DRf1PER NIAME,*MANDRES)
*MANrRrS IS A PROPcR NAME.
INDIiT...(IN,*1ANORFES,*FRA NCE)
*MANDRS IS IN *FRANCF. -
INPlJT...(VE FQ3 ROOT,COMFS FROM)
*CCMES FROM IS A VFRR ROOT..
TNPUT...(COMES FRfnl,*MAELAINE,*MANDPFS)
*MADELaINE COMES FROM *MANORES.
INPUT... ) ) ) ) ) )
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APPENDIX -C
THE ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY, HASH CODING AND FACT RETRIEVAL
C.1 Hash Coding
Hash coding is the process of producing an integer number when
given an arbitrary character string, by some fixed manipulation of
that character string. A good hash coder, when given a large set
of different character strings, will produce numbers which are evenly
distributed over a given interval. To produce a hash coder, is to
produce a particular many-one map from sets of character strings,
to a given set of integers.
The numbers which are produced by the hash-coder may be used
as indices to a table, in order to "look-up" desired information
associated with the character string. Since more than one character
string can map into a given integer, a difficulty which is usually
called overlap, information must be stored at each table location
indicating exactly what character string caused data to be stored
there.
A particularly lucid way to talk about hash-coding is to de-
scribe any character string and its associated information as form-
ing a name-data pair. A notation for this is: (N,D). If we define
H to be the m-th many-one map from character strings to the in-
mn
tegers from 1 to n, then the fact that overlap occurs for two names
N and M under H means that H (N) = H (M). Another difficulty
mn mn mn
which can occur in hash coding is that more than one data item may
be associated with a given name (eg. (N,D ),(N,D 2)). This is usually
called multiplicity. Thus, for any given table location, more than
one name may have caused information to be stored there (overlap)
and each of those names may have more than one associated data item
(multiplicity). Multiplicity is a function only of the character-
istics of the data, and is unaffected by changing the hash-coder.
Overlap is related to ineffectiveness of the hash-coder and the
ratio of the number of different names under which storage has
occurred to n (the size of the set of integers). The fact that a
particular set of names produces a great deal of overlap is not
conclusive evidence of a bad hash-coder, since given a hash-coder
one can always produce a set of names which map onto the same inte-
ger. However, if the set of names is large and arbitrarily chosen,
and the hash-coder is effective, such an occurrence is an extremely
unlikely event.
In the material that follows we will examine two general methods
of handling overlap and two methods for multiplicity. Next we will
describe how those methods must be adapted when the problem is one
of storing and retrieving n-tuples of character strings instead of
a single string. Finally, we will describe actual hash-coding
methods used by the associative memory and the STRAN language inter-
preter.
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The two general methods for handling overlap are:
(1) Chaining - Use of a linked list of cells beginning at
the table location indicated by the integer from
the hash-coder.
(2) Generation of sequences of indices - If the initial
integer references a table location which is full,
the integer is passed to a function which produces
a new integer, and so on, until an empty location
is found.
The second process above is often called "rehashing", but that
term fails to indicate that the function in question may actually be
highly non-random, perhaps simply adding one to the previous integer.
The first method is sometimes referred to as the use of "stretchable
buckets", indicating that each table location has been given the
capability of holding an arbitrary amount of information.
The two general methods for handling multiplicity are nearly
identical to the two methods we have just described for handling
overlap. They are:
(1) Chaining - The data items for a particular name are kept
on a linked list (chain) with the name at its head.
This multiplicity list is a sublist of the overlap
list.
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(2) Generation of index sequences. - The data items are
stored at a sequence of table locations whose indices
are generated algorithmically. Great care must be
exercised if the index sequence method is also being
used for overlap, for the sequences of indices will
interact. In that case each data item in a multi-
plicity index sequence must be marked with its
position in the sequence, to prevent overlapping of
other data items from interferring with its successful
retrieval. This statement will be clarified in the
examples to follow.
C.2 Overlap Techniques
In the previous section we described overlap, (the hash coder
produces the same integer for two different names) and mentioned
two techniques for handling it. Those two techniques are chaining
and generation of index sequences. In this section we will describe
those techniques in greater detail. For simplicity, we will assume
that multiplicity does not occur, i.e. only one data item will be
associated with each name. Multiplicity techniques will be clarified
in the next section.
In the chaining technique of handling overlap, an integer is
generated from the name portion of the name-data pair and that inte-
ger is used as an index to a table. That table location will be
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the first cell of a linked list of name-data pairs which have hash-
coded to the same integer. The list may be empty, indicating nothing
has been stored at this location. More than one name-data pair on
the list indicates that overlap has occurred.
In retrieval of name-data pairs, the overlap list must be searched
for the particular name being sought. If the name has been stored it
will be found, on the average, half way down the overlap list. If the
name has not been stored, the complete overlap list must be fruitless-
ly searched to prove the absence of the desired name.
The chaining technique has the advantage that the list of pairs
contains only names which have hash coded to the same integer. This
is not true of the index sequence technique. This efficiency is
achieved at the cost of the extra storage required for address pointers
to the next member of the linked list.
In the index sequence method of handling overlap, a hash-coder is
constructed which is capable of generating a sequence of integers in
the interval from 1 to n when presented with a given name (character
string). Thus, presented with N, the hash-coder generates first the
integer 11. When requested to give the next integer corresponding to
N, it generates I then I3, etc. The sequence Il, I2' 13, 000 is
repeatable i.e., for a given name N the sequence will always be the
same.
Under the index sequence method of handling overlap (ND) is
stored at position 11 of the table, unless that spot is already full,
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in which case (ND) is stored at I2, unless that spot is full, etc.
Since the interval on which the integers are produced is bounded,
the index sequence must ultimately contain repetitions. This means
that when the table becomes nearly full, the storage algorithm may
go into an infinite loop looking for a free location. This particular
problem cannot occur in the chained list method of handling overlap
where storing of (N,D) pairs ceases when no more space is available
for extension of the linked lists.
The retrieval of information using the index sequence method
requires the probing of locations indexed by I1, I2' 3,. until
the desired name or an empty cell is found.
An.important concept with reference to overlap is the fact that
whenever overlap becomes large it can always be reduced by storing
the same information over a larger set of integers. Changing to a
larger set of integers usually requires destruction of previously
stored information and starting from scratch again. For large amounts
of information this may become an expensive proposition. Thus, for
large and continuously growing sets of information, some thought must
be given to the initial size of the set of integers versus the prob-
able difficulty of restoring the information over a larger set at
some later time.
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C.3 Multiplicity Techniques
Multiplicity occurs when several data items are associated with
the same name. As was mentioned in the initial section of this
chapter, this problem can be handled by chaining or index sequence
methods.
The chaining method works in obvious fashion, linking together
data items on a list headed by the name with which they associate.
It is important, of course, that the method of handling multiplicity
be distinguishable from that used to handle overlap. Thus, if chain-
ing is used for both overlap and multiplicity, the multiplicity lists
must be sublists on the overlap chains.
In the index sequence method of handling multiplicity, a pre-
process is carried out on the name before hash coding, to produce
a sequence of unique versions of that name for each data item to be
stored with it. Each of the sequence of preprocessed versions of
the name will be represented by subscripting in the example to follow.
Thus, the first data item will be stored under the name N1, the second
under N2, etc. When an (N,D) pair is to be stored, attempts must be
made for N 1, N ,... until it can be stored as (N.,D) for some j.
An increase in efficiency can be achieved by storing the highest
value of the subscript j for which data is stored under the name N
so that the first unsuccessful attempt to store under N gives the
information that N is the form of the name under which to store
t +1
the data item.
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As was stated earlier, care must be exercised to assure that
multiplicity and overlap are distinguishable. This is because in
searching for a name N , the i-th member of a multiplicity list,
where the index-sequence method is being used for overlap, another
member of the same multiplicity sequence N (k 0i) may appear in
k
the overlap sequence and be accepted as representing the i-th data
item. This can only occur if we are unable to distinguish between
the i-th and k-th member of the multiplicity index sequence.
C.4 Hash Coded Storage and Retrieval of Ordered N-tuples of Symbols
Now that we have examined hash coding of single strings, we are
ready to examine the problem of hash-coding n-tuples of strings. In
particular, we will describe an encoding of n-tuples of character
strings as name-data pairs which allows retrieval of an n-tuple when
one or more of its symbols are known.
Up to now we have been able to talk freely about character strings
and symbols interchangeably, but now we must make some notational de-
finitions in order to distinguish an n-tuple of symbols from a symbol.
A symbol is arbitrarily defined to be any character string which con-
tains no parentheses or commas.. An n-tuple is a collection of n sym-
bols, beginning with left parenthesis, ending with right parenthesis,
and separated internally by commas. As it happens, no need has been
found for dealing with n-tuples where n is greater than four, so no
discussion of larger n-tuples will occur here. However, in case a
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need is ever found, the only difficulty will be in allocating enough
storage to handle bigger n-tuples.
For each n-tuple (here to be called a "closed expression") we
n
generate 2 -2 open expressions, each containing at least one symbol
from the original n-tuple. The open expressions will serve as names,
while the closed expression will be the data. For example, consider
the n-tuple:
(TALL, BOB)
For this 2-tuple there are 2 2-2 = 2 open expressions, generated by
replacing the symbols of the 2-tuple by the symbol $ (which is under-
stood to stand for the empty symbol). The open expressions generated
are:
($,BOB)
(TALL,$)
Since we will also want to be able to retrieve any n-tuple by its
closed form as well as the open forms, the closed form must also be
n
used as a name. Thus, for any given n-tuple there will be 2 - names
(2 n-2 open forms and one closed form) with which that n-tuple must be
stored as data.
Other workers in the field of hash coded retrieval of n-tuples
(among them Feldman, 1965) have not deemed it necessary to store under
all the possible open forms of the n-tuple, and have picked a partic-
ular set of forms which they felt would be most frequently used. Such
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a decision is difficult to make when one is not certain exactly what
uses will be made of the storage mechanism, so in the associative
memory for COMS all the open forms plus the closed form are used as
names.
For the 3-tuple (FATHER OF, MARVIN, NORMAN) this means that the
hash coded associative storage must receive the following seven name-
data pairs.
NAME DATA
-(1) (FATHER OF, MARVIN, NORMAN) (FATHER OF, MARVIN, NORMAN)
:(2) ($, MARVIN, NORMAN)
-(3) (FATHER OF, $, NORMAN)
_(4) (FATHER OF, MARVIN, $)
(5) ($, $, NORMAN)
(6) ($, MARVIN, $)
(7) (FATHER OF, $,. $)
C.5 An Example
Under a contract held by Computer Corporation of America, the
author implemented two hash-coded associative memories for n-tuples.
The first, called the AM-la, used index sequence techniques for handling
multiplicity and overlap. The second, called the AM-2b, used chaining
techniques for overlap and multiplicity. These mechanisms were imple-
mented on the IBM 7094 in FORTRAN and FAP, and statistics concerning
the operation of those programs are reported by Gammill, Marill and
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Yates (1967). The hash-storage for n-tuples (associative memory)
used by the STRAN interpreter is nearly ident.ical to the AM-2b. In
the example which follows we demonstrate how two 2-tuples would be
stored in the AM-la and AM-2b. The material concerning the AM-la is
included to show another way the associative n-tuple memory could
have been implemented. It is also included because the rule-name
and symbol dictionaries used by the interpreter (hash coding of a
character string to produce an integer code number for internal use)
are both carried out by index sequence techniques.
In the example we show the data structure resulting from the
storage of two 2-tuples, (COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA) and (COUNTRY, MEXICO),
by the AM-la and AM-2b. Flow diagrams for these two processors are
given in Gammill, Marill and Yates (1967) and the material for the
example appeared in that report. The processes described take place
internally and do not have to be understood by a user. It is assumed
that the memory is empty at the start of the example.
First, corresponding to each expression to be stored, three name-
data pairs are developed, yielding six in all. They are as follows:
NAME DATA
(COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA) (COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA)
($, AUSTRALIA) (COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA)
(COUNTRY, $) (COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA)
(COUNTRY, MEXICO) (COUNTRY, MEXICO)
($, MEXICO) (COUNTRY, MEXICO)
(COUNTRY, $) .(COUNTRY, MEXICO)
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C.5.1 The AM-la
Assume we are dealing with an AM-la. The program uses the index
sequence method for handling overlap. That is, it first obtains an
integer H(name) corresponding to name. If location H(name) is occu-
pied, it will generate a new integer by computing G(H(name)); if
further integers are needed, it will obtain G(G(H(name))), etc.
The function H takes an arbitrary character string into an integer.
The function G takes an integer into an integer.
Multiplicity is also handled by the index sequence technique.
In this approach, all names are considered to have subscripts. When
the program tries to store a name-data pair and discovers that the
given name has already been used with another data-item, it incre-
ments the subscript of the name by 1, thereby generating a new name.
In effect, the subscripted names form an index sequence.
Assume that we have a hash-table with eight locations. We obtain
the integer table index corresponding to the first name, (COUNTRY,
AUSTRALIA), obtaining H((COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA) ) = 7. The first name-
data pair is then stored at location 7.
To store the second name-data pair, we obtain H(($, AUSTRALIA)1 )
- 7. Since location 7 has already been used by a different name
(overlap), we cannot store at 7, but must generate another integer,
obtaining G(H(($, AUSTRALIA) 1)) = 4. Since 4 is unoccupied, we stc
the second name-data pair at 4.
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To store the third pair, we obtain.H((COUNTRY, $) ) = 3. Since
3 is unoccupied, the third pair is stored at 3.
- To store the fourth pair, we obtain H((COUNTRY, MEXICO) ) 3.
However, 3 is already occupied with a pair having a different name,
so we must obtain a new integer, getting G(H((COUNTRY, MEXICO) )) = 6.
Since 6 is unoccupied, the fourth pair is stored at 6.
To store the fifth pair we obtain the integer H(($, MEXICO) ) = 1.
Since 1 is unoccupied, the fifth pair is stored at 1.
To store the sixth pair, we obtain H((COUNTRY, $) = 3, as
before. We find that 3 is already occupied by a name-data pair having
the same name but different data (multiplicity). We increment the
subscript and hash again, obtaining H((COUNTRY, $)2) = 1. However,
1 is already occupied by a name-data pair having a different name
(overlap), so we generate the next integer G(H((COUNTRY, $) 2 2.
Since 2 is empty, the sixth pair is stored at 2.
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The final state of the memory is represented below:
NAME
($, MEXICO)
1
(COUNTRY, $) 2
(COUNTRY, $) 1
($, AUSTRALIA)1
(COUNTRY, MEXICO)1
(COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA)1
DATA
(COUNTRY,
(COUNTRY,
(COUNTRY,
(COUNTRY,
(COUNTRY,
(COUNTRY,
MEXICO)
MEXICO)
AUSTRALIA)
AUSTRALIA)
MEXICO)
AUSTRALIA)
Normally one would not allow a hash-field to become so crowded, since
one would be interested in holding overlap down to a minimum. This
crowded example is given here to show index sequence methods at work.
C,5.2 The AM-2b
Assume that we are dealing with an AM-2b. The program will use
the chaining (list) technique for handling both overlap and multipli-
city. In the hash coding, we can dispense with the subscripts on
names, and with the index sequence function G. The structure of the
linked lists will now be shown. A name-data pair is represented as
shown in Fig. C.l.
LOCATION
1-
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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NAME
DATA
Fig. C.1 A single name-data pair represented in a linked list.
The first cell (some fixed unit of computer storage, frequently
a word) is located in the hash table. If overlap occurs, the struc-
ture is extended "laterally" as shown in Fig. C.2. If multiplicity
occurs, the list is extended vertically as shown in Fig. C.3.
Fig. C.2 Two name-data pairs linked to form an overlap list.
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NAME
DATA
DATA
Fig. C.3 A name and two data items linked to form a multiplicity
list.
For name-data pairs in which the name and the data are identical (as
in the first and fourth pairs of our example), it is not necessary for
the AM-2b to store both the name and the data so only the name is
stored, as shown in Fig. C.4.
NAE
Fig. C.4 Storage of a closed form, with name and data identical,
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For the sake of the example assume that:
H(COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA) = 8
H($, AUSTRALIA) = 8
_H(COUNTRY, $) = 1
H(COUNTRY, $) = 1
H(COUNTRY, MEXICO) = 1
-- H($, -MEXICO) = 5
H(COUNTRY, $) = 1
In practice, such a high degree of overlap would be very rare. Thus,
if the two expressions (COUNTRY, AUSTRALIA) and (COUNTRY, MEXICO) are
given to an AM-2b for storage, the data structure shown in Fig. C.5
will result.
HASH TABLE LIST FIELD
1 (COUNTRY.,$)
T(COUNTRY MEXICO)
3 (COUNTRYAUSTRALIA)
4
I (COUNTRY, MEXICO)
5
6 . * ($, MEXICO)6.
7 (COUNTRY MEXICO)
8
Fig. C.5 Two 2-tuples stored in an AM-2b.
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C.6 Some Theoretical Characteristics of Hash-Coding
The process of finding objects in any kind of memory mechanism
can be broken up into parts. One of the ways it can be described is
flow diagrammed in Fig. C.6.
START
INITIALIZE
compute initial
hash constants C
GLET
contents of cell
MATCH MATCHED yFOUND
't against desire
name C 2
NOT MATCHED
NOT COMPUTE
END next address END 
-,NOT FOUND
and test for end
C3
Fig. C.6 Flow diagram of generalized search.
The C 1)C , and C 3in Fig. C.6 are the times required to execute the
associated block of the flow diagram.
In terms of these constants, the average access times for linear
search and the two types of hash coding described are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Average search time for expressions
included in storage
Average search time for
expressions not included
in storage
1. linear
storage
2. hash-coding
chained
3. hash-coding
index sequence
n = number of
C +C +((n-l)/2)(C +C )11 21 21 31
C12+C 22+((n-1)/2b)(C 22+C32)
C -C +(C +C )(b/n) ln(b/(b-n))13 33 23 33
items stored
C +n(C +C )
11 21 31
Cl2+(n/b)(C22+032
C +(n/(b-n))(C +C )13 23 33
b = number of hash table locations (buckets)
Derivations of the equations given have been rigorously carried out by Van Horn (1965 and
1966) and others.
Method
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"n" is the number of items stored in the memory, "b" is the number
of hash table locations. Notice that if only one hash table location
is provided, chained hash-coding is the same as a linear storage.
Hash table locations are frequently called "buckets"., in order to
distinguish them from other locations in the computer storage.
If on 'assumes all of the constants C in Table 1 have a value of 1,i
and graphs the average search time against a quantity p = n/b
one gets a graph that looks like that shown in Fig. C.7. However,
it should be noticed that on this scale linear search appears to be
just as good as the chained hash-coding and better than the index
sequence method. This is caused by the fact that the x-axis is the
ratio of items stored to buckets. This appears to be unsatisfactory
as a means of comparison, but is presented here because it was used
by Van Horn (1966). If we wish to compare performance in another
manner we can assume 1000 buckets allocated to both hash coding
methods and graph times against number of items stored. That graph
is presented in Fig. C.8.
On this set of axes it becomes apparent that the chaining method
is far superior, in terms of speed, to linear search. It also appears
that it is irrevocably superior to the index sequence method in speed.
This speed advantage is achieved by the use of a large amount of list
storage space, however, and it is not clear that the small speed
advantage gained in the regions where one would normally contemplate
using an index sequence method compensate for the fairly large amount
of extra storage required by a chaining method.
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An idea that immediately arises is: "Why not analyze what
happens when total storage for the two hash-coding methods are
set equal?" i.e., hash storage for the index sequence method is
the same as hash storage plus list storage for the chaining method.
To analyze that problem analytically is very unwieldly. Thus,
a goal of future research on hash-coding techniques should be
to make an experimental comparison of these two mechanisms under
such conditions.
Another aspect of the difficulty of comparison is that the
constants as given in the earlier tables and later assumed to have
value one, have considerably different character. It seems prob-
able that C 12 C C33 since these constants all represent
the computation of a hash integer. It also seems likely that
C23 = C22 since the accessing and matching of character strings
should be about of the same difficulty in either of the systems.
However, C32 should be a somewhat smaller time than C33 since the
former is simply the time for finding the address of the next cell
of the linked list instead of the time to generate a new integer.
This will have a definite effect on the relationships between the
graphs for the two methods. It is difficult, without knowing the
exact relation between C and C , to analyze how much effect32 33'
there will be.
Thus, another aspect of any future research on hash coding
should be an attempt to measure these various constants for the
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two hash coding methods. The knowledge of these constants would
give one the ability to predict the performance of each method
with amounts of space and data which have not been tested. Such
knowledge would also indicate what changes would produce the
greatest gains in speed, either by careful programming or by the
use of specialized hardware.
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APPENDIX D
THE PRODUCTION OF CONTOUR MAPS BY COMPUTER
D.1 Introduction to Contour Mapping
The problem of contour mapping is the following. Given a suitable
computer output device and a two-dimensional array of real numbers re-
presenting the values of a function at the points of a uniformly spaced
grid, to produce a representation of the level curves of that function
on the output device. For the purpose of the discussion to follow,
only rectangular grids will be considered.
Another problem which frequently is lumped into the contouring
problem by those outside of meteorology-is the analysis problem. This
concerns the production of values of a function of two independent
variables at the intersection points of a uniform grid from values of
the function at arbitrarily distributed points of the domain. This
problem is of considerable theoretical interest in meteorology and is
the subject of intensive study and discussion by meteorologists. This
problem will not be examined here. Programs to carry out this task
by various methods exist at M.I.T. and elsewhere.
Contour maps are produced at most computer installations where
meteorological work is carried out. In every instance the programs
have several of the following liabilities and deficiencies:
(a) Operates on an array of fixed or restricted size.
(b) Produces a map with fixed proportions and boundaries.
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(c) Requires that a contour interval be specified (this
is sometimes difficult to do with any success
when the array is the result of computation).
(d) Total map completion time too.long to allow quick
turn-around low-grade usage.
(e) Best possible map quality unsuitable for publication
purposes.
(f) No ability to operate in a man-machine interaction
environment.
(g) No ability to overlay geographic outlines for spatial
reference.
(h) Written in machine or installation dependent forms
making general use difficult.
(i) Does- not display values of the array as well as
the contours.
It seems unlikely that any one contour program operating under the
constraints of present day output devices could overcome all of the
above listed deficiencies. However, it must be emphasized that unless
the library of contour programs at an installation contains at least
one program that can minimize or eliminate appropriate subsets of the
deficiencies listed for each important type of problem environment,
then the contouring problem has not really been solved.
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The characteristics by which a contour program is judged must
include the following:
(1) Computer time or cost to produce a given map.
(2) User time required to produce the map (turn-around time).
(3) Faithfulness of function representation. This must be
judged under some set of assumptions about the function.
For example, meteorological functions which have con-
tinuous first derivatives would never actually produce
a contour line which makes a sharp change in direction.
(4) Precision and completeness of information about the function.
For example, spatial reference by geographic overlays
or printing of function values at grid points.
(5) Readability. Too little or too much information can make
a contour map difficult to interpret.
(6) Ease of use.
Within particular problem environments these criteria will receive
varying emphasis. Despite the number of existing contour programs,
satisfactory ones exist for only a few environments. Man-machine
interaction is one environment which has had no satisfactory contour
programs. Another has been batched FORTRAN IV with fast turn-around.
Production of contour maps by computer requires widely varying
techniques depending upon the device being used for output. Some of
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the methods and devices by which contours can be produced are:
I. CHARACTER PLOTTING - line printer, typewriter or teletypewriter.
II. LINE or VECTOR PLOTTING
(a) ACTIVE PLOTTING - direct view display (i.e. a cathode
ray tube CRT or TV like display) which must be
refreshed around 30 times per second.
(b) PASSIVE PLOTTING - devices on which map must be
plotted once leaving a permanent or semi-
permanent outline.
(i) mechanical pen and ink plotters - Calcomp etc.
(ii) cathode ray tube or other electronic means
to produce hard copy or film (Stromberg-Carlson
4020). (Usually not directly viewable at the
time of plotting).
(iii) direct view CRT storage tube - (Tektronix
storage tube).
The most commonly available output device is the line printer
and a great deal of contouring has been done on it. This still is
the most advantageous device for use in batch processed runs where
the output does not require the beauty and precision possible with
vector plotting devices. The line printer has the advantages of
being available on almost all computers, interspersing the maps
directly with other output from the run, being able to print numer-
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ical values at grid points with the contours, and of being a cheap,
quick and easy way to produce large volumes of low precision informa-
tion which can be scanned for significant features. Line printer
contouring is especially advantageous for debugging or runs where
the results are uncertain due to physical or computational instab-
ility. This is because of the ability to print values at each grid
point and because the time required to produce the contour map is
usually entirely independent of the form of the function being con-
toured. Rough or discontinuous functions will make a character
plotting contour map look bad but will not affect computation time,
whereas vector plotting methods will produce multitudes of useless
contours, taking large amounts of costly time, and not produce
printouts of the values at grid points to allow decoding of the
cluttered mass of contours.
For more beautiful and precise output (to be published or shown
to others as final results) at greater cost and longer turn-around
time, vector plotting methods become advantageous. These methods
allow the overlaying of geographic outlines for physical reference,
and are much more satisfying esthetically to the average meteorologist.
Thus, vector plotting methods appear most suitable for production of
final results, when higher costs and delays can be endured for the
sake of a more presentable result.
The only exception to this classification of contouring methods
and devices appears to occur in the man-machine interaction (MMI)
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environment. There, the turn-around time takes on overriding impor-
tance, and the inexpensive typing devices available for output on
most consoles are so slow as to be nearly useless for contouring.
In this environment the line plotting method, on a direct view
cathode ray tube, usually becomes the only suitable approach to
producing contours (at least under present hardware capabilities).
Costs are high (around $10,000 for an ARDS-Il, Stotz 1967 and Gammill
1968b) because of the need for speed. The important problem for
contouring in an interactive environment is the production of an
easily assimilated map which contains enough information to be use-
ful but not so much as to overload the display (flicker on active
CRT's) or require excessive computation time making interaction un-
feasible. Thus, production of contour maps in a man-machine inter-
action environment bears constraints not found in batch processing.
For this reason, most presently existing contour programs are unsuit-
able for use in this environment. The final report of the DISHPAN
project (Gammill 1968a), describes some experimental contour programs
written for CTSS by the author, and considers some of the problems
which are involved.
D.2 Methods of Interpolation
In examining the contouring problem the problem of interpolation
must be investigated. Most presently available contour programs make
use of a piecewise curvilinear interpolation method, fitting the sur-
face to the values at four points.
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Values of function z are assumed
to be tabulated at points;
1. x= 0, y= 0
2. x 0, y = 1
3. x = 1, y = 0
4. x = 1, y 1
Fig. D.1 Grid rectangle with function
valves tabulated at corners.
This gives an equation for the function
tangle defined by the four points of:
+ -(o ()Z 1)0 )
= Z(0,0o) --
in the interior of the rec-
% 2( 1 )- Z(0,0)] - 2 (o 1 ) - z(O o0jj
- X(11+ z(0,0) - 2- 0
This is almost certainly the simplest two-dimensional interpolation
method which it is feasible to use, and it does produce a continuous
surface which fits the data exactly. However, it is apparent that
first derivatives of this surface will normally be discontinuous
across the boundaries of the rectangular regions.
Since many (if not most) functions dealt with in the fluid sciences
are assumed to have continuous first derivatives, curvilinear interpola-
tion can produce results that look anomalous. This will be seen in the
[z (o, o) z(, )
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contour map as a sharp change in the direction of the iso-line as it
crosses the boundary between regions.
Fig. D.2 Example of the appearance of a contour
when the first derivative is discontinuous
across boundaries.
Such sudden changes of direction will not be noticeable on maps
plotted with a low precision, but become extremely noticeable under
higher precision plotting methods.
Therefore, with higher precision plotting it becomes advantageous
to use a method of interpolation called two-dimensional piecewise
spline interpolation. The salient feature of this method is that
besides matching up the values of the function at the boundaries of
adjacent regions, it also matches up the first derivatives of the
function. To accomplish this, each rectangular region must be fit
with third degree polynomials in each direction. To compute the
fitting function requires the use of sixteen tabulated values of
the function.
1*
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z (-1. 2) z (1, )
zI-
z (-, 1) z(oz(i) z (2,i)
region
to be
fitted
z (-,) Z0,D) z (1,0) z (2, o)
z (o,-i) z (1,-1) z (2, -1)
Fig. D.3 Set of grid points used in piecewise
spline interpolation.
To create a simplification in the form of the fitting function we define
the following, where subscripts indicate the finite approximation to the
derivative:
?K~o~o (1,o) - (-1,0)
2
2
al )= (2,1) (0,)
also let: (X
(o,1) 
-2(, 
-)
E (0, 0)
E(1,0) =ZIl
z
2'' ((o)-2 -,o
(o, = z1 (1)
(2,1) (, (o,)
Az
z (2, 2)
X I X-1
b (x) = X 2(3- 2 X) b( -x)=(x 1(-)
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then:
(x )=b(I-x)9(ooo) b (I -) +- (Ib(j) - V(,o) a(, -,y) * Y )W )
+ b(ex)fjR (I1 o i,) + z(i (1') 0)a(- + FeV~i 0' )j
+ a M )E (,0) b(1- ) + 2X (1,) b() - 2, (,o) a(L-g ) + Zx (o,i)a f))
To provide some intuition as to the manner in which the piece-
wise spline method of interpolation is able to produce an exact match
to function values and finite difference approximations to the first
derivative at points of tabulation, the following example is presented.
The example shows, in one dimension, how four values positioned at
x = -l, 0, +1, +2 along the x axis are fit by piecewise addition of
the influence functions produced by the interpolation method. The
tabulated values to be fit are y = 1 at positions x = -1 and 0, and
y = 0 at positions x = 1 and 2. This forms a unit step function,
and tests the ability of the interpolation method at fitting an
apparent discontinuity without extreme behavior.
Figure D.4 shows the piecewise influence functions that are
multiplied by the value and derivative to be fit and then summed to
produce a smooth interpolation function. The top function represents
a tabulated value of one at the center point, and the lower function
represents a tabulated (finite difference approximated) derivative
of one at the center point. Notice that the influence functions
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Fig. D.4 Value and derivative piecewise fitting functions
a. value influence function
b. derivative influence function
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have a value and derivative of zero at the adjacent points of tabu-
lation (-1 and 1).
Figure D.5 represents the addition of two value influence func-
tions, to partially represent the step function in a smooth, but
unesthetic manner. This particular intermediate form may appear to
have some merit until one realizes that linearly decreasing tabulated
values will produce an undulating interpolation function with a slope
of zero at each tabulation point. That case seems pathological
enough to keep us from considering this partial form of the inter-
polation function.
Figure D.6 represents the summing of two piecewise derivative
influence functions to produce a partial interpolation function which
is due solely to the effect of the derivatives. The centered finite
difference approximation to the first derivative of our unit step is
-} tabulated at x = 0 and x = 1, and zero elsewhere.
Figure D.7 shows the partial interpolation functions which have
resulted from the fit to the values and the fit to the derivatives,
as shown in Figures D.5 and D.6 respectively. Figure D.8 shows the
result of summing these functions, giving the piecewise spline inter-
polation function whose values and first derivatives exactly match
those given at all points of tabulation. Among the good character-
istics of the function plotted in Figure D.8 is continuity of first
and second derivatives, good damping on the overshoot caused by the
discontinuity of the unit step, and the fact that the function out-
-.5 - .. 5 1.0 1o.5 2.
X RXI5
Fig. D.5 Two piecewise value fitting influence functions and their sum
a. influence function for value y=l tabulated at x=-l.
b. influence function for value y=l tabulated at x=O.
c. the sum of a and b.
a. b.
toccc.
1.t -. 5 -. .5 1.0 1.5 2.0
XPXI5
Fig. .D.6 Two piecewise derivative fitting influence functions and the result
of multiplying each by -i and summing.
a. influence function for derivative dy = 1 tabulated at x = 0.
dx
b. influence function for derivative dy = 1 tabulated at x = 1.
dx
c. the sum of a. and b. after multiplication by -).
b.
-15 -. .5 . 15.
XRXI5
Fig. D.7 Interpolation functions resulting from fitting values (a.)
and derivatives (b.).
CA)
CA)
.0-.5 -. 0 .5 1. 1.5 2.0
XRXI5
Fig. D.8 Completed piecewise spline interpolation function resulting
from fit to step function.
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side of the region shown will be completely unaffected by this dis-
continuity.
A particular advantage of the spline interpolation method is its
ability to interpolate in regions adjacent to a boundary, where not
all the points are available. This is accomplished by computing the
uncentered difference forms of the derivatives. It is interesting
to note that if only one region comprises the whole map (i.e. only
4 values tabulated at the four corners of the. map are given) the
spline interpolation method reduces to the curvilinear method.
The derivatives become:
ZX (0,0) = EX (1,o ) = B(1, 0) - E(o, o) ((0,1) = Z(O, I) - z fo, )
zx (04,1) = x (1,I = (,1)Z 0 ) 0 1) = z (1,0) = 2{1,1)-- L(,7
Zxs (O, )= Z7 ,1) ) O) = 2 (O1)= ,o)+ z~i,) - Z(0,1 -21
Using these versions of the derivatives in the spline interpola-
tion equation produces:
)+ a -j)-a + a (i-x) - (
+ -ai-ij +b&))((X) a(/-) + b6X)j
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and noticing that
(,x) (+ x) + b- x)
x)- %)-- b (%)
We find that we do indeed have the curvilinear interpolation equation.
By now it should have become clear that the use of the finite
difference approximation to the derivative is entirely optional. If
one has access to actual values for the derivatives, then those may
be used. Furthermore, if some special constraint on the resulting
function is desired, that constraint may be reflected in the method
by which the tabulated values of the derivatives are computed. For
example, in contouring a grid whose values represent concentrations
of pollutants, one might have large regions of zero values. When
such a region is adjacent to a region of positive values, a step
function problem much like that shown in Figures D.3 to D.8 will
occur. The result, if the centered finite difference approximation
to the derivative is used, will be an undershoot of the fitted func-
tion into negative values (as shown in Figure D.8). A negative pol-
lutant concentration seems somewhat anomalous, so one might wish to
prevent this result by requiring tabulated values of derivatives to
be zero at all points where the tabulated function values were zero.
The piecewise spline interpolation method was independently
derived by the author, although the general method is not new. Refer-
ences to generalized spline interpolation methods have been subsequently
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discovered (Greville 1967), but a literature search has not been under-
taken to discover if this particular method has been described.
D.3 Methods of Contour Plotting
The two subsections, which follow, will present the two major
methods by which contour maps may be plotted. These methods may be
characterized as character plotting and vector plotting.
D.3.1 Character plotting methods of contouring
Two basic methods of producing contour maps using character
plotting devices have developed over the years. These can be char-
acterized as filling (or shading) the regions between contours and
filling.the character positions through which contours pass. Examples
of each are shown in figures at the end of this appendix.
The method of filling regions between contours operates by divid-
ing the value of the function (computed by an appropriate method of
interpolation) at the center of a particular print position by the
contour interval to produce an index number indicating what character
should be printed there., Characters to be used for filling are usu-
ally carried in a table, and the index number must be converted to a
subscript,referencing the tablegby taking it modulo the size of the
table and adding one. This method is undoubtedly the simplest avail-
able, and has the singular advantage that the algorithm's execution
time is completely independent of the form of the function contoured.
A contour program using this method has been written by the author
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(Gammill, 1968c) and is in frequent use at the M.I.T. Computation
Center.
The method of filling character positions through which contours
pass is only slightly more complicated than the preceding. Each
print position is characterized by the diagram shown in Figure D.9
S+ i ;Jht 1/6 inch = height of a single character
renter
1/10 inch = width of a single character
Fig. D.9 Diagram of a print position.
The value of the function is computed (via interpolation) at the
positions marked top, bottom, right and left. If the values at top
and bottom, or right and left straddle a contour value, then the
character which signifies that contour is printed in this position.
Otherwise a blank is always printed. This method can be programmed
to gain a speed advantage from the fact that most print positions
will normally be filled with blanks. This makes the execution time
of the program dependent upon the form of the function. However,
this is of little concern in this case since the upper bound of the
time required can always be kept to that time required to fill every
print position with a non-blank character.
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The method of filling regions between contours is the more
popular of the two methods. This appears to stem from the fact that
as contours become closely packed together this method allows more
blank space for easier distinguishability of the contour position.
In fact, if the contours are evenly spaced and the method of filling
is such as to produce consecutive blank and non-blank regions, then
there will be approximately equal amounts of blank and nonblank
space. This is unlike the method of filling contour passage posi-
tions where, as contours become close together, the region becomes
a solid mass of characters. A disadvantage of the method of filling
regions between contours is that a filled region may seem to dis-
appear if it becomes narrow enough to fit between print positions
(i.e. if the contours become very closely packed). In a similar
situation the other method produces an overlapping of the characters
signifying the passage of a contour, but this overlapping can usually
be easily untangled by examination, so long as the packing does not
become too extreme.
Once a character plotting method has been chosen, the problems
of choosing a method of interpolation and a form of presentation
arise. We have presented the two most suitable interpolation methods,
but we have not mentioned the fact that for line-printer maps it is
often advantageous to produce a map as several separate strips to be
taped together upon completion. This technique allows the production
of much larger maps, when desired, but it is obviously not usable on
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any device which does not produce hard copy, or where the copies are
not large enough to be joined accurately.
Another kind of question in character plotting methods is whether
speed of operation or ease of programming is to be emphasized. If
ease of programming is emphasized then it is most advantageous to
write a program where each grid rectangle is treated in exactly the
same way, operations at the grid points (such as calculation of the
finite difference approximations to the derivative for the spline
method) being carried out -at all four corners for every rectangle,
and interpolations within the rectangle proceeding in one step from
the values at the grid points. However, if speed of program opera-
tion is of prime importance, this can be achieved by recognizing
that interior grid rectangles share three grid points and two sides
with rectangles treated in preceding steps.
REC TANC E
x Marks grid points where values
TREA TED ZN have previously been computed.
PRECED NG
ST NEXT G41D o Marks the grid point for which
STEP SX, RECrOLE values must now be computed.To 8E
MREreD
Fig. D.10 Grid point calculation
sequence diagram.
This means that only one grid point per interior rectangle has not
been utilized in some previous computation. Thus, by saving the
results of earlier grid point calculations, labor can be decreased
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by nearly a factor of four. Another method of achieving speed is to
carry out interpolations in two steps. If the program makes a se-
quence of interpolations for different character positions along a
row, it is quicker to carry out a vertical interpolation at each side
of the grid rectangle and then carry out individual horizontal inter-
polations to the character positions along the row within the rec-
tangle. Further, since the vertical interpolation value is shared by
two rectangles, a right side vertical interpolation from one rectangle
can be used as the left side vertical interpolation for the next.
Thus, for an interior rectangle, each row of character positions
requires one vertical interpolation and each interior character
requires one horizontal interpolation. An example of this is shown
in Figure D~ll.
D.3.2 Vector Plotting Methods of Contouring
Vector plotting methods for producing contour maps require much
more decision making by the program than do character plotting
methods. For each grid rectangle the program must decide what con-
tours pass through, where they enter and leave, and how they behave
in the interior. Numerous pathological situations can arise, and
it is difficult to write a program that can handle them all success-
fully. In general it cannot be guaranteed that a vector plotting
contour program will run to completion in a given amount of time,
for these programs are highly input dependent. That is, the form
of the function contoured has a direct effect on the amount of time
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-value computed
by vertical
I- + + + +. + interpolation
at this grid
rectangle.
value computed by vertical
interpolation in previous
rectangle.
GRID GRID
POINT POINT
Fig. D.ll Diagram of grid square with row of
print positions.
For this row of characters the labor for inter-
polation can be reduced from 6 complete two-
dimensional interpolations to 6 one-dimensional
interpolations (1 vertical and 5 horizontal).
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required to produce its contour map. Two functions having the same
range, but with one having wild excursions to the extremes of that
range, will require much different amounts of labor. Thus, vector
plotting programs might well be characterized as being inherently
less stable than character plotting contour programs, because of
input dependence.
One of the troubles which immediately confronts the writer of
a vector contouring program is the problem of what to do when a grid
point value (or collection of grid point values) is exactly equal to
the value of a contour. One solution to this problem, which is
simple although perhaps not elegant, is to treat all such equalities
as inequalities in some fixed sense.
The standard method for carrying out vector contouring is to
treat each grid rectangle as having sides which do not have end
points. This constrains each side to be shared by no more than
two rectangles. Since contours will only be allowed to enter or
leave a rectangle by a side (and not through a grid point) we are
assured of being able to tell which adjacent rectangle a contour
will be found in next.
Other standard methods for- carrying out vector contouring are
the use of linear interpolation along sides to find the position of
the contour crossing, and the use of straight lines to connect side
crossings to make a contour. Although these methods may not be the
most elegant or esthetically pleasing possible, they do allow vector
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contouring to be carried out in a relatively simple manner. The
consequences and difficulties which arise when these methods are
not used will be discussed further on.
As a direct consequence of the use of linear interpolation,
any contour value has at most one crossing point on any grid rec-
tangle side. Further, the four sides of any rectangle will be
crossed exactly zero, two or four times, by any contour value.
This gives us exactly nine different cases which can occur for any
grid rectangle with respect to a particular contour value (assuming
that we ignore the directionality of the contour line). The nine
cases are shown in Figure D.12.
± Z 3 + 7 8 1
two contour crossings, four crossings,
one contour two contours
Fig. D.12 Nine possible cases of a contour crossing
a grid rectangle using linear interpolation.
If we do not ignore directionality, i.e. if we recognize the direc-
tion of the function gradient with respect to the contour, then
each case where contours are present doubles and there are seventeen
cases. This fact becomes of interest when the method of proceeding
through the grid must be decided upon. The simplest program can be
written by attacking each grid rectangle in a fixed order, and
carrying the calculations and plotting required to completion,
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before moving on to the next rectangle. Although-simple, this method
has some serious deficiencies for certain kinds-of environments. In
particular, if a pen and ink plotter is being used to produce the
final result, the time required to put the pen down and pick it up
in drawing each short line segment becomes significantly expensive.
Even for an electronic display, two display commands must usually be
given for each line segment, where one would suffice if the contour
were followed in a continuous manner. Also in the pure "rectangle
at a time" approach, the program must carry out redundant interpo-
lations.
If the programmer begins-to be concerned about redundant inter-
palations in the pure "rectangle-at a time" method,-he quickly comes
upon the idea of saving the results of interpolations until the
rectangle which shares the side is processed. The next step is to
notice that so long as the contour moves in the correct direction,
the redundant display commands can be eliminated also. At this
point, the program can no longer be considered to use a true "rec-
tangle at a time" method, but has become a hybrid of that method
and the one we will discuss next.
A more efficient method, although considerably more complicated,
is that of following the contour. This method keeps the number of
display commands to a minimum and also tends to eliminate redundant
interpolations. The method of contour following used by the writer
differs significantly from that used in any other known contour
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program, and will be discussed in slightly greater detail.
An important fact, noted during the development of programs
that follow the contour, is that a contour line, viewed as a collec-
tion of directed line segments connecting rectangle edge crossing
points, is strongly analogous to a linked list. Each crossing point
has a predecessor and a successor, unless it is at the edge of the
grid. In that case, if it is a point of contour entry it has only
a successor and if it is a point of contour exit'it has only a pre-
decessor. This analogy leads logically to the development of a
program which produces contours in two passes. The first pass is
done by a rectangle at a time method, interpolating to find the
positions of individual directed line segments. However, instead of
plotting those segments, they are placed in the correct orientation
into a linked list structure. At the completion of the pass, the
list structure provides a complete description of the contour map,
but in a form that is ideally suited for following each contour.
This linked list method compares very favorably with methods
normally used in contour following (Washington 1968). Those methods
usually begin by searching the grid for a contour crossing, and then
follow that contour until it terminates by reaching a side, or closing
on itself. During the following process a flagging procedure of some
sort must be carried out, so that if this contour is discovered again
at some later point in the search process, it will be recognized as
being completed. This approach has several disadvantages. The alter-
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nation between searching and following tends to make the search
procedure inefficient. The storage required for flagging is direct-
ly proportionalto the size of the grid array being contoured (and
that can be very large). Finally, at no time in the contouring
process is a concise and complete data structure representing the
layout of the contours produced. The linked list method carries
out all searching and interpolation (but no following) in the first
pass. The resulting linked list could be unraveled to form a very
compact model of the contour map, and the size of the linked list
is proportional to the number of line segments to be plotted rather
than the size of the grid.
The usefulness of the list structure as a model of the contour
map has not, as yet, been exploited for anything except ordering
the crossing points for efficient plotting. In the future this list
structure model may prove useful in allowing the grid to be dynamic-
ally mapped onto unevenly spaced or moving grids or allowing certain
contours to be redrawn or modified interactively. Such "display
models" have proved to be of high utility in on-line graphical
interaction systems aimed at other areas, and that would seem likely
to be true here as well. Figure D.13 shows an example of a simple
contour map, and its linked list structure model.
The looks of a contour map produced by linear interpolation
along grid rectangle sides, points being connected by straight
lines, can be improved somewhat by adding some further structure
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Fig. D.13 Contour map and linked list structure model.
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within the grid rectangle. Figure D.14 indicates how this may be
done (from IBM E20-0117-0).
Fig. D.14 Diagonal linear interpolations to produce
smoother contours.
Diagonal interpolations may still be carried out by linear interpo-
lation, allowing single contour line segments to be broken into two
or more segments. In the case where two diagonals are used, a center
point value may be computed as the mean of the surrounding points,
and used in interpolations to each of the corner points. Following
the contour through the interior of the grid rectangle becomes some-
what more complicated using these methods, but the smoothness of the
contours produced is improved.
When interpolation methods are used which are of higher degree
than linear, the problem of following a contour within the interior
of a grid rectangle becomes much more difficult. Instead of a max-
imum of one crossing by any contour value on a rectangle side, the
number of crossings can be as high as the degree of the interpolation
formula. This means that our piecewise spline interpolation method
can produce three crossings per side, or a maximum of twelve exit and
entry points per grid rectangle. An example of a grid rectangle with
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twelve exit and entry points by a particular contour value is shown
in Figure D.16. In the same figure it can be seen just how complex
the configuration of contours can become within a given rectangle.
This complexity is--the-primary reason- why--most vector contouring
schemes stay with linear interpolation along edges and straight
lines between edge crossings.
One example of the complexity introduced by nonlinear interpo-
lation is the problem which arises when interpolating along the side
of a grid rectangle using our 3rd degree piecewise spline interpola-
tion method. Since the equation is 3rd degree, the finding of all
roots can be quite complicated, and we are only interested in real
roots between zero and one, Two relatively simple iterative methods
of finding roots suggest themselves. The first involves dividing
the interval up into small segments, computing function values at
segment ends, and finding a segment whose end values straddle a
root. Once such a segment is found, the position of the root in
that segment can be approximated by linear interpolation. Finding
such a segment can be sped up by first finding a likely segment by
linear interpolation, then if unsuccessful, moving towards more
likely segments by using the slope and value of the function over
the segment to choose a direction of search. The second iterative
technique is the Newton-Raphson method. This method uses iterative
approximation to find a root, The value at the n-th step is (C being
the contour value):
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No matter what method is used, it must be remembered that if linear
methods indicate one contour crossing, then by 3rd degree interpola-
tion there can be one or three roots, and if linear methods indicate
no crossings there may actually be two roots. It should also be
noted that of the two influence functions that make up the oiecewise
spline interpolation method described in Section D.2, the value in-
fluence function will produce exactly as many roots as linear inter-
polation, while extra root pairs (if any) will always be produced
only by the effect of the influence function for representing slopes.
If one is adamant about the need for smoother, more esthetic
looking, contour maps, the complexity of the interior of a grid
rectangle must be dealt with in some effective manner. The concep-
tually simplest approach to solving the problem is to define a finer
(micro-scale) grid mesh on the interior of the original (macro-scale)
grid rectangles. To obtain the values of the function on this finer
grid mesh we use a nonlinear interpolation scheme (such as the piece-
wise spline described earlier). Then, to follow the contour through
this micro-scale grid, we utilize linear interpolation and straight
line segments. The smoothness of the contour map (i.e. the short-
ness of the line segments) can be controlled by setting the fineness
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of the interior grid. Increases of fineness will, of course, increase
execution time-dramatically since~ the fogram -must draw a complete
micro-scale contour map within each macro-scale grid rectangle through
which a contour passes. Furthermore, the fact that non-linear inter-
polation can produce closed contour figures completely interior to a
macro-scale grid rectangle means that it is not easy to tell whether
a contour passes through a particular section of micro-scale grid,
except by searching it completely. This means that attempts to
optimize micro-scale grid contouring, by only carrying out non-linear
interior interpolations between macro-scale entry and exit points,
can cause us to completely miss the presence of an interior contour
which has no entry or exit. For example, in Figure D.15, if all
interpolations are carried out at micro-scale grid points, 96 non-
linear interpolations are required. If instead, only interpolations
required between the macro-scale entry and exit points are carried
out (at micro-scale grid points of Figure D.15 marked by small o's),
then 30 non-linear interpolations are required. However, doing that
means that the small closed contour will be completely missed. This
means that if one wants to produce all submacro-scale closed contours
(those interior to a grid rectangle), either complete interpolation
and searching must be carried out on all micro-scale grids, or else
an effective means must be found for calculating upper and lower
bounds of the values which will be found on any micro-scale grid,
or subsections thereof. Upper and lower bounds can be used to decide
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if a contour could exist within the micro-scale grid or its sub-
section. If a contour could exist, interpolation and searching
must take place over the entire grid or section.
Just as the method just described is a 2-dimensional extension
of the 1-dimensional segmented interpolation method described earlier,
the Newton-Raphson method of iterative approximation has a two
dimensional -counterpart --It-will be presented here primarily- for
purposes of completeness, for though it offers potentially greater
efficiency and accuracy than the micro-scale grid method, some of
the decision problems which it- creates appear well nigh insoluble.
The two-dimensional N-R method of following a contour must be ini-
tialized by giving it a contour entry point to a grid rectangle.
The method then computes the gradient of the function at that point,
and moves into the grid rectangle (perpendicularly with respect to
the gradient) by some fixed step size. The equations for this step
are:
V1
L\vXl
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The point reached will (if is chosen small enough) be quite
near the contour, A point which is exactly on the contour can then
be found by two-dimensional Newton-Raphson approximation. The iter-
ation equations are:
+
n+x~~ Vn 4L
Here C is the contour value. The method proceeds along the contour,
alternately stepping forward and then refinding the exact position
of the contour, until it reaches the other side of the grid rectangle,
Some problems which make this method difficult to use are the
following:
(1) What to do when the gradient becomes zero?
(2) How to prevent the S step from taking us across
a saddle when two contours of the same value
approach very close to one another, but do not
touch?
(3) How to find closed contours in the interior of a grid
rectangle?
Such problems are prevented in the micro-scale grid method by the
inherent errors, which make- consistent -(although- arbitrary) deci-
sions about the contour configuration.
D.4 Miscellaneous Problems in Contouring
A number of associated-calculations pertain to contour mapping.
One of these, the calculatIon of a- contour literval con be of great
use in making contouring more convenient and easy to carry out.
Most contour programs in existence require the user to specify,
in one way or another, a sequence of values for which he desires
contours to be produced. If those values are evenly spaced, the
distance between them is called the contour interval. In many cases,
where the range of values and limits of the gradient are well known
o the use this is not hard to do. However, in some cases, eg.
when the grid to be contoured has resulted from a numerical model
which has unknown characteristics, the necessity of specifying a
contour interval or sequence of contour values can cause useless
results to be produced (i.e, the entire range fits between contour
values, or so many contours occur as to be unreadable). The follow-
ing is an extremely useful algorithm for internal specification of
a contour interval. Integer powers of ten are always contour values,
and the contour interval is such as to produce no more than twice as
- 11
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many contour levels as the basic number specified:
N = basic number of contour levels specified
Range = Max (values on grid) - Min (values on grid)
Diff = Range/N - This is the rough (high) estimate
of the contour interval, which must be
rounded down to a suitable value.
ILOG = integer value of LOG10 (Diff)
POWER = 1 0 ILOG
CONST = DIFF/POWR rounded down to the nearest of
(1.0,2.0 2.5,5.0).
CONTOUR INTERVAL = CONST x POWER.
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Fig. D.17 Contour map, using method of filling. regions' between contours
showing smoothness produced by third degree spline interpolation.
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Fig. D.18 Contour map of the same data used in Fig. D.17, now using linear interpolation.
Note sharp changes. in, contour, direction at Irectangle e4ges,.
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Fig. D.19 Contour map showing same region as Fig. D.18, using smaller grid
squares with linear interpolation.
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Fig. D.20 Contour map using method of printing characters
at positions through which contours pass.
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Fig. D.21. Contour map of a computed function.
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Fig. D.22 -Contour map of a computed function.
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CONTOUK MRP
MRXIMUM VRLUE 15 949 .0
MINIMUM VPLUE IS 591 .0
CONTOUR INTLVPL I5 10 .0
Fig. D.23 Contour map of 500 mb. geopotential heights.
(Meteorological data at about 18000 feet of altitude).
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Fig. D.24 Contour map of a small section from
the array contoured in Fig. D.23.
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APPENDIX'E
WORLD MAP PLOTTING AND PROJECTIONS
E.1 Introduction to Mapping
The problem of producing maps of the geographic features (such
as continents, lakes, etc.) on the face of the earth has been of
little concern to the fluid scientist in the past. It has usually
been solved by printing maps of the areas which interest meteorolo-
gists, where data is taken, or where particular numerical prediction
grids are located. However, as meteorologists and oceanographers
have become interested in new regions (such as the southern hemis-
phere or Pacific equatorial islands) and have tried to work with
special grids in these areas, it has become a necessity to create
or acquire new types of specialized maps. Furthermore, as numerical
modeling of terrestrial fluids progresses and takes more account of
geographic and topographic features, it becomes important to have
objective descriptions of those features stored within the system
of programs the fluid soientist uses. Finally, the fact that the
computer has the ability to produce contour maps in an immense
variety of projections, magnifications and shapes, requires us to
achieve the same flexibility in the production of geographic outlines
for physical position referencing, if we are to be able to utilize
the complete range of variation open to us. All of this points to
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the fact that future systems for the fluid sciences must include
quite complete information about the geography and topography of
the earth.
E.2 The Data
As an initial attack on the problem, beginning the formation
of a data foundation, a- compactly encoded-map of-the geographic,
outlines of earth's continents, islands and bodies of water has been
produced. This map has been encoded-from maps received from TRW Sys-
tems in Manhattan Beach, California and the National- Center for At-
mospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado. These maps, as received,
contained great quantities of detailed information, but were encoded
in such a way that they required large numbers of cards, and large
blocks of computer storage. The encoding developed replaces each
latitude-longitude pair by a single nine digit decimal number repre-
senting both angles in degrees and hundredths. Hundredths of degrees
appeared sufficient precision since that represents a maximum error
in placement of any point due to truncation of about 1/2 mile. The
encoding used has the advantage that it can be decoded easily by
inspection. The first four digits of the nine digit number represent
latitudes from 0.00 to 90.00 degrees. Whether the point is in the
northern or southern hemisphere is represented by adding 500 degrees
-to the longitude for negative (southern hemisphere) latitudes. The
last five digits of the nine digit number represent longitudes from
0.00 to 360.00 degrees. In the southern hemisphere the range is
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500.00 to 860.00. Since the largest number possible is 900086000,
this value can be easily stored in 30 bits as a binary integer.
The end of a sequence of points which describe an outline is marked
by a value of zero.
The 8853 points in the map require 1107 cards when punched on
cards as nine digit decimal numbers, 8 to the card. When the binary
form of the numbers is punched in A4 format, 18 to the card, only
492 cards are required. This latter form, though very compact,
cannot be easily decoded or corrected by hand. The nine digit deci-
mal form is the most compadt form compatible with easy modification
and addition by human beings using card punches. It is hoped that
the future will bring wide dissemination of this map to fluid
scientists, and greater completeness of the map as users add informa-
tion to areas of special interest.
E.3 The Program
Once encoding and compact formatting of the map had been com-
pleted, it was necessary to create a program which could plot the
map in different projections and from different points of view.
This was first accomplished on the ARDS II (Stotz 1967) graphical
display console at project MAC under an author-run project called
DISHPAN (Gammill 1968a). That program is still serving as a de-
monstration program for the ARDS II, and is quite popular because
of the complex and recognizable result produced, as well as the
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flexibility with which point-of-view, magnification, projection, pre-
cision and blanking of hidden lines can be controlled. A man-machine
interaction environment makes -the flexibility (or lack of it) of a
program much more apparent than does batch processing. Since the
completion of the DISHPAN project, the program has been recoded in
FORTRAN IV to operate the CALCOMP plotter from tapes produced on the
IBM 360 model 65. In the following pages the projection and point
of view transformation equations are given.
E.4 Projections
There are two basic approaches to projecting the surface of a
sphere onto a flat map. These could be termed projection onto a
cylinder and projection onto a plane. Projections onto cylinders
have the advantage of presenting all (or nearly all, in the case of
the mercator projection) of the surface of the earth on a single map,
but the disadvantage of horrendously distorting shapes and/or distances
at the ends of the cylinder. If, as is usually the case, the axis of
the cylinder is the same as the axis of the earth, this means that
cylindrically projected paps faithfully represent the equatorial
regions but distort the polar regions. Projections onto planes have
the advantage of being somewhat more faithful representations of the
appearance of the earth over the region they are able to cover, but
that region usually is no more than a single hemisphere. Because of
this restricted scope, projections onto planes require the ability
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to position the plane over any desired point on the surface of the
earth. This transformation of "point of view" allows the relatively
faithful presentation of any region smaller than a hemisphere. Point
of view transformation for cylindrical projections is not normally
done, and will not be examined here. The major use of such a trans-
formation appears to be the calibration of strip photographs from
satellites.
The cylindrical projections, because of the lack of point-of-view
transformation, tend to be quite simple. The simplest possible pro-
jection is the cylindrical equi-spaced which maps the longitude 6
and latitude (scaled to an appropriate range) directly onto the x
and y axes of the map plane. The equations are:
The constant k is a scaling factor and 6, is the longitude which
is placed at the center of the map. This projection preserves true
distance along meridians. Another widely used cylindrical projection
is the mercator. This projection produces lines of projection between
sphere and cylinder which pass through the center of the sphere.
This means that points near the poles will be projected very far out
on the cylinder, so that polar regions cannot be shown if our map is
to be bounded at top and bottom. The equations are:
~=
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The constants k and b are scaling factors. The mercator projection
preserves the shapes of objects, but distorts all distances and
sizes.
The projections onto planes require as, as was explained earlier,
to include a point of view transformation. To accomplish this trans-
formation in the simplest possible manner- requires us to go from our
latitude-longitude coordinate system to a cartesian axis system with
the origin at the earth's center, the Y axis pointing toward the
north pole, the Z axis pointing at the intersection of the equator
and the Greenwich meridian, and the X axis pointing at the equator
and longitude 90 East. In the unrotated case this axis system
coincides with the observers axis system (x, y and z) where the
observer is on the positive z axis.
YX
OBSERVER
Fig. E.1 The axis system.
In this untransformed case if an orthographic projection centered
over the intersection of the equator and the Greenwich meridian, is
desired, it is only necessary to use the X and Y axes as the map
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axes, x and y. However, we need the ability to center our map over
any longitude 0 and latitude 1 desired, and to rotate the long-
itude circle G, away from the map's vertical axis y. To accomplish
this requires us to rotate the X, Y, Z axis system successively
around the y, x and z axes by the angles , and oC
A rotation of G around the y (map vertical ) axis produces:
x, = X s-06 Z A & 0A
, Y
~Z= - o .+ X & r .
A rotation of
Xa
A rotation of
Thus:
around the x (map horizontal) axis produces:
x,
0< around the z (observer) axis produces:
;fz2
)?/ = RPZY /
x=R,,X-Y + R23 z
z=%31X- 3W' 2. R_733 Z
where:
of-iewby spcifying~oo vaue for* 9 $ 4. o( ado optn h
rtmri a d < the u4sin i r
Thspitweanpouea orthographic projection frdcsaveftegoben froint
ifvieb dstacefig valesne for sight paallel. Thamtingta
rotaion atri R, and persentiivepoton rotate the globe ae toex
viewed zo wheruonus dtaesedaToa cot.ordinersectve zsimpo-
backies corcin theo wmthetteful anoy ooinat oitseo
infinte distance, fromtheal lbservs sitional. Thtia
special/ caeo6h erpciepoecin hr0hegoecnb
viewed from various ditne.Tocretfo9esetiesml
requires corcin0otepotdx0n oriae o h
reltive doistane fa rodthe obsererpsiicoetooaypit
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EARTH
CENTER
I _ __A_ __
MAP
PLANE
- D >
Fig.. E.2 Diagram for perspective transformation.
By congruence of triangles ABC and FEC in Figure E.2:
D
D-D P =
xR -
D
A further problem produced when the perspective transformation is
added is that the prevention of backside images can no longer be
handled by not plotting points where Z < 0 Now we must not plot
points which are beyond the point of tangency of line of sight and
the surface of the globe. The point of tangency is normally called
the earth's limb, so the equation to be satisfied can be termed the
limb condition,
x.
R+D-2
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MA P
B PL ANE
R '1R
Fig. E.3 Diagram of limb condition for perspective views.
Regarding Figure E .3, since the line of sight CB forms a right angle
with AB, and AE is perpendicular to EB, we can state congruence of
AEB and ABC. Thus the limb condition is stated by:
rr
R+D
Thus, to be visible on our map, a data point should satisfy the
inequality:
#R + D
These equations can be seen to be consistent since as D becomes very
large, the perspective correction approaches one and the limb condi-
tion approaches zero, which gives the orthographic projection and
limb condition.
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Another projection on a plane is the equidistant projection,
which preserves true distance from the center of the map. Thus, the
axes x and y must be transformed back into angular displacements,
which are the map axes.
/P ( with Z 0
Here k is a scaling factor and r is the radius of the earth in map
units.
The final projection on a plane that we will examine is the ster-
eographic projection. This projection maps points from the sphere onto
a tangent plane from a projection point on the opposite side of the
sphere. AP PLANE
A | .: C
Fig. E.4 Diagram of stereographic projection
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By congruence of triangles ABC and AEF in Figure E.4:
xs - x2r r+E
2r
x5
:2
with Z O
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Fig. E.5 Cylindrical equispaced projection of the whole earth.
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?K
Z.
Fig. E.6 Cylindrical equispaced projection
of North America.
tzN
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Fig. E.7 Orthographic projection of North America.
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Fig. E.8 Orthographic projection with point of view
at the North Pole.
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Fig. E.9 Stereographic projection with point of view
at the North Pole.
/
II)/
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South Rmerica
Italy
EngI and
Rustral1ia
Fig. E.10 Orthographic maps of countries.
I
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APPENDIX F
F.1 Special Library Programs
A number of service programs are contained in the library, and
can be CALLed by the evaluator, but are not actually named members
of that library. These programs are contained as entry points in two
special load modules that are members of the library. Those members
are named CALFACE and FIOFACE, indicating that the first contains
interface routines for the Calcomp plotter and the second contains
interface routines for managing FORTRAN input-output.
The names of the service programs available in this manner are:
(a) Calcomp - NEWPLT,ENDPLT,PLOT1,LRCASE,SYMBL5,
NUMBR1, GRAPH, PICTUR, SCLGPH
(b) Fortran - ERRSET
(d) DUMP
(d) CLOCK
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F.2 Decompositon and Composition Operators of the STRAN Language
A decomposition operator string is made up of the following
operators separated by plus signs:
(a) $ - matches any string including the null string.
(b) literal - character string surrounded by single quote marks.
Matches only itself. -
(c) storage name - this storage location must contain a sequence
of literals separated by single quotes and ter-
minated by two right parentheses. The first of
these literals to produce-a satisfactory match
is used. An example of the contents of the storage
location is: ' THE ' A ' AN '))
(d) $n - dollar sign followed by an integer, matches the
first n characters of the remaining string.
(e) $'character string' - dollar sign followed by a literal,
matches as many repetitions of the literal as
can be found in consecutive order. This includes
matching the null string.
(f) @n - at sign followed by an integer, matches every-
thing up to but not including the n-th character.
If the matching process has already passed char-
acter n, then this matches the null string, and
matching continues from character n.
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(g) .n - period followed by an integer, causes the contents
of pseudo-register n to be inserted (at execution
time) in the operator string, for this operator.
If a literal occurs in the left or rightmost position of a decomposi-
tion operator string, the left or rightmost portion of the string to
be matched must duplicate the literal exactly. Dollar signs allow
the matching process to 'float', and a literal preceded by a dollar
sign will match the leftmost occurrence of itself. The. elements of
the match are placed into successive pseudo-registers where they remain
until obliterated by the left side of some later rule.
A composition operator string is made up of the following opera-
tors separated by plus signs:
(a) integer from 1 to 10 - these refer to the ten pseudo-registers.
(b) literal - a character string surrounded by single quote marks.
(c) @n - at sign followed by an integer, causes composition
to continue at column n, either by adding blanks
or truncating.
(d) %Ln,m
(e) %Rn,m
- percent sign followed by an L followed by two integers
separated by a comma, causes the left-most n characters
of the string in pseudo register m to be concatenated
to the result. If there are less than n characters, the
string is padded on the right with blanks.
- same as (d) except right-most n characters are used.
If not enough characters are available, padding with
blanks is on the left.
F.3 Grammar- to Generate Statements for COMS
On a following page we present the grammar used by the COMS pre-
sented in Sections 8.2 and 8.3. This grammar is a context free deter-
ministic (discontinuous) phrase structure grammar, using rules of the
type described by Yngve (1960). There are five types of rules.
1. (A= <abc>) symbol A generates the character string "abc"
2. (A=B) symbol A generates the symbol B
3. (A*3) symbol A-has three alternative subsymbols,
A l, A:2 and A:3, which it may generate.
4. (R=B+C) symbol R generates the symbol B followed-
by the symbol C.
5, (B=D...,E) symbol B generates the symbol D, followed
by the symbol that follows B, followed by C.
The fifth type of rule, invented by Yngve, will surely cause some
confusion. Perhaps the operation of this type of rule is most easily
clarified by saying that if a generation is started with the symbol R,
the above rules will generate the sequence of symbols DCE. A graph
of this generation is:
R
D C E
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Two extra facilities have been included in this grammar, to
allow character strings to be inserted from the STRAN storage or
associative memory. A symbol beginning with &, for example &ARG,
will cause the contents of STRAN storage location ARG to be inserted.
Likewise, a symbol beginning with period, for example .PROGRAMMER
NUMBER, will cause insertion of the string retrieved by a FIND
request to the associative memory of the form (PROGRAMMER NUMBER, $).
STRAN INTERPRETFR ON MAY 24,1964; AT 13:34:13.690 PAGE q
BEGIN INTERPRETING RULES.
FOLLCW I NG INPUT STORED AS CRAMMAR RULES.
I NPUT a*(T)C ALP =),CALL+& PROGNAM ) (CALL=<CALL >)%W~L..tF)%HAPP
INPUT ..s.f (tH-?P+TSC ) C )CALCON=%CWP+%ALST) (%AtST=ZAL1+%AL2) (%AL1=&ARGS)
INPUT. ..( jNARN= -YOUOTE+. PROGPAMMER_-NUMBE)(TQUOTE=TSQT...%WSQT)
INIT (OS =%T1,%PTIr=(2V2 23 .0)(%T* -2:1<r i,I DI M*JOI M>) V
NPUT.. C %ST2 :2=< ,1I123q7> )CLCG5F ALCNCY'
INU*.TGOF GCP0MV)%CVE=%CP-1+'YRH)('TCPLl=<CALL PLCTL(14.OO,-3>)
INU . %LP=GB/R)T:,BIL1%'I2(GB=CL GLGBE(2,p90.,280.,O,>)
INPUT ... ( G LB2=<4.f070136,0,.,P6.0 .52>
INPUT ... ('TCAL CfM= 9CALCON+%MOVE)
INPUT...))))
END OF kGRAMMAR. 0
00m
(D
C+
m
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F.4 STRAN Rule Set for a Sophisticated COMS
The following rule set implements the COMS demonstrated in Sections
8.2 and 8.3. EVALUATE is the.name of-the initial rule of this set.
That rule calls each of- the five rule.sets which implement the five
phases of execution of this COMS, described in Section 8.2. Each of
the basic rule sets, which make-up this total collection, are separated
from preceding rules by-a blank-card, and major subsets are headed by
comment cards'describing the function of that subset.
The first page of the. following material contains a listing of
the OS360 Job Control Language (JCL) input cards which are necessary
in order to run COMS. This is presented for the information of exper-
ienced users of OS360, and will not be explained here. Following the
input //SYSIN DD *, is a card which specifies to the interpreter
(ALLOC.ALLOCAT='l'B) that the associative memory is to be used, that
the number of lines-to be printed on an output page is 33, and that
those pages are to be printed in report format. More complete explana-
tion of these capabilities will have to await the writing of a manual.
These control cards are all that is necessary in order to use the in-
terpreter and library. Once these cards are read, the following STRAN
rules may be given, or rules may be collected from secondary storage
(DDNAME=SYSDATA) by command.
I'. .4
//'13 JCP (,lA063r, ?")249 3, 1~ 9.10, SRI 1-0), 'GAMMTLL XqQ91
//J!R I I Rf)1 f)0 0N A r=USFQF I LF .M639!' .2)24 11.l4.CMS C. I~S P=Cl- r,
fj~i'L F E I
//TNTF~qP EXEC
/ /FT,-V6F 001 0
//FTC'7F-OC 00
//SYSPPINT DO
/ / S Y S DAA 0 D
PGM= INTPPQ T
S Y SQ JIT = 4, 0C H= RF C F - i V R4,1tR Er =13 6 11L K
tJIT = -Y C j1 -7F C 0 S = r TP S )
DC B =( RE C F = F T LR FC L =P 3, R L SI Z F= 80)
WItMF;=1tFFILF M?7'3 .20?4 DATA.m nF)
S Y S 0UT -
CSN AA-E=JS FR FT11 E.''70 .20,24 pATA101M,
7F 7A
SP'=0LP
S P='o(1 0
//pLflSJMp 053 SYS9LT=A
//FTO3FnC)0O o0 nflME=SYS1N
/-/SYSU4N 00
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I
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BEGIN READING RLLES.
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
IAPUT. 0
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT ..
INL T...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
( EVALUATE( BEGPRT, PARSE, DEDUCE, INI TPR T, INITIALIZE ,ClvPPRINT,CCMPUTECLOSECUT) )
(BEGPRT(=*CUTI'FOLLOWING INPUT DECLARATICNS PRCCESSEC.l*CJTI'
# PARSE ACCE
# THE ASSOC
(PAFSF(REAC,
(PTEST(INPUT
(BEGIN
(BEGUN
(BI( SE
(MEL (S
(RULEI
(VPCl(
(DETS(
(VPD3(
(V PD4 (
(RLLE2
(RULE3
(RU.LE4
(R ULE5
(ClI( '*
INPUT
INPUT
TENCE
PTS
'I )END)
ENGLISH INPUT, TRANSLATES IT TO STL AND STORES RESULTS IN
IATIVE MEMORY. THIS RLLE SET CALLS ASSERI.
BEGINSTCRE, PTEST))
1$+') '+$)PARSE,ENC)
I$+'. '+$I=*OUTPUTI' '1*SENTENCE 11+'.'INPUT131)8EGUN,B1)
I$+'*'+$+'.'+$I=*OUTPUTI' 'I*SENTENCFI2+3+41INPUT51)FND,0BL)
I' '+$j=SENTENCEl2j)DBL,B1)
EATENCE)$+' '+1
(SENTENCEI$+' IS
VPIDETS+iL=VP I
' A ' AN '))
VPI' THE '+$I=VP
=VPTYPI 'ACJECTIV
(NP1'*HE '+$ISUB
(NPI'*SHE '+-$IS
(NPI'*IT '+$ISUB
(NP1+4$+' ' l=CU
ANY '*FVERY 1))
' '+$=SENTENCEI
'+$v .I '=NP ' 
'+2JVPTVPj'NCLA,
1+' '+4
I VP' I
1) VPC3
I)RULE1,DBL.)
'+3) ACTVVP01)
,RULE2)
'+?IVPTYPI'FUNCTICN,'H)VPC4,RULE2)
'1 )RULE2)
$I=CUTI'MALE,'+31TMP]'S2,PREPS))'l)RULE3,TMP)
I$s=OUTI'FEPALE,'+3ITMPI'S2,PREPS))' IRULE4,TMP)
$j=OUT) 'NEUTER, '+3ITMPI'S2, PREPS))'I)RULE5,TMP)
'NCUN,'+2ISUBJI2ITMPI'S2,RSUBS))'I)RULE6,TMP)
(RULE6(NPID2+$+' 'l=CUTI'ACJECTIVE,'+2ISUBJI2ITMPI'S2,RSUBS))'I)RULE7,TMP)
(D2('*ANYTHING '*EVFRYTHING '))
(RULE7(NPI '*NO '+$t' 'l=OUTI'NOUN,'+2ISLBJI2JTMPI'S2,ROISJ))'J)RULFATMP)
(RULE8(APl'*NOTHING '+$+' 'l=CUTI'ACJECTIVF,'+2ISUBJI21)RULE9,RULE8A)
(RULE8A(=TMPI'S2,RDISJ))'J)TWP)
(RULF9(NPI$+PREF+$+' 'I=SUH.JI 3I)GSUPJ,PREPS)
(GSUBJ(NPI$+' 'l=SUBJill)PREPS)
(RSUPS(SUBJI$IVPI' '+$I=RSSI'(SUBSET OF,'+l.+','+3+')')RVPT)
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INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
IN PUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
IAPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
I N PUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
IN PUT.
I NPLT.
INPUT.
I N PUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
.. (RCISJ(SUBJI$IVPI' '+$I=RSSj'(DISJOINT FROM,'+1+','+3+')')RVPT)
.. (PREPS(VPIs+PREPCSITNS+$I=RELTNII+2|OBJ131)TEST,3T3)
.. (PREPOSITNS(' OF ' IN I TO ' THAN I FRCM ' AT ' FCR ' PETWFEN I ON '))
..(2TUP(VP1' '+$+','+$1=VP14 )2T1,2TA)
.. (2T1(VPI' ANC '+$1=VPI' '+21)2T2,2T3)
.. (2T2(VP1' '+$+' '+$ =VPI' '+41)2T3,2TA)
..(2T3(VPl' '+$1SUBJI1 I=RSSI'('+2+','+3+')'1)RVPT)
..(2TA(SUB3JI$=0UTI'ADJECTIVE,'+21RSS12+' ,'+IITVPI'S2,?TBS2,2TUP))'I )TMP)
(2TB (RSS1 $=OUTI 11 )END)
.. (SPSHL('S OF 'S IA 'S TC 'S FROM 'S AT 'S FCR 'S ON '))
..(ACTV(SENTENCElt+' '+$+SPSHL+$+.'=NP11+2ICUTPUT131VP14+51)KNRLTNA1)
.. (Al(NP1$1OUTPUTJ$+' '+11=NPI1+2+' '1OUTPUTI4I)A2,A1)
.. (A2(OUTPUTI$ IVPI$1=VPI' '+1+2IVPTYPI'VERE PFRAS E,'l )RULE2)
..(KNRLTN(FI I'RELATION'+$1=VPTYPI'VERB ROOT' 1)UNABLEINR1)
..(KNR1(&Al 1|=CUTPUTI'' '+1+' ''I)UNAPL.E,KNR2)
..(KNR2(OITPUTI$ISENTENCEI$+.1+$+'.'H=SUBJI2IRELTNI3CEJ14I)KNRl,3T3)
..(PREF('T FE RELATION 'THE PROPERTY 'THE WORD *))
.. (ALST(' AND THE PROPERTY I ANC TEE PELATION '))
(3T3(OBJ I PREF+$1=OBJ 121) 3T4)
(3 T4 (CRJi' ITSELF' 4$ISUBJI $l=OBJ 13+21) 3T5)
..(3T5(BJI$+' AND ITSELF'ISUBJI$IRELTNJ$+' 'I=CBJI1+','+3IRELTNI4+'SAND '1)3T6)
..(3T6(0BJI$+ALST+$IRELTNI$+' '1=OBJ11+','+3IRELTNI4+'&AAND '1)3T7)
.. (3T7(OBJI'THE '+$I=CUTl'UNIQUE,'+2|OBJI21.TMPI 'S2,3T8))')3TATMP)
..(3TA(OBJI3DETS+$I=0BJ121)3T8,3T9)
.. (30ETS('A 'AN '))
..(3T8(CBJI'*'+$1=OUTI'PROPER NAPE,'+1+2|TMP1'S2,3TUP))'I)3T',TMP)
.. (3T9(OBJi$+PREPOSITNS+$I=OUTPUT121CBJ11+','+31)3TUP,3TA)
.. (3TN(CJTPUTI' '+$IRELTA|$+' 'I=RELTNI3+'f'+2I )3TDT)
..(3TOT(UBJI$+",'+3DETS+$I=CBJI1+?+41)30T1,3TUP)
..(3DT1(OB3JI 1+','+'THE '+$1=OBJIl+2+4IOUTI 'UNIOUE,'+41T1PI'S2,3TUP)' 1)3TUP,TNP)
..(3TLP(VPTYPI'NGUA,' IRELTN' '+$+' '=CUTI'NCUN RCOT,'+3|TMPI'S2,3TF))')3T1,TMP)
..(3T1(VPTYPI'VERB'+$1RELTNI' '+$+' '=CJTI'VERP RCCT,'+4ITMPI'S2,3TF))' )3T2,TMP)
.. (3T2(VPTYPI'FUNCTION,'IRELTN1' '+$+' '=OUTIl1+3ITMP I'S2,SUPER))' 1)3TF,TMP)
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INFUT...(SUPER(RFLTN '
INPUT...
INPUT.
INPUT...
INPUT...
I NPU...
INPUT...
INP11T...
(3TF(RELTN
(TEST(SUBJ
(RVPT(VPTY
(RVPA(=TMP
(RVPl(VPTY
(PAAN(SUBJ
(PR INT(RSS
I I+
I'*TH
P ' AD
I 'S2,
I $+'
'+$+' '=OUT)'NUN R
$+' 'ISUBJI$ICBJI$I=
E '+$IVPI' '+$1=SUBJ
'+$IVPI' +$+' '+$I=
PNAM) ) 1) TMP)
Pl' '+$1=OURTl1+3|TMP
$1=OUT I'PPRPER \AME,
'+$+')'+$l=OLTI'ITMP
OOT,'+2|TMP
RSS|'(I+?+
I41VPI' '+2
OUT'I ACJECT
I'S2,PNAM))
'+1+2TMPI
I'S5,8EGIA)I
INPLT...(UNAAPLE(SENTENCEl$1=*CUTPUTI 'UNAPLF TO PARSE '+11
INPLT...
I1PUT...# OECUCE PROCUCES DEDUCTIONS.
INPUT...(DEDUCE(DEDPRT,CHATN,SUBSET))
INPUTT...(DEDPRT(=*OUTI' '*OUTI'FCLLOCING ARE DEDUCTICAS
INPLT...# OFCUCTICA RULES. CALLEC EY CECUCE.
INPUT...(CHAIN(CFIl'CHAIN GF&AAD'+$+s+$1)EAC,RCHl)
INPUT... (RCH (FA11 1+2+31 )END, RCH2)
INPLT...(RCH2(&F212+$+$I)RCH1,RCH3)
INPUT.. . (RCH3( EA21 4+51 )RCH1 ,RCH4)
INFUT... (RCh4(&F3l3+5+$I)RCH3,RCH5)
INPUT...(RCH5(&A3161=&SIl+4+61*CUTI' ('+1+' ,'+4+','+6+')'
INPUT...(SUBSET(EFLI 'SUBSET OF'+$+$1)END,SUB1)
INPLT.. . (SLl ( CA 111+21) END,SUB2)
INPLT..( SUB2( &F 21 1+$1) SUB4, SUB3)
INPUT... (SUP3(CA21 31=&S 12+31 *OUT I' ('+2+', '+3+') 1 )SUB4,S
INPUT.. (SUB4(&F2I1+$+$1)SUP1,SUP5)
INPUT...(SJB5(&A213+41=&SI2+3+41*OLTI' ('+2+','+3+','+4+'
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INFLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
(I NI TPRT (=*OUT II
I 'S2,3TF))'1
,'+4 +',' 1+5+ I
IVPTYP I'FUNC
IVE PHRASE,'
)3TFTMP)
)'I )PNAM)
TICNl )2TUPPREPS)
+4+5+61 )RVPIRVPA)
I)PNAfv,TMP)
2,PR INT))'I )PRINTTMP)
lI)BEGINTMP)
)BEG IN)
FRCP DECLARATIONS.'I)END)
I)RCH3,RCH5
UB3)
)' I)SUB1qSUP5)
'*CLTI'FCLLCWIING INITIALIZATION STATEMENTS GENERATED.'I)END)
# INITIALIZE CARRIES CUT THAT PROCESS, OPENING THE CALCOMP PLOTTER TAPE,
# AND ALLOCATING SPACE FCR CCMS ARRAYS.
(INITIALIZE(&FlI'GOES ON'+'GRAPHICAL OUTPUT'+'CALCc2IPP PLCTTER'l)INIT2,IAIT1)
(INITl(=NFXT1'CPEN THE CALCCMP PLOTTER'lTMPI'COM1,EVL3,INIT2))')TMP)
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INOLT...( INIT2(&Fl I 'ARRAY'+$ 1) FND,INIT3)
INPUT ... (INIT3(&Allll=ARANAMI lITYPEI'NONF' IMODE 'REAL'IDI MI'(1)'1)END,INIT4)
INPLT...(IAIT4(&F2|$+11)INIT5)
INPJT...(INIT'(UA2|2I)INARAINIT6)
INPUT...( INIT6 (&F31$+21) INIT5, IN IT7)
INPUT... (INTT7( A3131=TN P131 )INIT5,INIT8)
INPUT ...(INIT8(TMPI'TYPE'I=TYPEl21)INIT9,IAIT5)
INPLT. .. ( IN IT9( TvP 'INCDEII=MCC E121) IN IT7, IN IT5)
INPUT...(INARA(TYPEIINONE3IARAANI$Il=TYPE12I)INARI)
INPUT...(INAPl(TYPE1 11&F21'FIRST DIMENSION OF'+$+ 1|CA2I2I=DII'I'('+2+')'lI)INAR2,INARIA)
INPUT...(INARIA(=#TMP IfDIP='+21)INAR2)
INPUT...(INAR2(TYPE1$IDIMI'('+$+'). &F21'SECCND DI'EASICN OF'+$+1&A2151)INAR4, INAR3)
INPUT...(INAR3(=DIM2+3','+5+41#TMPI 'JDIM='+51)INAR4)
INPUT...(INAR4(MODEl$I ARANAMlslDINI$I=AEXTIl+' '+2+3ITMPl'EVL3,INIT3))'l)TMP)
INPUT...
INPUT...(CPPRFINT(=*OtJTII 'I*CUTTI'FCLLCWIAG INPUT IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS PROCESSED.' )END)
INPUT...
INPUT...4 COMPUTE PROCESSES IMPERATIVE STATEMENTS INCLUDIAG CC'UANDS.
INPUT... (CCNPUTF(READGTNXT) )
INPUT...(READ(*INPUTI'#'+$I=*OUTPUTI' 'l*INPLTI2|)EMDREAD).
INPUT... (GTNXT (INPUTl +' ;'+$=NEXT1 11 INPUTI 31 )COMPUTEEVSEQ)
INPUT...(EVSEC(COM1,EVL))
INPUT...(EVLl(NEXT1$' '+'END'+$' 'l=*TMP121)EVLL,EAD)
INPUT...(EVLL(FVL2,GTNXT))
INPUT...(EVL2(NEXTl$' '+'00 +$' '+$+'='+$+' TC '+$I=COV8I4ICCLMI81DCXRI'1'I)EVL3,DODO)
INPUT...(EVL3(NEXTJ ' '+'-+CALL '+$l=*NEXTl2+31#NEXTI2+.31)EVL4,END)
INPUT...(E VL4(NEXT$' '+$l=#NEXT12 1)EVL5)
INPUTT...(EVL5(NEXT1$I=*NEXT ll)END)
INPUT... (CCMl (&FlIl' COMMAND' +$I )ENOCOM2)
INDUT...(COM?(&AIlII=TMPl'''+1+'11)E\C,CCV3)
INPUT.. (COM3(TMPI$INEXTl$' '+.1I+$*' '+$i=COMND13|ARGS151)COM2,COMPRT)
INPUT...(CCVPRT(NEXTI$1=*OUTl' 'I*CUTI'FFifLWING IS EXPANSION OF COMMAND...'+1I)COM4)
INPUT...(COM4(COMND$l&Fil'CONNAAD FCP'+1+$I&All1|=CONIDll)CCV5,CCM4)
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INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INFUT...
INP.UT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
I NPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT
INPUT
INFUT
INPUT
(COM5(&FIlI'PRCGRAM FOR'+$+1&AlJlI=PRCGNAMilI)CCM6,EXPAND)
(COM6(EF1I 'RESULT OF'+$+1ll2A1121FIl'GOES ON'+2+$I&AlI3j)CCMDFLT,CCM7)
( CCM7 (&FIl'PROCUCES ICNA'+$+2+3) &All 11 )COMFA IL, COM55)(COMDFLT(=RLIllTMPI2ICUTPUTI'LINE PRINTER'I)CC4O)(COMO1(RLI$ITMPI$IOUTPUT1$1)COM7)
(COPFAIL(=*CUTPUTj' PRCGRAM FOR COMMAND '+1+' COULD NOT BE FOUND.'1)END)(EXPAND(ARGSI$+' #+$' '+$1=TMPII)EXPAN,EXP1)
(EXPAN(ARCSI$I=TAIP II)EXPI)
(EXPI(TMPI$IPRCGNAMI$I&F1IS+11)EXPIAEXP2)
(EXP2( A1131 )EXP lA,EXP3)
(EXP3(&F21'GRAMMAR RULE FOR&ON'+$+2+31&A2|LJ=TMPIlI)EXP2,EXP4)
(EXP4(TMPl$+';'+$l=PD 1+' ,'iSV13+'.'1)EXP5,RSTRT)
(EXP5(TMPI $1=POIl1+','ISVI'C.'I)RSTRT)
(EXP1A(PROGNAMI$I&Fil'CRAMMAR RULE FCR'-+$+11Allll=TMPIl1)EXPERR,EXP4)(FXPERR(=*OUTPUTI'NO GRAMMAR RULE NAME FCUND FOR '+1+'.1 )ENC)
4 DCDC PRCCESSES 'CO' STATEMENTS FCUND BY COMPUTE.
(DOCO(DOLM$+' BY '+$I=DOLMIIlDCXR I3I)DCl)
(CCl(COLMJ$ICCXRI$1=#NEXT14+5+61*COLMIlCOXR14+5+4+'+'+21
(DO2(DDLM1 $1=DOLMi I1'+ 1+ 1 1)CC3)
(C03 (COTST, EXSAVDENDTST))
( SA VE (=TVPPII=%S Pt+1 +1 1 1+s'2'+' '+1 )END)'I)TMP)- 
-
(INCR(DOXRI 1=#TMPI1)END)
( ENCTST (COV B $1 =#TMPI II ) ENDTl)
(FNDTL(DOLMI$ITMPI$' '+.+$' * )CCNTIN,END)
(CONTIN( INCR,EXSAVDENDTST))
(DOTST(STMTI1|=#STMT'l+e+l)CoTL)
(DOTl( STMT1$1 INPUTI$+' AD CF LCOP'+$' '+';'+$=SAV61 ENDS
(DCT2 (STMT Is INPUT I$1 ) COT3)
(DOT3(SAVEREAD,DCTST))
(EXSAVD(=STMTI'C'1)EXLOOP)
(EXLCOP( EXI, FVDC,EXTST ))
(EX1(ST MT1$1=#STMTI'l+'+I )EX2)
STMT 1'' )DO2)
TI'' '+1+''' )COT2,SAVE)
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(EX2(STMTI$l=TMPI'%SP'+1+'j'+'$'+uju+'=INPUT'+uj.+'l'+'1'+)END)'I)TMP)
(EVDO( INPUT I$+';'+$1=NEXTI 1INPLTI21)END,EVD1)
(F'D1 (COMI ,EVL3,EVOC))
(FXTST(ENDSTI$ISTMTj$' #+.1+$$ 1 |SAVI$l=INPUTI5l)EXLCCPEND)
#THE FOLLOWING RULES CONVERT 00 LOOP EXECUTION TO ALLOW FLOATING VARIABLES.
(DC2(DCTST,EXSAVC,ENCTST))
(ENCTST(DOVBI$1DOLM$J=#TMPI'FLCAT(('+1+'-'+2+')-ABS(u+1+u-'+2+'))"I)ENDT1)
(ENDTl(TMPj'0.000000E+00'1)CONTINENC)
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INFUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INFUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
.(S
( R
.(X
( X
.(X
( X
.(X
.(X
.X
.
(X
.(X
TOGRAM(READXTOREXTST)
EAC(*INPUT1'#'+$l=*0UTPUT1' 'l*INPLT]21)ENr)',READ
TST(INPUTI$+')'+$=INPLT31*0UT'ENO CF CRAMMAR.
TORE(INPUTI$+'('+$+' )'+sl= LT1311NPUT15I)ENC,XTO
TCRTf(UTi$-+'<' INPUT]' >)'+$I=OUTI 1+ '<)0'INPUT 4
TOR( X5,XTORE) )
5(OUTI$+'='+$1=N1|1|N2I'R5))f+31)XI,X4)
4(N2I'R5))'+$+'+'+$I=N21'Ri))'+2+','+41)X3,XO)
3(N2I'R5))'+$+'...'+$1=N2|'R2))'+2+','+4|)X2,XO)
2 (N21'R 5 ))<'1+ $+'>'+4$1=N21IR 4 ))'1+2 I) XO)
1(CLTIS+'**+$I=NIIlIA2I'R3))'+31)XERR,XO)
O(NlIIN21Il=85|1+21)END)
.. (XERR (OUT 1$ 1=* UT I' ('+1+')
'*OUTl I
RT)
I) XTOR)
'I)END,CLOS1)
IN THE ASSOCIATIVE
STOGRAM)
'I) STOGRAMEND)
IS AN ILLEGAL GRAMMAR RULE.'I)END)
.# THE FOLLOWING RULES GENERATE CHARACTER STRINGS kHEN GIVEN A GRAMMAR.
.(RSTRT(=CUTI'' )RNXT)
.(RNXT(PDI$+','+$l=NM|1|PDI3I)ROCNEGET)
..
..# CLOSEOUT CLOSES THE CALCOMP TAPE, IF ANY.
..(CLOSECUT(&Fll'GCES ON'+'GRAPHICAL OUTPUT'+'CALCOMP PLOTTER
..(CLOS1(=NEXTI'CALL ENDPLT'l)EVL3)
..
.. # RULES FCR STOGRAM. THIS RCUTINE STORES C.F. GRAMMAR RULES
..4 MEMORY, TO BE INTERPRETED LATER.
..(GRAMPAR(=*OUTl'FCLLCWING INPUT STOREC AS GRAMMAR RLLES.'i)
..
.
.
.
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INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT ...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
IN P'U T...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INDUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPLT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
INPUT...
I N PUT...
(GET(NMl$1E&F11l+$IA1l21=RLI21)X ARB,RL)
(R1(RL1$+'))'+$+','+$1POl$1EF113+$l-A1l71=NMI3lRLl7|PDI5+4+6|)ERRRL)
(R2(RLI$+'))'+$+','+$IPD|$+','f+$16F1|3+$l&All91=NPlAI'2RLI9|PD16+T+5+7+81)ERRRL)
(R3(NMl$ISVl$+'.'+$I=NMl1+':'+2|S914|1)ERRGET)
(R4(RLI$+'));'ICUTI$l=NEXTI3IRLI'EVL3,RSTRT))')R4A,RLIST)
(R4A(OLTI$RLI$+'))'+$I=CUTl1+41)ERR,RNXT)
(R5(RLI$+'))'+$6F1l3+ |All 41=NM131RLI41)R5A,RL)
(R5A(RL I$+ ) ) '+$I =NP 131 )ERR,GET)
(RLTST(PCI1+','+$1 )END,RL)
(RDCNE(CUTt$l=NEXTI1I)ENC)
(XVARFB(NMI '.'+$1 OLT) I I|F1 12+S I&A1 14 1 =CUT 13+41 )XVARBl,FAXT)
(XVARB-1(NMI 'T'+$lXVARB21$+''+$1=XVARB212+4+51)ERR,XVARB2)
(XVARB2(DUMMY 1I I OUT I$ I=CUT 12+11) RNXT)
(ERR(N1$1PDI $1=*PDI'*ERROR* NM= '+1+' PD='+21)RNXT)
# RULES FOR ANSWER. USES RULES FRCM ASSERT.
(ANSWER(REAC,FINCNTST))
(NTST(INPUTJ$+')'+$= INPUT13 )ANSWEP,ENC)
(FIND( INPUTI$+4( '+$+' ) '+$1=OC Tl3|IINPUT151) END,FAD)
(FNC(F5,FIND))
(F5(OUJTI$+',I'+$+# ,'+$+',p'+$+$ ,'+$l )F4,EAC)
(F4(OUTI$+','+ +','+$+ ''+$ )F3,AA4)
(F3(OUT$+','+$+','+$1)F2,hN3)
(F2(OUT|$+f', '+$-l)S1,AA2)
(AN4(EF111+3+5+71 )FAILFOUND)
(AN3(&F1|1+3+5I)FAILFCUNC)
(AN2(CF1|1+31)FAILFOUND)
IFAIL(CUT $+' $'+$l=*OtJTI 'THERE ARE NO ANSWERS TO ('41+2+3+').' )FCLSDEND)
(FCLSD(OUT1$1=*CUTI'THE TRUTH CR FAtSEFCCD CF ('+1+') IS UNKNOWN.'I)END)
(FOUNC(OUTI$+'$'+$=*UTPUTI'('+1-1+2+3+') HAS THESF ANSWERS:')CLOSEOFNC3)
(FND3(CUTI $+'$'+$+'$'+$+' $' +$I )FNC2, C3)
(FNO2(OUTI$'$'+ $+'$'+$1)FNDIAC2)
(Ft l (OJTI $+' $'+$] )CLOSEDACI )
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AC3(A12+4+61=*OUTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+')')END,AC3)
AC2(EA112+41=*CUTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+')'1)FAC,AC2)
ACl(EA1|2=*OUTI'('+1+2+')'I)EAjD,EAC1)
CLCSEC(OUTl$j=*CUTI-'('+1+') IS TRUE.'1 )END)
INFUT..
INPU-T..
INPUT.
INFUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPLT..
INPUT..
INFUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
IN PLT ..
INPUT..
INPUT..
IN PLT.
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPUT..
INPLT..
'l)S3,END)
ROUT I NES
.# RULES FOR ASSERT.
.(ASSERT(REAC,STCREATST))
.(READ( *INPUTj'#'+$i=*0UTPUTl' '1*TNPUTl2|)END,READ)
.(ATST ( INPUTI $+' )' +11= INPUT 131 )ASSERT,END)
.(STCRE C(INPUT $+'('+$+')' +$V=CUT131IAPUT5I)ENCSTOR)
.(STOR(S',STORE))
.(S5(CLTj$+','ll+$+','+$+','+$+',"+fl )S4, ENE)
.(S4(OUT)$+','+$+','+$+','+$j=&SIl+3+5+71*CUTI'('+1+2+3+4+5+6+7+')
.(S3(OUTl$+', ,'+$4',+$=&S11.+3+51*OUT1'('+1+2+3+4+5+')'1)S2,END)
.(S2(OUTIS+1','+$1=&SI1+3|*CUTI'('+1+2+3+')'I)SlENC)
.(S1(OUTJ$I=0UTl1+'))'1)OUT) THIS RULE ALLOWiS EXFCLTION CF OTHER
.# THESE EXTRA RULES PCOIFY ANSAER TC LIST ANSWERS IA ENGLISH.
(AN4(EFl1 1+3+5+71=AD11 'ADA.'I)FAIL,FOUND)
.(AN3( F1J11+3+5=ACll'AC3'l)FAILFCU C).
.(AN2(UF1I1+3|=AD1|'AD2'I)FAILFCtNA )
.(FAC3(OUTI$+'$'+$+'$'+$+'$'+HIADlI$I=ADII8+',AC3))'1')FND2,AC3)
.(FND2(OUT]$+'$'+$+'$'+$IADI1$I=AC116+',AC2))'))FND1,AC2)
.(FNC1(OUTI $+'$'+$lA011$j=AD114+',ACl))'I)CLOSEDACl)
.(AC3(CUTI$+'$'+$+'$'+$+'$'+$U&A1I2+4+6=OUTPUTIl+2+3+4+5+6+71)END
.(AC2(OUT$+'$'+$+'$'+$Al2+4=CLTPUTI1+2+3+4+51)EAC,Ao1)
.(AC1(CUTI$+'$'+$EAIl21 =OUTPUTIl+2+2I)END,AO1)
.(AD4( OUTPUT l$+' ,'+$+','+$+','+$ =RLTNIl SBJ13101151C2171)END, W4A)
.(AC3(OUTPUTl$4','+$+','+$l=RLTN|1|SBJ 1310115)ENDW3A)
.(AD?(OUTPUTI$+','+$l=PHRASEIllSPJA31)ENCWA)
.1 TFF FOLLOWING RULES GENERATE ENGLISH SENTENCES FRCw S.T.L. N-TUPLFS.
.(64(011'.' )W4A,EAD)
,AD1)
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( W3 (SRJI'I.'II)W3A, EAC)
(W2(SBJI'.')WAEND)
(WA (PhRASEl$1&F91'NOUN'+11=TMPI'ACET,)WD
(WB(SBJI'**+$IPHRASEl$ =*CUTPUTIl+2+3+'.
(WC( SBJ I $IPRASE$I S=*OITP T| 1 '**+1+2+'.'
(WC(PFRASEI$1=PHRASE]' IS '+11)WP)(W3A(RLTNI'SUBSET CF' ICiJ$1=PHRASEJ?IAR
(W3B(RLTNI 'DISJCINT FROM' l011 $l=PHRASE 12
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
I NPUT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
INPLT.
INPUT.
INPUT.
I NPL T.
INPUT.. (W4A(RLTNI
INPUT... (W4A1 (RLTN
INPUT...(W48(RLTNj
INPUT... (NOECFO)
'I )WD,T.P)
I)WCENC)
E\0)
K'*ANY' )W32,W3A1)
IMARK '*NO'I)h3P,W3A1)
J$ISBJI$I&F91'NCUN' +2|=SJ 1 +' '421 )W3A2,WA)
Il+'THING '+21) WA)
$1Oll $L=PERASEl 1+' '+21 )W3C)
FUNCTION'+11=T P'TCETwC)) ')W3C,TfP)
NOUN ROOT'+11=TMPl'ADEToD))'I)W3E,TMP)
VERB RCCT'+11PFR ASEl$1=PI-RASEI' 'I1)WDWB)
SE1$1+$1&F'IVCWEL'+1I=PHRASE 'AN '+1+21)BCET,END)
ASF I A '+1+21 )END)
SE1$1=PFRASEI'THI E '+11)ENC).
$+'&'+$01$ls02|$1=PHRASE 1+' '+4+' '+3+' '+51)W4ALW4B)
1$1=*OUTPUTI'('+1+','+3+4+5+6+7+1)Il)END)
$I) 3C)
(W3A1(MARK
(W3A2(=SBJ
(W3P(RLTNI
(W3C( &F9 I'
(W3( EF91
(W3 E( &F9 I
(ADET(PHRA
(BCET(=PHR
(TDET(PHRA
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